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It's What We Doc W i 1a E a r·t h 1 i n g s
~ <.

I n response to letters in our laSJ couple issues, several explana~ons are; _
in order. First we mUst apologize for several efl:ata in recent is.sues.

- . W.e've iIia'dvertentry omittetl a table and.a list of t:eferences in the last 
.two' issues-the computer ate 'them,i~ typical acts of technological per
fidy - and have let slip past OS several typos. What the computer ate it later

.. regurgitated, so we can send these to readers upon request (see "Errata" of
last two issues). The 'typos, however, will stand inInfamy, testimony!O the
excess of verhage Wild Earth staff must digest. '. ' .

Which IS our excuSe, also, for notfact-checking every article; Appar
ently, our inability 'to check all putative facts has allowed stweral errors
thro~gh the fUtering process: (See Letters 'se<::tion of this and lasUssues.

-OUr astute readers nailedus!) Writers, I beseech thee: check all y?~ facts.
~ We are. beginning to exploit interns to fact-check articles; but still, if you
.'givea wrong n~ber, say, or misspell a·scie.ntific.nameof a sPecies,;, the .
error is.likely to see print (Reed Noss may be nigh on infallible [Noss for
J;>ope in 96!], but he~s also inaccessible sometimes when we're about to go
to press, so he can't prevent all scientific in1!-ccuracies.)

. NowI should clarify a few matters for writers: Some of you may be in
anguish that your articles appear to langmsh.... I've unintentionally misled

_several.authors to believe their ;uticles 'Could be'Pr4Ited soon after aCeep-~
tance. Ul)fortunately,our backlog continue~ to grow: We'rer~ving sCores
of articles each month; we can make space for only the best third or so of
these; I ~ust pare down significantly all b~t the most skillfullyw!i-ttenof
these-accepted articles; aDd an but the very best or most timely of those
accepted will prob'ably have-to'Walt a year or·more tx':fore WE subscribers
read them; That·is, WIjters must fear rejection and expect delays-compa
rabl~to those ~fprofessional journals, wh~reatwo year delay is common. 
Please see ourrevised "About Sub'missions" page in this issuefor new writ··

, ing guideliiies.· . .:
. Poets, please remember, send:yoQr poetry to oUr Poc;:try Editors, Gary
I-awless and Art Goodtinies. (Again, ~ee SubmissionS page, near back.)·
~end.iDg goOd poetry to the Richmond office is throwing pearls to swine,
Of course, un!«ss they trample tflem underfoot in their rush for the swill,
the s~me do eventuallXforward tflepoems.· .'. '-

The s.urfeit of importan'uirticlesis i consequroce of "-1ld Earth's choice
of duties.·Perhaps·with naiv~ ambitiousness, WE staff aim to serve s.everal

. major roles in the conservation movement:. . ..
1) Wild Earth's overarching theme is the North Amencan ~ilderness .

. Recovery Strategy-TheWildlands Prop:t. WEis TWP's publishing vqice.

_continueet01i p. 2
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--------.....---.....-------- Staff Notes

It's What We Do.. .COntinued

2) Undergirding Wild Earth is the New Conservation
Movement Our foundation is the full suite ~fgrassroots biodi
versity defense groups. We provide a forum for NCM groups
and individual activists.

3) Along with our overarching and undergirding themes,
we've several ongoing sub-themes and foci. Among these are
covering old growth~ the East, countering human over-popu
lation, .critiquing technology, and considering deep ecology.

Notwithstanding the word glut, we still want those of you
we've solicited for articles (especially Terry Tempest Williams,
Garys Snyder and Nabhan, Stephanies Kaz.a and Mills, John
Elder, Barb Dugelby, Michael Soule, David Ehrenfeld, Wes
Jackson, Trudy Frisk, and other Wild Earth correspondents and
editorial advisors) to send us articles. We do sonietiriles let ex
ceptional articles leap-frog over the backlog, and some such
leap~froggingmay be necessary to achieve a better gender bal
ance in our pages.

How is a periodical to serve all these concerns in only four
- issues a year, you may ask. Well, it isn't, in as full a sense as

scholars mighthope; but it is, in a sense befitting activists, who
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haven't time to read reams anyway. Moreover, we'll aim
henceforth to publish in addition to our regular issues a
Special Issue on TWP each year. (We're beginning work
on the next but you may not it see till 1995.)

Also, we're trying to free space. I advocated reducing
to 4 point type and issuing magnifying glasses, but was out- .
vote'd. Whereupon, I ruefully eliminated my own column,
"NoteworthyArticles."We plan to keep "It's WhatWe Do"
very short in the future. (Dave's "Campfire," of course, will
continue. Its absence this time bespeaks Dave's speaking
his oratorical duties left him no time this quarter to write
his column.) We intend to restrict ourselves ever more to
articles of undying import-articles that will be genuinely
germane years from ~ow. For news,alerts, local reports, and .
political updates, readers should see the many timely New
Conservation Movement news periodicals, such as Wild
Forest Review, Earth Spir~tCalls, Heartwood, Headwaters,
Northern ForestForum, RESTORE: The North Woods, Save
America's Forests, Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance,
Carrying Capacity Network Clearinghouse Bulletin, Inner
Voice, and Forest Voice. (For Western news, see also High
Country News.)

To the argument, enunciated well by Ken Wu in a let
ter this issue, that WE should run more philosophical pieces,
I would respond that only a smaIl part of the duty of wild
land proponents to defend ecocentrism's philosophical bul
WaIXs should fall upon Wild Earth. We do hope to strengthen
and broaden our Land Ethics and Population Problems de
partments, and we've been contemplating adding a subver
sive section, Possibly disguising it under the innocuous'
heading QuestiOIDng Technology. Again, though, our con
straint is space. Also, many of the needed critiques (ofmod-.
em technology, industrial civilization, and the whole
panoply of evils) have already been written and published
in such books as Deep Ecology, In the Absence ofthe Sa-.
cred, Green Rage, Confessions ofan Ecowa"ior, The End
of Nature, Beginning Again, The Unsettling ofAmerica,
Overshoot, Sacred Land Sacred Sex, and Practise of the .
Wild, or in the environmental pliilosophy periodicals, Trum
peter, Pan Ecology, and Environmental Ethics.

The ,most regrettable aspect of Wild Earth's inability
to print all the worthwhile material we receive is that it
means we're not fully employing all the people who want
to advance North American WJ.1demess Recovery. Indeed,
I believe the weak point inThe WJ.1dlands PrOject at present
is in failing to fully engage and enlarge the New Conserva
tion Movement. We must get more people involved. WE
carries on partly to help fill these voids..Many people want
NorthAmerica to be healthy and natural again. Wild Earth
aims to help these people help.

-John Davis

Bark &!etle Galleries/Nursery by Heather K. Lenz



It's What We Do...

Statement of Revenue and Expenses
(Year Ending Dec. 31, 1993)

*Gross Annual Staff Salaries: Exec. Ed.=$6oo0;
Editor=$9600; Art Director=$9600; Assistant Editor/ .
Outreach Director=$10,OOO; Business Man
ager=$11 ,200
**This large deficit represents the 1992 receipt of a
grant to produce The Wildlands Project Special
Issue while $25,475 of the total production ex
penses were incurred in 1993.

Recently we received a letter from Melissa Hardy of Asheville,
. North Carolina suggesting we print a financial statement for

1993 detailing our yearly budget and staff salaries. She was also in
terested ifrthe fmancial relationship between The Wildlands Project
and Wild Earth. She feels that while the· ideological arrangement
had been made clear, donors have no way of knowing if their money
is supporting The WIldlands Project, Wild Earth, or both. Melissa
believes "people are more likely to donate to non-profit organiza
tions if they know where their money is going." We agree and want
to thank her for taking the time to make these suggestions. .I?lease look
over the 1993 Statement of Cenozoic Society Revenues and Expenses.

While the expenditures may make you think you are looking at
the Forest Service'S' annual budget for pencils, these are the total
annual expenditures of Wild Earth. For perspective, should National
WIldlife Federation President Jay Hair's annual salary be diverted to
Wild Earth (an unlikely prospect), we could produce Wild Earthfor
nearly two years on that money alone.

We are proud to be able to produce a quality magazine on a small
budget, but we would not be able to do it without the generous con
tribuJions of time and energy from the authors and artists whose work
gracesWE's pages. .

The Wildlands Project andWild Earth, although sister organiza
tions, are completely separate fmancial entities. Any donation made
to either organization stays within that organization. The production
of the Wild Earth Special Issue, which focused on TWP, was paid'
for with a grant from the Foundation for Deep Ecology. The cover
age given to TWP in each issue of Wild Earth is a matter of editOrial
content. It is not a fmancial ~gement.

We welcome &in O'Donnell as our new Administrative Assis
tant She replaces Becca Ctmningbam who left us because she felt the
chocolate-induced high energy enviromnent was not good for her health
and because she was about to have a baby. Becca's humor and natu
ral energy will be greatly missed. Erin began working withWE as a
volunteer and so far has exhibited a liking for chocolate. -Marcia Cary

Attesting to Wild Earth's growing influence, sharP-eyed read
ers may have noticed WE articles reprinted or excerpted of late

in several regional and national publications. From Alternative·Press
Review, to HdTpers. to High Country News (which reprinted Dave
Foreman's spring "Campfire" column wherein he takes on world
class wallydraigle Bruce Babbitt), folks are reacting to our
movement's vision of recovering wilderness. We welcome periodi
cals to reprint articles, but do caution editors to seek permission both
from Wild Earth and the author.

To the "Wise Use" propaganda rags who delight in quoting John
Davis's and Reed Noss's most visionary pronouncements from WE's
WIldlands,Project special issue, please send tear sheets along to Bab
bitt (alas, still at Interior and not sitting next to Oarence Thomas on
the long hard bench ofjurisprudence). Maybe Brucewill beinspiredby
persons speaking with the courage of their convictions. - Tom Butler

REVENUE
Wild Earth Sales
Subscriptions- New
Subscriptions- Renewals
Wholesale Distribution
Sample Issue
Back Issue
"Old Growth in the East"
Advertisements
Merchandise
Miscellaneous
Contributions
General .
WE Research Fund
Grants
Total Revenue

EXPENDITURES
Payroll
Salaried Pay (Net)*
Contract Pay
Payroll Taxes
Research Fund
Printing I Mailing of Magazine
Health Insurance
Rent
Utilities
Photostats/copies
Communications
PostagelExpress MaillUPS
PhonelFaxlEconet
Office Supplies I Equipment
Travel
Entertainment
Memberships! Subscriptions
"Old Growth in the East" P.roduction
Professional Fees
Bank Charges
Miscellaneous

Total Expenditures
(Deficit)

$23,173
28,783
11,388

445
2,123.
1,397
1,237

642
882

9,560
7,387
7,580

$94,597

$40,607
4,779

10,404
3,527

36,285
3,359
2,347
1,018
1,386

7,065
4,401

863
4,178

150
. 1251

6290
1100
164

9436

$138,610
(44,013)**
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The Wi1d~andsProject
Update
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April1994 ,
It's been over a year since Wild Earth published an en

tire issue introducingThe WIldlands Project Since that time
we have been talking and working.with thousands of you to
bring a vision to life: a vibrant North America where Griz
zlies, Jaguars, salmon, fungi, and prairies can thrive within
the evolutionary ebb and flow.

The press is discovering us, intrigued by the boldness
or perceived consequences of our task. We remind them
constantly that in creating this vision-and in implement
ing it-The Wildlands Project is only a small piece of the
process. Protecting and restoring NorthAmerica's lands and
waters 'depends first and foremost on those in the regions,
whose \ove of place i~ combined with knowing place. The
WIldlands Project exists to help coordinate the work of the
regions: to help make sure the maps fit together, that groups
get the scientific and other resources they need, to publish '
reserve proposals as they are developed, and to bring this
vision to all-the people of the continent

In bringing this vision before all North Americans the
choices we face will at last be clear: we will know what we
must'do if we truly value the earth from which we grow and
all its life. Thatknowl~ge will be rooted in every region. It
will change the way we think about the problems ofourown
species. Solutions at'the expense of the Earth and otherspe
cies will no longer be uncriticaJly-accepted; the burden will
be shifted to those who would despoil.

We are asked about the practicality of The WIldlands
Project and the vision it shares with regional groups. The
answer is simple. Practical solutions have barely slowed the
rate ofbiological degradation.We must frrst understand what
solutions will halt and reverse that degraWition, and then we
must work to make those soiutions practical. We must
change what is practical. Ofcourse, pedple must work with
present praclicalities, but it is equally important thatpeople
work to transcend these limits.

Larder 'free by Bob Ellis



The Wildlands Project

A vision of where we want to go serves the New Conse{
vation Movement in a number of ways:
• It gives us a positive vision; we are no longer just on the de

fensive, saying no to this and that human scheme for trans
forming nature into money. We are saying yes to life in all
its myriad forms. Responding to the endless assaults is vital,
but more is needed.

• It gives us a direction. To get from here to there we need to
know where there is. What sort of wildlands reserves, corri
dors and buffers do we need to protect all indigenous spe
cies, ecosystems, and ecological processes. Without that sense
of direction, land despoilers will continue to shape society's
agenda. -.

• It gives us a standard by which to measure o~ success.
• And fInally, the very process of creating the vision- bringing

together conservation action and biology, working coopera-

\

Wildlands Project Update from Tucson

An avenue little explOred so far by The Wl.ldlands
Project is education in primary and secondary schools. We
in the Tucson office are now working to change that We
are developing a TeacherTrainingWorkshop based on the
conservation biology concepts underlying The Wildlands
Project. The program will be university accredited. It will
be a week long retreat focused to impart both the science
on which the NorthAmerican Wilderness Recovery Strat
egy is based, and the ecocentric value system underlying
The Wl.ldlands Project.

We are still in the early stages of planning, and hope
to begin developing an actual middle and high school cur
riculum based on large wilderness areas as essential to any
landscape model. If you have input or are currently in
volved in the education system and wish to become in
volved in a Wl.ldlands Project Environmental Education
program, please contact the Tucson office: 1955W. Grant
Road, 148A,Tucson,AZ8S745; 602-884-005; ore-mail
us at "wildlands@igc.apc.org".

TheWl.ldlands Project still has a large number of mld
Earth special issues available for interested individuals
or groups. If you or your organization would like to re
ceive copies of the Special Issue, please contactTWP of
fIce in Tucson. Individual copies are available, but it is
easier for us to ship them by the box for you to distribute
to your group.

We ask individuals and groups to make copies avail
able free of charge to those who would benefIt from it. If
you receive any contributions for copies of this issue, we
would appreciate funds to cover postage. First class post
age is about $2 an issue and bulk shipping is $8 a box to
the West Coast and $14 a box to the East Coast

- Hise Granek, TWP intern

tively within and between regions, building a continental
networl,c - makes us more credible and stronger.

The Wl.ldlands Project's ability to assist regional groups
has just been vastly enhanced by Jim Strittholt and Barbara
Wolman. Jim is a biologist with his Ph.D. in reserve design
(his work was in the Ohio Appalachians). He also has exten
sive I;:()IDputer and hand-based mapping experience. Jim will
start officially in mid-June, but we are urging him to attend
vision mapping and organizing meetings in the interim.

Barbara Wolman has joined our staff and is already work
ing hard to keep the nuts and bolts (excuse the mechanical
metaphor) of the project, tightened or loosened as needed. Bar
bara,brings from the Oregon Natural Resources Council a com
binati9n of commitment and expertise gleaned from work in a
larger organization.

We've just signed a lease on the new administrative/sci
ence 'office' the new address is 117 E. 5th St., Suite F, POB
I' .

1276, McMinnville, OR 97128; phone 503-434-9848, FAX
503-434-2781. The Tucson office remains alive and well, and
for cleariiJ.ghouse information or copies of the Wild Earth spe
cial issue please continue to call Tucson at 602-884-005, Fax
602-884-0962.

We also welcome Dr. Rodolfo Dirzo to the'board ofThe
Wl.ldlands Project. Rodolfo has conducted research and pub
lished widely on ecology and plant-animal interactions in the
subtropics since the early 1980s. One of Mexico's foremost
conservation biologists, llls reputation throughout Mexico and
central America has made him a persuasive advocate for biodi- .
versity and wildness. He teaches at the Universidad Nacional
Autonoma de Mexico Centro de Ecologica and has trained
many of Mexico's best young ecologists and biologists.

In the last issue of Wild Earth I wrote some about the vi
sion mapping process. In an upcoming issue I will talk more .
about both vision mapping and the longer term reserVe design,
and how people and groups can become involved. Meanwhile
here's a brief update:

. The vision mapping process is under way in the North
ern Appalachians and Canadian Maritime region (Greater
Laurentian Region), the Canadian Rockies, and the Southern
Rockies (largely in Colorado). This spring the process will be
gin in the Southwest, Great Basin, Great Lakes Northwoods,
and the PacifIc Northwest (Klamath to Tongass). In the fall,
Mexico, Central America, Alaska, the Canadian Arctic, Bo
real Forest, California, Southern Appalachians, the Plains,
Northern Rockies and the East & Gulf coasts will commence
vision mapping.

We are pleased that in both the vision mapping and the
longer-term science based mapping, Sierra Biodiversity Insti
tute and PacifIc GIS will work with us and regional groups.
These two organizations have long experience in conserva
tion mapping and in working with regional and local groups.
Both have a deep commitment to co~ervatioaThose of you
who have worked with Steve Beckwitt and Ed Backus and
their co-workers know of what I speak.
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TWP will cooperate with the Biodiversity Legal Founda
tion in providing support to the Road-fighting Strategy Project'
that emerged from the February meeting in Healdsburg, Cali
fornia. The Road-fighting Project will be directed by an inde
pendent board: TWP will provide organizational support. (See
"Road Scholars" article in this issue.)

The road-fighting strategy is only one area where wild
lands reserve design efforts tie in with and support more im
mediate conservation work. Forest planning in US National
Forests, Canada's Endangered Spaces campaign, and other
conservation efforts can benefit from the scientific research and
mapping undertaken for reserve design. In return, these efforts
benefit wildlands work by providing immediate protection and
building the biological case for a fundamental shift in priori
ties.

The Wtldlarids Project extends thanks to the Turner Foun7
dation, Patagonia, 'ESRI, and as always the Foundation For
Deep Ecology, for generous grants in support of our work.
Turner has provided $25,000 in general support, Patagoriia has

. contributed $10,000 to support vision mapping and organiz
ing meetings, and ESRI hasdonated ,thousands of dollars of
computer software for mapping. The grant-making cOmmu
nity often reflects the larger community-only a few have the
vision to lead and look to the long term. We are grateful for
their leadership as well as financial support.

We also look.to you for leadership. Please support The
Wtldlands Project with a generous (and tax deductible) contri
bution. The species we list at each gift level (see coupon be
low) are all threatened or endangered. Your gift will help save
them all. Thanks.

-David ]ohns;1WP Executive Director

For bulk or single copy orders of
The Wildlands Project Special Issue

. contact the Tucson office: 1-602-884-0875.

The
Wildlands

Project

~ photocopy or dip, and send to The Wildlands Project

I--------------------·~·~------------.,
10 YES! I SUPPORT NORTH AMERICAN WILDERNESS RECOVERY. 1
: H ERE'S MY TAX-DEDUCTI BLE CONTRI BUTION TO ':
I' TH E WI LDLAN DS PRO) ECT. ' 1
I· Help restore wild habitatfor yourfavorite endangered species: 1
1 $5000 0 Ecosystem of your.choice 1
: $10000 Dudley Bluffs aIadderpod :

1 $500 0 Kretschmarr Cave Mold Beetle 1
1 $250 0 White Wart}rback Pearly Mussel 1
1 1
I. $1000 Unarmored Thfeespine Stickleback J
1 $500 Attwater's Greater Prairie-chicken 1
: $25 0 Dism~ SwampSoutheaStern Shrew. :

L__~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __J
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Viewpoints

The Habitat Island of Dr. Moreau·

by Bil Alverson

T
o all but the most skeptical observers, the U.S. Forest Service appears to have
begun a slow shift toward ecologically-benign silviculture. Their current
publiC'relations vehicle, Ecosystem Management (known last year as New

Perspectives) informs us that the Forest Service will employ new technologies to
protect biodiversity while simultaneously producing timber, game, and other com
modity products.

Rosy pronouncements by New Perspectiv.es/Ecosystem Management
spokespeople must be carefully evaluated in light of the limitations of our scientific
knowledge and technologies. Beyond skepticism over Forest-Service motives, read
ers of Wild Earth must ask themselves whether or not the vision of future forest
management suggested by New Perspectives/Ecosystem Management is in itself vi
able and desirable. Would a reformed and well-intentioned Forest Service of the fu
ture best protect indigenous biodiversity through intensive management?

The fictional account below offers one hypothetical future of Heart's Content, a
real 50 hectare old-growth stand in western Pennsylvania. Heart's Content was des
ignated as a National Natural Landmark in 1977, but despite its formal designation
it is seriously impaired biologically because of changes in the surrounding forest.
Loss of species, lack of reproduction of some tree species, and other problems due
to Heart's Content's small size and isolation from other old-growth stands suggest
that additional protection of the stand is needed.

How shall we provide such protec~on?This question is conside~ through the
eyes of Dr. H.J. Moreau, a biodiversity specialist trying to maintain and enhance the
biota of Heart's Content. Moreau's management philosophy is a direct descendant
of New Perspectives/Ecosystem Management thinking, and his attractive technol
ogy will probably be common by early next century. Moreau's actions harken back
to his intellectual predecessor and namesake, the fictional Dr. Moreau that H.G. Wells
used a century ago to consider the limi ts of human ability to control nature.

Springtail by JeffElliot SU~ER 1994 WILD EARTH 7



2020 A.D., WARREN COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA,
U.S.A•.

. . Dr. H.I. "Hojo" Moreau reduced the tint in his windshield
as he turned right at theBivoUae of the Dead statue and crossed
the Allegheny bridge. Now headed south on Roadway 337, he
no longer had to stare into the newly-risen sun. Edna Prendik
slept soundly in the passenger seat. -

As he brought the dust-colored Silviculture Service truck
up to speed, Moreau's mind drifted to the megavideo he
watched last night at the Kinzua Theater. In it, scientists had
develop¢ a technology eru.bling space miners to modify gravi
tational fields locally. The miners would strategically place
asteroid traps, creating foci of high gravity into which passing
asteroids would be drawn and held. Months later, the miners
wotlld revisit these traps to claim any asteroids that contained
valuable rale metals. It seemed like a great plan until the cu
mulative effects of thousands of gravity traps produced first
subtle then drastic changes in the orbits of nearby inhabited
planets. Tides changed. Crops cooked. Earthquakes jolted his
torically quiet zones. Fortunately, just when things looked hope
less, the Professional Space Managers were able to use
controlled fusion explosions to readjust the orbits and restore
order. Great stuff, Moreau thought, and not really so far-fetched.
He loved speculative fiction.

Moreau was glad to have some time to think. The last few I

days had been packed with conversations and presentations,
and he'd been the center of attention much of the time. He
looked over at Edna and smiled. She was tired from traveling,
having'arrived late last night from her previous job in Mon
tana. What a great addition to his interdisciplinary team, he
thought. Her technological skills were exactly what he had been
looking for, and her entomological expertise would comple-
ment his botailical knowledge. .

He met her last month at a meeting of the Sustainable Use
Ecology (SUE) group. Her car marooned her in Milwaukee
during a cross-country trip, and by sheer luck, she'd ,decided .
to attend the SUE meeting. Within an hour he made a job of
fer, and within a week he had his answer. The imminent layoff
of her husband, a timber sale planner, ha4 cinched the deal,
and ~re she was on the way to see Moreau's brainchild.

Moreau opened the sunroof and felt the warm, dry wind
on his face. The normal greenery of the forest on either side of
the road here at the Rocky Gap Trail crossing was tinged with
browns and yellows this June because of the drought. Without
looking at the details of the passing forest, he could see it was
second growth rather than the old stuffofHeart's Content. Their
textures were different. He thought of the color-enhanced sat
ellite image of Heart's Content on his office wall. It stood out
from the surrounding matrix of young forest like a patch of
tall, wild prairie grass on a clos.ely clipped suburban lawn.

As they reached the turn-off to Heart's Content, Edna
yawned herself awake. "Almost there, are we?"

''Yep,'' he said, '~ust another 6 klicks."
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Ten minutes later, he turned the Honda Tufftruk into the
parking lot at the Scenic Old-Growth Area. As usual, Monty
had arrived before him, driving up early from Seldom Seen
Corners. The gangly Commodity Biologist sat on a bench next
to the small shelter that had been flffectionately named 'The
House of Rain" by some wag. But not this year; dust stirred up
by their arrival drifted across the parking lot into the wilted
edge of the old-growth stand.

Moreau introdu~Edna to Monty. As they chatted, he
went to the back of the Honda, wiped dust from the dispenser
spout on the inside wall of the truck bed, and drew off three
steaming coffees. The air seemed to devour the vapor a centi
meter above the cups.

Monty launched into a report of his early-morning soil
invertebrate survey. He had taken 100 randomly-placed samples'
throughout the old-growth stand's 48 hectares, and had plugged
each into the portable DNA extractor/ligase Chain Reaction
unit slung over his shoulder. The LCR unit's readouts were not
surprising.

"Soil invertebrates of most concern: 18 of 20 present in a
sufficient number of the samples," droned Monty. He was not
excited by these data. "I transmitted those m~~emeilts," he
continued, "plus values for the other 9331 species of soil in
vertebrates, directly from the LCR unit to the computer at head
quarters. Analysis of long-term trends and permanent data
storage will be done by the time you finish your coffee. Only
two negative readings on the LCR tests."

'The same ones, again?" asked Moreau.
"Yep. Numbers 1887 and 1888," said Monty, "those

damned whachacallits. Springtails."
Moreau considered this information. These two species

of Collembolan insects were perplexing in that even with fre
_ quent reintroduction to the stand, they_would diminish in num-
·ber raPidly until their presence could no longer be detected by
· these weekly DNAILCR surveys. To all appearances they were
lost from the stand almost as fast as they were reintroduced.
Unfortunately, the best genetic models' available made unce~
tain predictions as to their biology, so it was difficult to know
how to respond. If, as one might assume, it was normal for

· tJiem to persist in the stand only in very low numbers, unde
tected by the weekly DNAILCR surveys, then how in hell did
they survive over the long run? Moreau cOuldn't answer that,
so he chose an alternative prediction from the genetic models:
these Collembolans should occur naturally in much greater
numbers in Heart's Content, and therefore he'd simply have to
keeP reintroducing them from laboratory Colonies. Surely their
populations would eventually stabilize.

"Give me a hand with these, would you?" Moreau re
moved the Carton of Collembolan inoculates from the truck
and broke its protective seal. The individual packets inside al
ways reminded him of the old-style cigar~tte packs so com
mon when he was young.

'These are the problematic R-guild Collembolans, right?"
asked Edna as she.broke the cellophane wrap on the first packet.
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. Moreau smiled aIld nodded. Smart kid ...:- a graduate of
the Northern Michigan Institute ofQuasinsular Biology. Even
Monty, who had been reinoculating Heart's Content with these
same critters for 10 years, hadn't the curiosity to learn much
about the extensive body of invertebrate guild theory used to
predict and evaluate population trends. In fact, Monty was skep
tical about the whole busiIiess and resented the time spent on
frequent manual reintroductions of invertebrates to the stand:
"If you want these bugs so bad," he once grumbled, "why not
just keep them in the laboratory where they're safe? The for-

l
est was slicked off a long time ago, so why get all warped out
about ecological conditions in these little scraps of timber?"

Moreau clucked his tongue. They had been over this ar
gument so many times that a reply was unnecessary.

~denwith packets for hand-dispersal of new Collembo
Ian colonies, they passed through the gate in the SOlar-pow
ered electric fence surrounding the old-growth stand. These
fences are a nuisance, Moreau thought, but necessary. 'The hunt
ing lobby was nearly as strong now as 40 years ago, and its
P9.liti~ clout translated into high deer numbers on the Forest,

to Kersey

Paths of 1985 and 2015 Windstorms
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- except in the areas surrounded by deer-proof fences. The
fences surrounded all the remaining old growth in a five-county
area: Heart's Content, the Tionesta tract 20 kilometers to the
east, the small Cook Forest stand about 30 kilometers south,
,and several small islands (literally, in the middle of the Alle
gheny River) 14 to 24 kilometers to the west. Fence also sur"
rounded th~ Hickory Creek WildernessAr~ immediately west
of Heart's Content. Many more kilometers of electric fence
surrounded ,hundreds of clearcuts and selective cuts on the
Forest so that economically valuable tree species could regen
erate successfully. '

Edna was the last to come through the fence, and fastened
the gate behind her. After brief instructions from Moreau, they
spread out to opposite comers of the old-growth reserve.

Two hours later, Moreau sprinkled the contents of the last
ofhis packets on the dampest soil he could fmd under the edge
of a large rotten log: The inoculate looked like powdered ash.
Today was probab~y an exercise in futility because of the
drought and the perplexing biology of these invertebrates.
However, one could never be sure about Collembolans; they
sometimes survived in the most unexpected ways and places'.

The top of the log was alarmingly dry but served well for
a place to sit Moreau let his attention drift to the brilliant or
ange stamens and cobwebby stems of Indian Cucumber Root'
plants waving in the breeze. Their backswept petals reminded
him of the tri-winged spaceships he saw in the megavideo last
night. It was a nice colony, at least 20 meters across, though to
an untrained eye it would appear as a number of scattered in
dividuals. Heart's Content had many of these colonies now,
one of Moreau's many success stories. Having been almost
totally eliminated from the stand before 2000 by years of deer
browsing, Indian Cucumber Root was here to stay. In 2003,
Moreau convinced his superiors to spend the money to fence

, Heart's Content and all the other'old-growth stands on the For
est. Only then had it been worth his time to champion reintro
duction efforts. Before that it was too disheartening to olltplant
native species and watch them be chewed into nothingness by
roving ruminants. Itwas like trying to grow bratwursts in a
kennel full of dobermans.

Reintroduction efforts began to succeed once the deer were
fenced out of the old-growth stands. Extensive, healthy colo-

. nies of trilliums, Hobblebush, Elderberry, Wild Sarsaparilla,
and Canada Yew all could be found in Heart's Content now
after years of work. Constant monitoring ,of pollen and seed
production, and of the status ofjuvenile and adult individuals,
resulted in satisfying stable'populations. Yew, in fact, did a bit
too well inside the deer-proof fence and needed to be conn:olled
to prevent it from choking out other important understory veg
etation. Moreau had solved the problem by enlisting two Sil
vicultural Service volunteers to mimic deer browsing 'by
periodically clipping the yew shrubs. , .

Moreau realized reintroducing extirpated vascular plants
was one of the easiest parts of the biological restoration and
enhancement of Heart's Content. He simply used lists of Spe-
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cies of this and nearby old-growth areas compiled by Lutz
and Morey nearly a century ago. By transplanting seeds
and cuttings from remnant colonies elsewhere on the
Forest (the yew came from the tops ofbig boulders where
it escaped browsing), he reconstituted the entire flora. On
a stand-by-stand basis, he had actually enhanced plant
diversity, adding to each stand all of the species origi
nally found on any of the old-growth stands. Chestnu~

became amenable to reintroduction when an effective set
of hypovirulent Cryphonectria fungi were genetically
engineered. No other vascular plants presented many
problems.

Much more challenging was the little stuff, the
"worms and germs," as Monty called them: mites, fungi,
insects, lichens, spiders, mosses, slime molds, and bac
teria. Complete inventories of the biota weren't available
until the Silviculture Service completed their exhaustive
Forest-wide inventory efforts at the tum of the century.
Then they began the massivetask of detemiining the bi
010gy of each of the thousands of species, and'all of their
ecological interactions. Thanks to the efforts of many
hundreds of autecologists and quasinsular biologists em
ployed by the Service, the biology of most of these or
ganisms was now well-known and available for
management applications.

They knew the probability that spores of the ~chen
genus Lobaria ~ould colonize branches in the crowns of
old-growth Yellow Birch trees in Heart's Content in any
given year. They knew what tiny percentage of these li
chen colonists would be from other old-growth stands in
western Pennsylvania, and what vanishingly small per-

illustration by Jack Messick
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centage would come from old-growth stands in states west
ward. And they could predict with great precision the popula
tion dynamics 'and genetic consequences of each colonization'
event. \

They had in their computers the data on the 10-year cycles
of fourth-level parasitic interactions betw~n wasps, twisted
winged insects (Strepsipterans), plant hoppers, and their host
plants..They could also accurately predict the outcome of com
petition between fungi on flying squirrel feces, as a function
of relative humidity for the last400 days and fungal abundance
and distribution over the last 4000 (long-lived spores necessi
tated long-term data). Moreover, they knew how to adjust their
management and reintroduction efforts to take into account
these and tens of thousands more factors like them.

Moreau felt proud of these herl::ulean accomplishments.
Many !::lad said he couldn't do it, but now, only 16 years since
the first complete biological inventory of the Forest (58,895
species, of which 24,~2 were found in Heart's Content), he
could demonstrate an enhancement of species in the old-growth
areas. As he always said, only three obstacles stood in the way
of complete and proper management of these stands: insuffi
cient knowledge, inadequate technology, and a lack of weather
control. The first two had been overcome by the Service's im
mense commitment (largely due to his efforts) to gather all
infonnation relevant to understanding and controlling the biota.
The weather was something else.

As he reflected on his 26 years in the Silvicultural Ser
vice, Moreau considered his main frustrations, those things that
still lay beyond his control. In spite of the knowledge and man
agement skills that he and his army of technicians had as
sembled, the antiquated Federal 'Wilderness Laws had
prevented them from employing these technologies on poten
tial old-growth areas like the Hickory Creek Wilderness Area
adjacent to'Heart's Content. Every time he drove down from
Warren he had to look at the neglected 3500-hectare block as
it crawled toward old-growth condition, like a slug moving at
random across a lane of God's bOwling alley...Moreau won
dered ifmuch of the stand would eyer reach biological satura
tion before windstorms and rue took it apart, piece by piece.
Part of it blew over in,the same 1985 storm that devastated
400 of 1600 hectares of the Tionesta Qld-grow~ tract in a few
minutes. The second big storm, in 2015, caused only local dam
age on the western part of the Forest but scalped another 40%
of Tionesta's old growth. . .

Moreau could feel the second cup of coffee in his stom
ach when he thought about the weather, especially this year. A
gridlock of science and ~litics prevented weather modifica
tion on any large scale in the United Slates, so weather remained
a tormentingly uncontrolled source of variation in his biologi
cal equations. Logically, if you couldn't control the weather,
,at least you could compensate by speeding up the rate at which
these stands achieved old-growth conditions.

He'd love to get his hands on the Hickory Creek Wtlder
ness but the laws prohibited its proper management. He wanted

to plant genetically-engineered hemlock st<,>ek that not onIy had
a much faster growth rate (without a concomitant reduction in
longevity) butexhibited a r~uced frequency ofheart rot-heart
rot being a big problem, in his opinion. He had never heard of
a useless thing that wasn't ground out of existence by evolu
tion sooner or later, and here was a perfect chance to make it
sooner. Under the auspices of the Sustainable Use Ecology
program, engineered hemlock was now planted in most long
rotation old-growth areas to demonstrate that commercial stock
for the Japanese veneer market could be produced muchmore
quickly than it was in llDmanaged stands.

He would also carry out some sUrgical, small-scale ham
tat improvement. Removal of excess wood downed in the 2015
storm would reduce the fire dIDnage this year. The possibility
of a rue jumping from the Hickory Creek stand to the adjacent
Heart's Content made him nervous. All it would take was a
single ferocious windstorm or drought-spawned fire to undo
his Heares. Content, his creation, the acme of his life's work.

"Dr. Moreau?" Edna's voice and the crunch of her foot
steps on dry beech leaves brought Moreau out of his reverie.
"Why is Monty so negative about this project? I started talk
ing to him about efforts to reintroduce the American Burying
Beetle to forest reserves in the Upper Great Lakes and he just
said, 'Who cares?'" . .

Moreau stood up and stretched. How could he wise her
up without diminishing her enthusiasm?

"Edna, Monty is somewhat old-fashioned. He doesn't
place much value on things that don't seem particularly use
ful. Monty <!oesn't understand. He thinks my efforts to main
tain Heart's CQntent as an old-growth biodiversity reserve are I

silly. Let's walk back to the truck. I'll explain more on the drive
back." .

Moreau dusted off the seat of his trousers. They shoul
dered their empty knapsacks and l).eaded west through an old
grove toward the parking area. Soon they were enveloped by a
thick stand of hemlock reproduction. As soft needles brushed
against Moreau's face, he thought about the many short-sighted
colleagues who considered his obsession with old growth ar
chaic, romantic, and useless. He recalled a time when he had
to fight tooth and nail for even a tiny budget for active man
agement of this and other old-growth areas in the Eastern Re
gion. Things were much better now. The annual budget for
Heart's Content alone was over a million dollars (2.7 million'
Yen), when one considered all of the research and reintroduc-
tion costs. .

He felt optimistic about the future even when he acknowl
edged the cynicism that had slowly grown in him from expo
sure to so many years of the Service's public relation
campaigns. You had to know how to ride the waves of change,
rmd the small currents of fact in each of the PR initiatives and
use them to increase your momentum toward a goal over time.
Ecosystem Management, New Silviculture, Environments for
a New Century, Frontiers in Forest Science, Stewardship for
the Future, and now Sustainable Use Ecology- from each he
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had increased his authority and staff within
the Service, until he'd become the Service's

. Old-growth Management Professional. Fi
nally most of his critics.were silent, his
projects hugely successful, and he had more
than enough to do with all the constant moni
toring and reintroduction efforts, even with
out habitat improvement in the Wilderness
Areas. It was an awesome responsibility, but
he was a Professional equal to the task.

sre
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UTAH CORRECTED

Having just returned
,from the Escalante area and
driven the Burr Trail, there
doesn't seen;J. to be any battle
left to win. Although the
county commissioners call it
chip and seal, a paved road
by any other name is still a
paved road. The washes and
gullies all sport new culverts
and significant bulldozer
improvements have been
made. The road's b~en'

paved, the battle's been lost,
mark up another win for in-
dustrial tourism. .

Ke'n Sanders. POB
27076, SLC, UT 84127
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UTAH CORRECTED
AND DEFILED

L

While I am a fan of
quaint and eclectic maps
such as the one rendered of
my home state Utah on page
24 of the Spring 1994 issue
of Wild Earth, I cannot let
the inaccuracies depicted on
this map pass without com
ment. This is, after all, the
1990s and not the terra in
cognita confronted by the
mapmakers of the mid 19th
century.

The Wasatch Moun
tains extend from the Utah!
Idaho border down to Mt.
Nebo, near the town of

- Nephi; they do not extend on
down to 1-70. The famed
Burr Trail extends easterly
from the sinall town of :aoul
der, Utah across the
Waterpocket Fold
to the Notom Road.
The Burr.'Trail de
picted on the map is
actually the Hokin
the Rock Road,

. which. correctly
runs southerly from
near the town of
Escalante. Canyon
lands National Park
consists of three
sections: Needles,
The Maze and Is-
land in the Sky
which sprawl on all
sides of the con-
fluence of the Green
and Colorado Riv
ers. Arches Na-

, tional Park is north
of Moab, not south
and west.
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. - Erratum ---- _

We inadvertently omitted the list of references accompany
ing Robert Zalmer's article Ecosystem Mismanagement ofCove
Forests on the' National Forests of the SoU/hem AjJpalachians
(Spring 1994). Readers who wish may write us for a copy.

SOUTHERN ROCKIES
PROPOSAL NOT
ENOUGH

Cheers to the Southern
Rockies Ecosystem Project
(SREP) and the Colorado
Environmental Coalition
(CEC) for their campaign to
rebuild the fragmented Rocky
MOlllltain National Park area

Statement of Purpose

WiLd Earth is a non-profit periodical serving the
ecocentricgrassrootselementswithin theconservation
movement.Weadvocate the restorationand protection
of all natural elements of biodiversity. Our effort to
strengthen the conservation movement involves the
following:

1 We provide a voice for the many effective but
little-known regional and ad hoc wilderness
groups and coalitions in North America.

l We serve as'a networking tool for grassroots
wilderness activists.

1 We help develop and publish wilderness ,
proposals from throughout the continent.

1 We render accessible the teachings of conser
vation biology, that activists may employ them
in defense of biodiverSity.

l We expose threats to habitat and wildlife, and
offer activists means of combatting the threats.

l We facilitate discussion on ways to end and
reverse the human population explosion.

l We defend wilderness both as concept and as
place.

1 We are the publishing voice ofThe Wildlands
Project: the North American Wilderness
Recovery Strategy.

ecosystem. Still; I worry
about the scope of their pro
posal as described in Roz
McClellan's article "A Rocky
Mountain National Park Re
serve System Proposal'"
(Wild Earth, Winter 93/94).

If, as Roz points out, the
proposal is "seriously lack
ing" because it would not
adequately protect native
wildlife and ecosystems, why
is it billed as a 'genuine "re
serve system" proposal,
based on "scientific prin
ciples?" This is misleading
to Forest Service planners,
the general public, and even
to conservationists.

The proposal includes a
lot of small "core'areas" and
"corridors." What species
will they serve? Certainly
not wide-ranging Wolverine,
Wolf, or Grizzly Bear! Even
more specialized species
(e.g. Bighorn, Pine Marten,
and Flammulated Owl) may
benefit little since the "core
areas" were based largely on
existing roodless -areas and
not tailored specifically to

, their needs.
The question of what is

or is not (biologically) a suit
,able core or corridor area de
pends on the particular
species one wishes to con
serve. I question whether the
proposed "reserve system,"

Lett~rs

considering its relatively rme
scale, provides a "coarse fll
ter context'; for conserving
the area's biodiversity.
Given the ambitious (and I
might add essential) conser
vation goals stated in the ar
ticle, the entire Rocky
Mountain National Park area
as shown, including national
forest and many private
lands, should be the recom
mended "core area"!

Understandably, SREP
and CEC have weighed the
practical matter of current
land use and management
practices in recommending
to the Forest Service a set of
management areas which
would advance biological
conservation. But why pro
pose them as a "reserve sys
tem" if they are admittedly
deficient as such? Indeed, a
large conservation core zone
that includes· the entire
Rocky Mountain Park area is
needed, with the current
management proposal ap
plied as an interim strategy
for achieving that goal.

Tony Povilitis, POB
318, Glorieta, NM 87535

Editor's note: Tony
Povilitis, founder of life Net,
is a biologist with years of
field experience studying
largemammals.-JD
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AGONUM PICEOLUM
PEGGED WRONG?

Steve Trombulak's ar
ticle "A Plea for Biological
Honesty" (Wild Earth 3(4):6
7) makes a valuable contribu
tion toward recognition of a
little appreciated problem re
garding biological integrity
of many biodiversity conser
vation issues. The application
of biological misinformation
as a ticket to jump on the
biodiversity ,conservation
bandwagon is so w,idespread
it appears even parts of the
same issue of Wild Earth did
not escape it. For instance, in
reading with great interest R.
Wills Rowers' "Endangered
Invertebrates, and How to
Worry About Them" (Wild
Earth 3(4):25-31), I notice he
claims (p.29):

''One ground beetle, not
yet a candidatethough itprob
ably should be, -is Agonum
pieeolwn. This beetle is totally
restricted to Northwest old
growth. There may be some
doubt about' whether the
Spotted Owl is absolutely tied
to old growth but there is little
doubt that A. pieeolum needs
that ecosystem and accepts
no 'multiple use' substitutes."

This is a very strong~d
deftnitive statement! I have
spent the last ftve years docu
menting the distribution and .
rarity of all ground beetles
(Coleoptera: Carabidae) in I

the Paciftc N01:thwest (ca.
650 species), and have con
ducted intensive fteld work
on carabids in the San Juan
(NW Washington) and Gulf
(SW British Columbia) Ar
chipelago (110 species) with
a focus of documenting the
effects of forest fragmenta
tion and isolation on forest
invertebrates. My reading of

the literature concerning
carabid taxonomy and distri
bution in N. America indi
cates A. piceolum is quite a
different species ~an Row
ers makes it out to be. My
records indicate Agonum
piceolum (Leconte 1879) oc
curs in the following regions:
Alberta, British Columbia,
California, Colorado, Con
necticut, Idaho, Massachu
setts, Manitoba, Maine,
Michigan, Montana, New
Hampshire, Newfoundland,
Ontario,Oregon,Quebec, Sas
katchewan, Utah,Washington,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

As a biodiversity ecolo
gist, I am actuallydisawointed
that A. pieeolwn is not a Pa
cific Northwest old-growth
specialist. My list ofcarabids'
which are potentially North
west old growth dependent,
and have relatively small dis- '
tributions, totals about two
dozen species. Others are'al
ways welcomed; aIthough
this ecology may put them at
greater risk of extinction, it
also contributes greatly to the
uniqueness of the Pacific
Northwest forest insect
fauna, which for many years
was considered depauperate
and unexciting by entomolo
gists from warmer climates.

If Flowers has addi
tional information on A.
piceolum, I hope he will
share it. Perhaps I have over
looked something. If not, I
suggest that he, and everyone
else, read SteveTrombulak's
pl~As discussions concern
ing the ecology ofbiological
diversity mature, It will be
important to be biologically
accurate and honest.

, James Bergdahl, Pacific
Northwest Biodiversity Insti
tute, 7330 23;d NE, Seattle,
WA98115

Author's response
James Bergdahl is cor

rect in his reading of the cur
rent literature on Agonum
piceolum. My information
came from an entomological
society meeting two years
ago, at presentation of a trap
ping study of insects of dif
ferent forest types in Glacier
National Park. My notes
from that meeting show that
piceolum was mentioned as
an example of a species en
demic to the old growth ar
eas in ·that study. To my
knowledge, that study has
not yet been fo~ally pub
lished (not unusual: papers
given at our'society meetings
often predate formal publica
tion by several years). The
other possibility is simply a
lapsus calami on, my part
while taking notes. Bergdahl
and I are also at geographi
cal cross purposes, for which
I accept responsibility. He
assumes that my "North
west" is synonymous with
his "Pacific Northwest." Ac
tually I had the larger and
more conventional North
west in mind. Injecting the
spotted owl into the discus
sion made confusion under
standable, and perhaps
inevitable.

Conceding that I picked
a bad example in, Agonum
piceolum, the underlying
point I was trying to make
that we should be paying as
much attention to qld growth
invertebrates as to oid growth
owls-still stands and in fact
is strengthened by Bergdahl's
letter which su..ggests there
may be as many as _24 old
growth carabids in his area.
A recent article in Conserva
tion Biology (which appeared
after I had submitted the WE
article) also sheds new and

interesting light on this issue.
A study of old growth and
regenerating plots inAlberta.
revealed a guild of ten cara
bid species that disappear af
ter clear cutting (Niemela et
al. 1993). Three species dis
appeared immediately, the
other seven persisted for a
few years in regenerating
stands but none was present
in 27 year old regenerating
forests. It appears quite a few
carabids cannot live with
multiple mis-use.

Gettingback tppieeolwn,
. could a beetle with such a

wide range possibly be a can
didate for the ESA? Yes, if
piceolum really is a mature
forest specialist. One of the
species in the Alberta study,
Agonum mannerheimi Dej. is
Holarctic in geographic
range but its ecological dis
tribution is spruce mire with
trees over a century old. It is
listed as "threatened" in Fm
land and Sweden (Niemela et
al.I993).

Reference:
Niemela, J" D. Langor and

J.RSpenoe. 1993. Effectsofclear
cut harvesting on boreal ground
beetle assemblages (Coleoptera:
Carabidae) in western Canada.
Conserv. BioI. 7:551-561.

R.W., Flowers, 3250
Apollo Tr, Tallahassee, FL
32308 .

\ .
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MORE PmLOSOPHY
NEEDED

I have received every
issue of Wild Earth from its
beginning and I believe Wild
Earth is the best and most
important ecocentric conser
vation periodical in exist
ence. Understandably, then, I
was concerned when Dave
Foreman wrote his "Around
the Campfire" plea for finan
cial help in the Fall 1993 is

,sue. Reading Wild Earth and
talking to numerous grass
roots ecocentric activists, I
believe a few improvements
can be made that would sub
stantially increase the quality
and readership of Wild Earth.

1. It seems there are
fewer and fewer philosophi
cal and ideological articles in
every succeeding issue.
These are the articles which
create the greatest contro
versy and help to shape and
refme the fundamental goals,
strategy, and direction of any
movement. While Conserva
tion Biology is an indispens
able tool in protecting

The radical
anthropocentric
environmental
mCYDement is on the
rise...

biodiversity, the underlying
reasons why we care at all
about wilderness also need to
be articulated. Where are the
Deep Ecology and eco-phi
losophy articles (preferably
non-woo-woo)? One of the
best articles I've ever read
was George Sessions' "Radi
cal Environmentalism'in the
'90s" in the Fall 1992 issue.
What has happened to ideo
logical articles by Christo-

pher Manes, Dave Forem~,
George Sessions, Arne
Naess, Bill Devall, Roderick
Nash, and other ecocentric
thinkers? Robyn Eckersley's
new book, Environmentalism
and Political Theory: To
wards an Ecocentric Ap
proach, is probably the most
in-depth and sophisticated
examination and defense of
ecocentric environmentalism
to date, yet it has hardly re
ceived any mention. I

While it is important to
fight the right-wing, indus
trial scum in control of this
sOciety, it is also important to
critique some of the enemies
of our enemies who can of
ten be antagonistic to the eco
centric movement as well.
The radical anthropocentric
environmental movement is
on the rise, in the form of so
cial ecology, other forms of
eco-anarchism, many strains

-of eco-feminism, and eco
socialism. These philoso
phies, while providing some
important and valid insights
that ecocentric activists can
learn from, also present real
dangers to nature-centered
activism in the long hID to a
degrefO comparable to the
dangers from the anti-envi
ronmental movement. There
are constant challenges by
~esemovements against the
need for population control,
stopping economic growth,
recognition of the intrinsic
value of all species, uncom
promising wilderness protec
tion against threats by any
and all humans, focusing on
biodiversity issues, focusing
on destroying all forms of in
dustrial society as opposed to
only capit<!lism, and other .
fundamental components of
ecocentric philosophy.

These criticisms must be

examined and refuted if the
New Conservation Move
ment is not to bemarginalized.
These questions cannot re
main unanswered lest these
human-centered environ
mentalists pull in more new
activists from the grassroots
and funnel them down a path
that ultimately is anti-nature.
That the ecocentric move
ment has often been hesitant
and nonconfrontational with
such anthropocentrics is re
sponsible for the quick rise in
the influence of such ideas in
the late 1980s and early 90s,
especially among the more
impressionable young people
who've made up the bulk of
the radical environmental
movement in recent years.

I think it would be appro
priate to designate at the
minimum the last one quarter
of every issue to such articles.

2. WE has the potential
to be distributed in many
more places. WE's science
articles are good enough to
be used as reference sources
for many university conser
vation biology programs. A
greater effort should be made
to contact universities and
see if the conservation facul
ties would be interested in
purchasing WE for their stu
dents and libraries. It is not
known of in my conservation
biology program at the Uni
versity of British Columbia.

Also, most mainstream
environmental organizations,
at least in Canada, ,do not
have subscriptions to WE. A
subscription would be very
beneficial for these groups,
edu~ting key members on
the newest ideas in ecocen
tric conservation biology and
strategy. Again, perhaps com
plimentary issues should be
sent to every important chap-

ter office of all the main
stream environmental. orga
nizations associated with
wilderness protection.

3. Although this would
be controversial, I think it
would be wise to print WE in
colour on recycled paper
w,ith real photographs. We
can often relate more to na
ture with actual pictures of
the endangered wildlife than
in drab black and white
drawings and text. While
most of the articles in maga
zines likeAudubon or Sierra
may not be as scientifically
researched or ecocentric as in
WE, the pictures in thes~

magazines make them sub
stantially more appealing on
a general level ,and also more
educational in that regard, a.s
a picture says a thousand
words. Wild Earth would be
an absolutely outstanding
magazine with real colour
photographs.

These are three of the
main improvements I would
suggest for WE. WE is the
most sophisticated voice in
uncompromising, ecocentric
conservation~d everything
should be done to mak'e it
greater and more successful.

K'en Wu, .President.
VEC Student Environmental
Centre;1344 Shawnee Rd
SW, Calgary, Alberta,
Canada T2Y2S7

Editor's response;
Your third suggestion I'll
summarily reject, but the first
two seem good to me. We'l1
try to follow through on
many of your promotional
ideas, and will try to streng
then and broaden our Land
Ethics and Population Prob
lems departments, but see my
editorial inside the front
cover. -John Davis
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Natural World News

Sage-Steppe and Irony Abound at Hanford

What do weapons grade plutonium
production, 89,000 acres of pristine
grassland, and the last free-flowing sec
tion of the mighty <:olumbia River above
tidewater have in common? The answer,
paradoxically, is the US Department of
Energy's Hanford Facility.

Established in 1943, this .560 square
mile reserve was preserving thousands
of acres of native arid grasslands in east
ern Washington as security buffer zones
while producing the plutonium that de
stroyed Nagasaki, Japan and fueled the
cold war's nuclear weapons arsenal.
Ironically, the facility that has produced
the world's most deadly materials has
also resulted in the largest remaining
tract ofnative sage-steppe grasslands in
the Northwest including. fifty
undammed, salmon-producing miles of
the Columbia River.

And it's up for grabs!
If justice prevails, the site that pro

duced such destructive weaponry could
soon provide a reserve against the de
struction of our last hu-ge examples of
the sage-steppe ecosystem, the fastest
disappearing ecosystem type in the West
A block of 89,000 acres ofuntrammeled
sage-steppe grasslands known locally as
the Wahluke Slope will soon be released
from the Department of Energy (OOE)
as part of an accelerated cleanup of the
Hanford Site, the nation's most polluted

Elk
(Cervus elaphusJ
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federal facility. Wahluke Slope, located
on the north side of the Hanford Site, is
scheduled for release this October along

.with a 120 square mile block of pristine
grasslands known as the Arid Lands
Ecological Area located in the western
part of the Hanford Site.

Both are threatened by develop
~ent interests clamoring for their
privatization and conversion to agricul
tural, urban, or industrial use. The Arid
Lands Ecological Area has the largest
herd of "dryland" Elk in North America.
Naturally occurring Elk in arid lands rep
resent a mnque phenomenon deserving
research. The Wahluke Slope is bounded
on the south for fifty miles by the free
flowing stretch of the Columbia River
known as the Hanford Reach. This riv
erine ecosystem harbors 48 threatened

. or endangered species, provides one
third of the remaining natural spawning
grounds for Chinook Salmon in the Co~
lumbia River system, and is winterrange
for Bald Eagles and other raptors along
with the seldom seen curlew.

The Hanford Reach is an integral
part of any salmon recovery plan for the
Columbia River watershed. This area
could be easily linked-by wildlife corri
dors to the US Army's nearby Yakima
Firing Range. Taken together this would
be one of the largest arid land reserves
in the United States.

Bald Eagle
(Haliaeetus leucocephalusJ

The Wahluke/Hanford Reach is
situated amidst wheat, onion, and potato
mega-farms and fruit orchards that
stretch from the Cascade Mountains to
the Idaho border. The agribusiness and
investment interests in the area are united
with the county commissioners of the
four county area for development of ev
ery last acre of these arid lands.

The developers' stance is especially
inappropriate given that other nearby
lands are available for agricultural devel-

. opment. Moreover, there are already dry
land crop surpluses regionally as well as
nationally, and the Bureau of Reclama
tion has determined that the Wahluke
Slope area is unirrigable due to unstable
soil properties. The agribusiness call is
for release of the lands for private own
ership, with agricultural infrastructure
(irrigation improvements) undertaken by
such entities as the Bureau of Reclama
tion, at taxpayer expense, of course.

Contrasting the developers' plans
for these areas is a local but increasing

- call for preservation. The Governor of
Washington has publically endorsed
WIld and Scenic status for the Hanford
Reach. Preservation plans would include
transfer of the Arid Lands Ecological
Area to the Bureau ofLand Management

• (ELM). This would be better disposition
of the lands than development, but the
BLM would need to be carefully scruti-

Long-billed Curlew
(Numenius americanusJ
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nized given its management history in
other areas. Strong promotion of this
area to be managed for wildlife research
over cattle grazing would be essential for
its protection.

Under preservation plans the
Wahluke!Hanford Reach would be man
aged by the US Fish & Wl1dlife Service,
National Park Service, or an assemblage
of state and federal wildlife or environ
mental agencies. Wildlife reserve and
study area is the preferred use for the
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Wahluke Slope in a recent study by the
Department of Interior.

Much attention has been given to
possible Wl1d and Scenic River desig
nation for the Hanford Reach, and even
many of -the farmers desirmg the adja
cent Wahluke Slope for agriculture fa
vor protection for the river. The
Columbia River is the heart of the Pa
cific Northwest and its legendary salmon
runs of the past are a symbol of the en
tire region. But we now kno.w that riv-
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erine ecosystems are not separate from
the lands that surround them. Preserv
ing the Reach without the Slope is falsf
promise. An intact Wahluke Slope!
Hanford Reach eco-system is essential to

the river's survival.
At the time of this writing US Rep

resentative Jay Inslee, 4th districtWash
ington, is undecided on the issue. Local
environmental groups are organizing and
have some grassroots support, but are a
small voice against local city and county

commissioners, who are controlled
by the agri-industrial development
interests..

Decisions are being made rap
idly as to the disposition of these
lands, with October as the deadline
for a fmal decision. Strong support
must be shown now. Write to US
Representative Jay Inslee, Wash
ington Senators Pat Murray and
Slade Gorton, Secretary of Interior .
Bruce Babbitt, and the Hanford
Advisory Board at the addresses
below. Tell them this is a unique
opportunity to change our abusive
land policies of the past where a
few benefit at the expense of the
American public. Tell them you
want our public lands protected for
wildlife.

Robert Wilson, 509 Douglass
Ave., Richland, WA 99352

Addresses:
Rep. Jay Inslee
House Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20515

Senators Slade Gorton & Pat Murray
Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

Interior Secretaly Bruce Babbitt
1849C St, Nw
Washington, DC 20240

State Representative Lane Bray
P.O. Box 40615
Olympia, WA 98504

copies of letters to:
Columbia River Conservation League
135 Spengler
Richland, WA 99352
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Natural World News

GGBP CHALLENGES THE CHOMPING OF GILA,
NATIONAL FOREST

In February, Gila National ForestActing Supervisor Carl
Pence announced that the controversial AlmaAllotment Man-

. agement Plan (AMP) had been withdrawn. The Greater Gila
Biodiversity Project (GGBP) had appealed the AMP in De
cember 1993. GGBP contended that the decision to re-autho
rize the allotment was not in conformance with the National
Environmental PolicyAct (NEPA) and that cattle grazing prac
tices on the allotment were jeopardizing Threatened and En
dangered species found in the San Francisco
corridor-including the Loachminnow, Spikedace and the
Southwestern Willow Flycatcher-in violation of the Endan
gered Species Act.

GGBP's victory was its fourth in a series of successful
appeals of Gila National Forest grazing AMPs. The other al
lotments appealed were the Toriette Allotment near Luna, NM,
and Schoolhouse GulchAllotment and White SignallFerguson 
Mountain Allotment, both outside of Silver City. All four de
cisions to implement the AMPs were withdrawn. .

Very few enviroiunentalist appeals of Forest Service graz
ing allotment plans have been attempted in the Southwest, and
evenJewer have been successful. From 1990-92, only two en
vironmentalist appeals of FS AMPs succeeded.

All four appeals challenged the Forest Service's use of a
Categorical Exclusion (CE) to re-authorize a grazing AMP.
CEs are low-level environmental documents authorizing very
minor activities unlikely to have any significant environmen
tal effects. Forest Service regulations expressly prohibit us
ing a Categorical ExclUsion to re-issue anAMPor make major
changes in operations, as the Gila NF managers attempted.
GGBP contended in their appeals that an Environmental
Analysis'or Environmental Impact Statement is required to
re-issue or significantly modify an Allotment Management
Plan; higher level Forest Service personnel confIrmed this con
tention by ordering the appealed plans withdrawn for more
detailed analysis.

The Alma Allotment includes nearly three miles of the
San Francisco River. This section of the river is proposed Criti
cal Habitat for the Southwestern Willow Flycatcher. The For
est Service did not mention the flycatcher or the proposed
Critical Habitat anywhere in their Decision Memo, which re
authorized grazing along the river and the rest of the allot
ment. Since the plab would have allowed continued grazing
of cattle along the San Francisco River, GGBP asserted it
would violate the Endangered Species Act.

The appeals are part of an ongoing Desert Rivers cam
paign of the Greater Gila Biodiversity Project and its associ
ate group the Phoenix-based Southwest Center For Biological
Diversity. The campaign seeks to protect key watersheds in
Southwestern river systems.

- Peter Galvin, Kieran Suckling (Greater Gila Biodiver
sity Project, POB 742, Silver City, NM 88(62)

I
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TOTAL OVERSTORY HARVEST FOR REFUGE
RECREATION ENHANCEMENT?

Ten miles north of Monroe, Louisiana lies D'Arbonne
National Wildlife Refuge. The 17,421 acre Refuge is composed
ofapproximately 10,CXX> acres'ofhardwood bottomland, 3CXX>acres
of pine, 2CXX> acres of cleared wetlands, and 2CXX> acres of reser
voir. D'Arbonne contaiIis a networlc of trails and roads which are
not accessible during wetconditions, when as much as 80% of the
Refuge may flood. D'Arbonne NWR supports a wide diversity of
wildlife includingAmericanAlligator, Red-cockadedWoodpecker,
Osprey and Bald Eagle, all Endangered or Threatened species.

Presently D'Arbonne NWR is in danger of severe disrup
tions fromits manager, the US Fish and WIldlife Service (FWS),
as the agency plans to do "selective cutting" within the Refuge.
The purpose of the Refuge, according to the Environmental
Assessment, is to "produce wildlife benefits and provi~e wild
life-oriented recreation for the public," which will clearly be
altered and possibly destroyed by the timber cutting. How much
will be cut is still unclear. As of February 1994, Refuge for
ester Steve Pagans estimated that 870 acres of "dying willow
oaks" would be cut in the hopes of "speeding up·the recovery
process" of the forest. Most of the Willow Oak trees have died
because of the construction of the Columbia Lock and Dam
which has drastically affected the water table within the bot
tonl1and forest. When the dam was completed, the resulting
backwater permanently flooded approximately 2000 acres on
the Refuge. Following the "regeneration cut" the FWS plans to
replant the cut areas with Red Oak and Nuttall Oak. Nuttall Oak
is not a predominate species'on D'Arbonne but it is more water
tolerant than Willow Oak.

The removal of trees from D'Arbonne NWR will adversely
affect soil, vegetation, animals, and water. The dying Willow
Oak trees are needed to return i.riJ.portant nutrients to the forest
floor and provide food and shelter for animals.

The FWS seems to be dodging the real issue with vague
terminology such as ';heavy thinnings," "total overstory har
vest," "selective cutting," and "group selection cuts." The truth
is that D'Arbonne NWR is about to be clearcut. The date on
which the killing is to begin is unknown, but there is still time
to get involvedand voice youroJiniOll. Formore information, con
tactJimmyWitherington, 1484Griggs Rd, Choudrant, lA71227.

For information on how to fIght the widespread abuses of
our National Wildlife Refuge system (clearcutting,livestock
grazing, military bombing, killing ofnative animals, oil and gas
production, road-building, etc.) contact the WIldlife Refuge
Reform Coalition, POB 18414, Washington, DC 20036:8414.
The Coalition is supporting legislation to end most abuses of
Refuges and enact a biodi.versity protection mandate for FWS.
Write to your legislators (representatives at US House of Rep
resentatives, Washington, DC 20515; senators at US Senate, DC
20510) in support of the strongest possible bill to ban such
abuses ofWl1dlife Refuges. .

- Tracy Perry, WE intern
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Developing Roads Scholars
by Katie Scarborough and Kraig Klungness

W!:e a core of committed activists have long agreed, the degradation of
wilderness caused by roads bas been largely overlooked by the mainstream.
The committed road fighters have pointed out that roads open wild areas to

logging, mining, poaching, development, pollution, off-road vehicle ~se and other
disruptive human activity. '

The wilderness recovery espoused by The Wildlands Project requires not only
prevention ofnew road construction but also the closure and revegetation of existing

, roads. All classes of roads, from ORV "trails" to arterial and collector roads to major
highways, need to be considered for closure, with a moratorium on new construction

Recognition of this need for a bold program of road control led a coalition of
groups to hold a Road-Fighting Strategy Session last February in Healdsburg, Cali
fornia. Originally conceived by Jasper Carlton of Biodiversity Legal Foundation
(BLF), the three-day meeting was join.tly organized by BLF, The Wildlands Project
(TWP), and the Allian~ for a Paving Moratorium. The Fund for Wild Nature,
Patagonia, and Common CoUnsel's Grantee Exchange Fund provided the financial

. support that made the meeting pos~ible.

The gathering of about thirty wilderness activists s:mbodied an unprecedented
collection of skills a,nd experience for road fighting. Those attending 'shared exten
sive knowledge ofbiology, legal§trategy, conservation history, and public land policy.

Using TWP's vision for North American Wilderness Recoveryas a central or~

ganizing principle, participants worked to integrate biology an~ law into a visionary
strategy for road control. Providing a biological framework for discussion, conser
vation biologist Reed Noss presented slides articulatingTWP's goals for wilderness
recovery. Noss reviewed the importance of setting aside large unfragmented core
reserves linked by functional unbroken corridors.

Preservation of all major ecosystem types is an important part ofTWP's vision.
Historically, wilderness advocacy has failed to achieve this. The National Parks,
Wildlife Refuges andWildernessAreas that constitute our current systems of reserves,
Noss pointed out, protect more scenery than biodiversity and biological productiv
ity. This bas left most of the biologically richest land in North America open to ex
ploitation, with the result that many of these areas are now heavily roaded.

For example, of the 261 ecosystem types defmed under the Bailey-Kuchler clas
sification system, said Noss, only 19% are represen~ed in roadless areas of 250,000
acres or ~ore. That figure drops to two percent when examining units of roadless
land at least 2.5 million acres in size.

Obliterate! &vegetate! .
Obliterate! Revegetate!
...There are. too many roads
being built upon this land.
'-from the song "Roadents" by Glen Waldeck

A road is adagger placed in
the heart ofawilderness.
-SupremeCourtJustice William O. Douglas
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To counter this problem, Noss told the group, "Our best
option is restoring large roadless areas." He backed the state
ment with a litany ofwildemess recovery principles now widely
accepted by conservation biologists: "Species that are well dis
tributed across their native range are less susceptible to extinc
tion than those that are confined to a small portion of their
range Large blocks of habitat are better than small
blocks Blocks of habitat close together are better than those
located fat apart Unfragmented blocks are better than frag-
mented blOCks Interconnected blocks are better than uncon-
nected blocks."

With large unfragmented landscapes, species h.&ve access
to more and better habitat. They can travel, unfettered, as they
may need to for survival. They will be less accessible to hu

. man predation and other disturbance.
Noss punctuated his statements and slides with statistics.

For example, 47% of wolf mortality in the Canadian Rockies
is due to road kills; inside national parks, that figure rises to
69%. Road kills are also the largest cause of mortality for the
Horida Panther, an Endangered species.

And this is unnecessary. "By my estimate you could close
90% of the roads on public lands without affecting hardly any
one except for those people that claim they need those roads
for their recreation," said Noss. In spit~of this, and in spite of
agencies like die U.S. Forest Service writing road closure re
quirements into forest plans, "studies have shown that official
road closures are not real road closures."Inone study, Oregon's
Department of Fisheries and Wl1dlife found that only 21% of
road closures planned by the Forest Service after timber har
vests in the Siuslaw National Forest were actuapy carried mit.

Moreover, many agency "road closures" are not effective.
If a road is merely gated or blocked, it is still there, still a bar
rier to many species, still imposing adverse impacts such as
altering watershed hydrology. And many vehicles, especially
ORVs, can drive around gates and barriers.
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These coniments from Noss underscored the importance
of having activists monitor public agency road closure behav
ior. Keith Hammer, who produced a manual on how to do this,
The Road Ripper ~ Guide to the National Forests, spoke at the
Road-Fighting Strategy Session about road closure techniques
he had used in the Hathead National Forest in Montana. True
to its name, The Road Ripper ~ Guide advocates having the
Forest Service physically rip roads and revegetate them as the
only way to effectively close them.

Hammer's experience with road density standards proved
enlightening. Road density, a measure that agencies like the
Forest Service don't always use.but should, is a measure of
human land disturbance - a ratio of how much linear road
exists per square mile - which can indicate the adequacy of
habitat for some species. For example, for an area to provide
oP,timum habitat for wolves, it should have a road density of
less than 0.9 miles per square mile of land. Road densities
should be no more than 1.5 miles per square mile to provide
viable Black Bear habitat. Yet, as Reed Noss pointed out, a
typical managed forest in the West requires a road density of
five miles per square mile.

Hammer told stories not only of the Forest Service fail
ing to use road density standards to determine the adequacy
of habitat for various species, but also miscalculating road
densities when they were used. Roads along the borders of
Forest Service transportation analysis units, for example,
are routinely left out of road density calculations. So are
skid roads and ORV trails.

It is up to activists monitoring public lands to keep ~gen

cies honest on these points - or make them honest. Hammer
and others detailed tools activists can use in campaigns for
doing just this. Kieran Suckling ofGreater Gila Biodiversity
Project in New Mexico explained procedures for status reviews
and listing of rare and endangered species, and using listings
as a tool for achieving road closures. Mitch Friedman of the

illustration by Bob Waldmire
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Greater EcosystemAlliance in the Northwest addressed the ap
plication of conservation biology and landscape ecology prin
ciples to prioritizing road closures.

Reiterating some of Keith Hammer's points, Friedman
·stressed the importance of documenting the existence ofroads.
'The first step in getting these roads removed is 'making sure
they are all mapped," said Friedman. 'Then make sure [public
agencies] have road density standards." lbis gives activists a
legal tool to limit how many roads can be within any given area

Jasper Carlton recommended that activists do their "bio
logical homework" since "the only way to defend your back-.
yard is to know that ecosystem better than anybody else."
Then use the biological data to argue for full implementation
of the species and habitat protection clauses of existing envi
ronmentallaws.

. Be prepared to go to court if necessary. Carlton reviewed
legal ~trategies used by BLF in such cases. As lQIlg as activists
do their biological homework, BLF can provide them with ad
ministrative and legal assistance.

The spirit of committed activism pervading the meeting
came through powerfully in presentations made on regional
road-fighting. Discussing conditions in the Upper Midwest,
Kraig Klungness of Northwoods, Wilderness Recovery
sketched a thick blue line across a map of Michigan's Upper
Peninsula to show a proposed four-lane highway. The road
would slash across an area with "incredible wilderness recov
ery possibilities, very low population density, four wolf packs,
sensitive plant habitats. So," said Klungness, "we're not going

\

- to let them do that"
As Dave Foreman pointed out in his strategy session re

marks, this was not the first time the issue of roads in wilder
ness had been addressed. Coinciding with the first proposals
for the National Parks was a strong movement to make the out
doors accessible by building roads. Much of the early conser
vation movement endorsed this concept.

Shortly after Henry Ford's mass production techniques
made the automobile widely available, AIdo Leopold expressed
the fear that "there would be a smell of 'Ford dust' everywhere."
A few other foresters shared his fear as automobiles began to
penetrate the National Forests. It was this reaction to the first
automobiles, said Foreman, that led to the designation of the
first wilderness areas in the National Forests. But the Forest
Service was quick to begin massive road-building programs.
Bob Marshall co-founded TheWilderness Society in 1935 pri
marily to protect wilderness by fighting roads.

Marshall conducted the first serious inventories of road
less areas, in 1927 and then in 1936, with the idea ofusing'this
data to establish wilderness reserves. In 1927 central Idaho had
a seven million acre roadless area. The Colorado River
Escalante country of southern Utah was nine million roadless
acres until after World War II.

Today, said Foreman, those areas have been divided by
roads. The Forest Service now manages 350,000 miles of road
and will have 500,000 miles by the year 2000 if they carry out

all their plans; 90,000 miles of this will be in former roadless
areas, and Montana will have the road density of Pennsylvania

Much of the meeting's work was done in brainstorming
sessions that generat~ a list of criteria with which to assess
road ~pacts; a list of damaging roads across North America
that should be priorities for closure; and a list of ideas for de
veloping a major wildlands road-fighting movement. Build
ing on these program ideas and the energy generated by this
meeting, Biodiversity Legal Foundation and The Wildlands
Project will lead a coalition of grassroots groups in what is,for
now, being called the Road-Fighting Strategy Project. The
project will include three components: 1) training of activists
to achieve road-closures and stop road-building; 2) coordina
tion of grassroots efforts to fight specific roads; and 3) educa
tion of the public about the damage done by roads.

The project will empower activists from throughout the
country to close roads by giving the~ the needed 'scientific,
legal and organizational tools. By coordinating grassroots ef
forts to close existing roads and prevent new ones, the project
will lend the strength of a nationwide effort to local and re
gional campaigns.

With public education, the project will strive to raise
awareness of the damag~ done by roads to biodiversity and
habitat. The media and government decision-makers will also
be targeted for education.

"A road-fighting campaign can bring together conserva
tion biologists from the academic community and conserva
tion activists froJ;Il the grassroots, to the benefit of both. It can
demonstrate to the public that public lands are being misman
aged, that tax dollars spent on road projects put biodiversity at
risk. It can empower grassroots activists to assure that agen
cies properly adminiyter laws to preserve the ecological integ
rity of public lands. Ultimately it can compel even the most
recalCitrant public agencies to close and revegetate roads.

The goal of this campaign, of course, is large-scale wil
derness recovery. lbis will take years. Nonetheless, if the cadre
of energized activists coming out of the Road-Fighting Strat
egy Session keeps growing, they may be able to obliterate roads
and restore vast tracts of wildland. ImiJi

Katie Scarborough, writer, activist andformer executive
director ofAlliancefor a Paving Moratoriwn, was one ofthe
coordinatorsfor the Road-Fighting Strategy Session. She cur
rently codirects the Road-Fighting Strategy Project. Kraig
Klungness is a wilderness activist and executive director of
Northwoods Wilderness Recovery in Michigan sUpper Pen
insula. One of the originators ofthe Road-Fighting Strategy
Session, he now codirects the Road-Fighting Strategy Project.
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The Dilenuna of Eastern Old Grovvth
by Robert Leverett

The isolated giants of
extraordinary dimensions,

scattered across the landscape in
pre-eolonial times, today are

truly rare. Whole generations of
Americans have become

lUcustomed to picked-aver,
miniaturized woodlands.
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.BACKGROUND: FIRST EASTERN OLD-GROWTH
CONFERENCE

In August 1993, the first conference devoted exclusively to

Eastern old-growth forest was hosted by the University of North
Carolina (UNC) atAshevilIe. The Western North CarolinaAlliance
(WNCA) acted as the organizational ann. Under the able leadership
of Gary Miller of UNC and Mary Kelly ofWNCA, the conference
was an unqualilled success. The event was attended by over 320
people and attracted prestigious co-sponsors from academia, gov
eriunent, and grassroots and mainstream environmental organiza
tionS. Wild Earth was a key participant. Dave Foreman gave one of
the most inspiring speeches of the affair, and Mary Davis's report
on herjust released publication, Old Growth In The East: A Survey,
was a cornerstone of the conference. Presentations by William Mar
tin, David Stahle, Orie Loucks, Charlie Cogbill, Dan Boone, Don
McLeod, Robert Zahner, Don Leopold, Albert Meier, Steve Silva,
Joan Davis, Ed Yost, and Will Blozan gave attendees solid scien
tiflc information about Eastern old growth. Brock Evans gave a con
cluding speech that set the tone for future events spawned by the
three day affair. Although th~ conference was highly successful, many
questions were left unanswered. Indeed, we had envisioned the con
ference only as the first step in an ongoing process to raise public
awareness of old-growth forest issues in the eastern United States.

A goal we'had set was the strengthening of basic definitions
for Eastern old-growth ecosystems. Beginning with a broad defini
tion, we would tailor criteria to specific forest types. I personally
felt that the spruce-fir, northern hardwood-hemlock, hemlock-White
Pine,Appalachian cove (mixed mesophytic),~d oak-hickory asso
ciations would make good candidates for definitional refmement

. For a variety of reasons, we didn't tackle the defmitions problem.
We are ready now.

illustrations by Rob Leverett JT.
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A PREOCCUPATION WITH DEFINITIONS

I confess an obsession with the need to resolve the defmi
tions problem. My obsession is motivated by recurring night
mares. In spite of a genuine effort by some federal and state
resource managers to prot~ the botanical treasures on the lands
they control, the.rank and file will continue to be motivated by
economic considerations. I see them lumping pockets of prime
old growth with maturing second growth and targeting the old
est trees for removal; i.e., cutting the real old growth, while
paying lip service to biodiversity under the loose banner of
everyone's new buzzword, 'ecosystem management'. The di
minutive remains of our oldest forests could be irretrievably
hacked away in the implementation of timber management
,plans with fme sounding words that belie the real, continuing
priority of timber quotas over biodiversity. Are these nightmares
merely the nocturnal outpourings of a demented old-growth
evangelist? Is the picture more promising in daylight?

After sanctioning massive damage to the National For
ests, the US Forest Service has fmally begun rethinking its
ways. The Forest Service is under seemingly more benign
management, but I will remain openly distrustful until I see
unequivocal evidence that "the good old boys" understand the
long-term negative effects industrial forestry has on forest struc-
ture, composition, and native diversity. .

Many regional managers are so enamored of compu~er
modeling that they believe they can mimic the infmitely com
plex processes of nature while meeting arbitrary timber quo
tas. I worry that their intent is to rotate every acre of land
through long-term cU;tting plans. Some have indicated as much.
They must discard a lifetime of misconceptions, bad habits,
and the belief that environmental ethics represent a direct threat
to their livelihood.

. Even if legitimate changes are implemented, there could
be setbacks. The academic and environmental communities
must not be lulled into a fals~ sense of security. Currently un
protected Eastern old-growth ecosystems should be identified,
studied, and continuously monitored by an independent coali
tion of academic and environmental organizations. As a first
step we need to strengthen our defmitions.
. With the spilling of my bad dreams at an end, r m ready

to acknowledge that developing scientifically sound definitions
is not easy. Identification of old-growth characteristics associ
ated with specific forest types, existence of indicator species
and old-growth obligates, impact of fragmentation, edge ef
fects, and invasion of non-native species are but a few topics
we must address.

CAUSES OF CONFUSION ABOUT OLD-GROWTH

There is no single ~ccepted scientific definition for old
growth, but a lot of researchers are contributing insights. Be
low lexplainsomemisoonceptioos perpetuated inpopularwritings.

Economic definitions. A first source of confusion is that
criteria for identifying old growth have come from two sources:

the forestry profession and the scientific community. Econom
ics clearly drives defmitions devised by the former; curiosity
about the evolutionary and successional processes that shape
forests, the latter. Terms and phrases like :'diseased," "over
matur~," and "decadent'~ reveal a fatal commercial bias in for
estry spawned definitions. This is hardly news, but the effects
of such commodity oriented approaches linger and will prob
ably be worked into ecosystem management, albeit with fresher
scientific dressings. As a first step to simplifying the defini~

tions process, we muSt cull out and permanently bury criteria
based on economic considerations.

Conflicting historic descriptions. A second source of con
fusion about old growth lies in conflicting descriptions of vir
gin forests presented by colonial observers. A common
description applied by early p~tanical Europeans to the vir
gin woods was "dark and impenetrable." To them, evil lurked
in dense woodlands. More enlightened individuals described
what they actualIy $<lW: Some, believing themselves to be trav
eling through virgin woodlands, encountered park-like condi
tions, particularly in the Mid-Atlantic states. Descriptions of
the latter are pervasive. We now generally recognize them as
applying to forests managed by Native Americans. Some for-.
est communities are naturally relatively open, though not to
the extent described by the early travelers .. Stands of mature
EasternWhite Piue and Eastem Hemlock, with their heavy beds,
of slowly decaying needles, suppress undergrowth; and xeric
communities are quite open. Interestingly, the deep woods de
scription gets a boost from the exalted personage of Francis
Parkman. A renowned historian, Parkman was also a biologist
of accomplishment who imaginatively described disheveled
virgin forests filled with twisted trunks and rotting timbers. Few
open spaces were apparent.

Deep, dark, and impenetrable, or airy, open, and park-like.
Which is right? These contrasting pictures preoccupy those of
us compelled to understand natural forests. In reality, the truth
embraces both descriptions and everything in between. Nature
produces all the variations. I believe the histOric descriptions
that stress the cluttered naiure of forest interiors described the
wetter and weather-battered forests. Such places did seem im
penetrable. I suspect the cluttered versus clean descriptions ""ill
continue to confuse people who want things tidied up in a black
or white set of choices.

Descriptions of different ecosystems. A third source of
confusion lil(s in conflicting descriptions from modem day re
searchers studying vastly different ecosystems; e.g., boreal
versus mixed mesophytic forest types. The former, and other
acidic conifer dominated ecosystems such as the hemlock
White Pine association, have been described as botanical
deserts. The mixed mesophytic is incredibly rich and diverse,
as made known by Lucy Braun's published work. The differ
ences ill the descriptions of these old-growth ecosystems from
qualified researchers are easily attributable to the fundamental
differences in the ecosystems being studied. Some of the state
ments made by researchers have been too assertive. The bo-
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tanical desert description caught on for a period and was mis
takenly applied by a host of authors to all Eastern old-growth
forest types, to the probable delight of those in the timber in
dustry. We can easily resolve the conflicting descriptions that
apply to different ecosystems.

Big tree stories. A fourth source of confusion comes from
the perception that old-growth forests must exhibit large trees.
Adding further confusion are the tree equivalent of big fish
stories. Robert Pike's colorful Tall-Trees, Tough Men, an anec
dotal and pictorial history of logging and log-driving in New
England, describes colonial White Pines of legendary propor
tions. Pike talks of 260 foot tall trees ten feet in diameterreach
ing a thousand years in age. Pike's flair for the dramatic makes
him an entertaining writer. We can forgive him fOf slight exag
gerations, but such accounts stretch credulity to the limit. Or
do they? Solid evidence exists for spectacular huge old-growth
specimens growing individually and in groves. On a trip near
Augusta, Georgia, William Bartram encountered a stand of
gi~tBlack Oaks: "many of the black oaks meaSured 8, 9, 10,
and 11 feet in diameter 5 feet above the ground as we mea
sured several that were above 30 feet (in) girth and from hence
they ascend perfectly straight with a gradual taper, 40 or 50
feet to the limbs, but below 5 or 6 feet these trunks would mea
sure a third more in circumference on account of the project
ing j~bs, or supports ..." There are other well documented
accounts of huge trees in virgin forests of the East. The work
of naturalist Robert Ridgeway in the 1870s is a case in point. I
reported his measurements ofTuliptrees in my recentTuliptree
article. (See the winter edition of Wild Earth.)

In" nature most species exhibit broad size ranges, but for
trees, incessant human interference is whittling down those
ranges from the high side. As a result, accounts of gargantuan
trees of yesteryear stand in sharp contrast to the pencil sized
trunks commonly seen today. It is tempting to romanticize about
the pre-settlement forests, rejecting anything we see today that
fails to measure up to descriptions of yesteryear's super trees.
Unfortunately, that eliminates a lot 6f today' s old-growth. Re
searchers such as David Stahle, dJectbr of the University of
Arkansas Tree-ring Laboratory, understand the problem well.
Stahle explores diminutive stands ofoak and hickory that have
gone unrecognized as old-growth'all these years. Stahle has
also studied massive Baldcypresses that have weathered 1600
years and more. "

Given the heavy dominance of young trees we see in
today's over-managed forests,.big trees are limited to pockets
ofold-growth, people's yards, city parks, campuses, and occa
sionally along roadsides. The isolated giants of extraordinary
dimensions, scattered across the landscape in pre-colonial
times, today are truly rare. Whole generations of Americans
have become accustomed to picked-over, miniaturized wood
lands. It is little wonder that descriptions like those of Robert
Pike are considered improbable.

Pre-settlement vs. current old-growth. The acid test used
by some old-growth researchers is the extent to which a stand
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has retained its pre-settlement composition. The operative re
qUirement imposed by these researchers is freedom from dis
turbance by persons of European ancestry. This is tantamount
to the idea of the virgin woodland, but Native Americans had
more influence on forests than we originally thought. Research
ers are caught in a dilemma. To my mind, imposition of. the
condition of no European interference is unduly restrictive.
Everything we observe today is post-settlement and altered to
some extent by human activity. We cannot turn the calendar
back five hundred years to glory in the Eastern forests as they
existed before European colonization and then make meticu
lous comparisons to their progeny. We have lost those early
forest ecosystems. There are many clues to a pre-settlement
landscape, but we can only go so far in reconstructing what
has been obliterated by both humans and nature. The terms
pre-settlement, primary, original, virgin, and old-growth con
fuse the issue. To my mind, there is less reason today to differ
entiate between old second growth and original growth for
definitional purposes.

I

A STARTING POINT FOR DEFINITIONS

Science seeks to understand the multitudiiious life and
death processes and cycles going on in a forest. The more we
study the complex web of life, the more we come to respect"
and value biological diversity. Within a forest, how are soils
built; water and nutrients recycled; micro-climates created and
sustained; symbiotic, competitive, and parasitic relationships
formed; niches and habitats filled? Science seeks to understand
how young forests differ from their senior counterparts and
what significance can be attributed to the differences. Along
the way definitions are needed to facilitate our understanding.

Scientifically based old-growth definitions tend to incor
porate a mix of qualitative and quantitative criteria crafted
within a conceptual framework that asserts or implies old
growth is the fmal stage of forest succession, and. that old
growth forests exhibit a state of relative balance between the
processes of growth and decay. Forests reach this state: (1) by
escaping catastrophic natural disturbances, including disease,
which would re-calibrate the clock of succession, and (2) by
being left essentially undisturbed by humans for centuries. The
structural characteristics developed under these conditions are
significantly different from those exhibited by young forests,
particularly those influenced or controlled by humans. Old
growth characteristics will vary with the forest type.

The literally thousands ofphysical associations, processes,
and relationships that combine to produce old-growth charac
teristics are devilishly hard, if not impossible, to quantify. We
might agree among ourselves on threshold averages for such
things as volume of downed woody debris, basal area of trees,
age of sterns by diameter class, annual contributions of living
and dying organic matter; but we should not forget the arbi
trary nature of those averages.

, I believe we should aim to adopt numerical ranges for each
characteristic ~t we choose to quantify, calibrated to forest
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type. This approach would reduce the problem of attempting
to treat as discrete that which is continuous. Call it a calculus
bias, if you will, but I have serious reservations with arbitrary
cutoffs. They remind me of federal and state tax tables and the
mentalities that produced them. I have played the numbers
game for years and fInd myself with more exceptions than cases
that fit numerically based rules for EaStern old growth. I don't
deny that numbers must enter the picture, but I suggest a fairly
broad range for each measurable characteristic as the only
feasible approach. Even then all ranges would not be ap
plied absolutely.

Flexibility in applying numerically based criteria would
allow us to work within a broader range of successional for
ests. Older second growth stands would increasingly fall within·
qualifying ranges, thus adding to the bank of recognized ma
ture forest ecosystems. This approach would not require that
the original forest type and structure at a location be achieved,
laying to rest the feeling that we need to resurrect pre-settle
ment conditions.

The abovt{amounts to ineffectual babbling unless we can:
(1) agree on the characteristics to be included in a definition,
fme tuned to forest type; (2) select which characteristics will
be subjected to measurement; (3) settle on the numeric ranges
for the characteristics to be measured; (4) decide if all charac
teristics are inviolate or whether we should prioritize them; (5)
win broad acceptance for the results; (6) develop a repository
of data; and (7) create a methodology for .updating defmitioI1$
and inventories. We also need to develop a master plan for
keeping our attention focused on Eastern old growth.,

THE BEGINNINGS OF A MASTER PLAN

The job of protecting what remains of a precious natural
heritage requires organization on a far larger scale than hith
erto UQdertaken. The following steps represent the current state
of our thinking.
I. Second Eastern Old-growth Conference

As with the first conference, key purposes of the second
Eastern old-growthconference, to be held in the Northeast, will
be to: (1) better understand old-growth ecosystems, (2) explore
the values many attribute to those systems, and (3) seek ways·
to insure their survival. None of us have a blueprint for negoti
ating through the defmitional quagmire, but the second con
ference will tackle thatproblem. The following topics are likely
to be on the agenda. '
1. Development of definitions by the scientific community for

old-growth as'applied to forest types represented in the North
east; e.g., the northern hardwood-hemlock, spruce-fir, and
oak-hickory associations. The general characteristics asso
ciated with these old-growth communities would be refmed
and quantified where possible with ranges established for

, the quantifiable criteria. ' .
2. Identification of indicator plant and animal species that are

(or suspected to be) either partially dependent on or reach
maximum development in the old-growth ecosystems of the
forest communities represented in the Northeast.

3. Analysis of the time required for old-growthcbaracteristics to be
reestablished for forest communities after human and natural
disturbances of varying impocts. Discussion ofpatch dynamics.
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4. Strat~gies for including and preserving
bonafide old-growth components within
managed forests. Addressing how much

. acreage is needed to insure the survival of
old-growth ecosystems, ·and methods for
mimicking old-growth forest characteristics
within managed forests.

5. Investigation of values that old-growth for
ests fulfill as seenfrom different perspectives.

6. Review ofavailable literature describing the
characteristics of the pre-settlement forests
of the Northeast.

7. Identification of agencies and individuals
involved in old-growth research.

8. Presentation of climatological reconstruc
tions from data gathered through tree-ring
analysis in the Northeast.

9. Discussion of current threats to the survival
of old-growtb.'ecosystems.

10. Investigation of how Mary Davis's Old
Growth in the East could be kept current and
used as a vehicle to disseminate informa
tion on Eastern old growth.

Our present plans call for a three day af
fair to be held October 28-30. Primary spon
sors include the Massachusetts Audubon
Society, Harvard Forest, the Department of
Environmental Management (DEM) for the
state of Massachusetts, Western North Caro
linaAlliance, and Wild Earth. Co-sponsors are
sought.

The rust day will be hosted by Harvard
Forest at Petersham, Massachusetts and will
be attended by researchers willing to tackle
topics 14above. The second day will be open
to all; a high energy affair hosted by the Mas
sachusetts Audubon Society. The third day is
being reserved for field trips and will be hosted
by DEM. Wild Earth will assist in promoting
the event and WNCA will assist Harvard For
est and Massachusetts Audubon as the South
ern organizational arm. Ideas, comments, and
participation ofWild Earth readers are solicited.
II. Guide on Eastern Old-growth

As a second action to keep our attention
focused, Mary Davis intends to publish a guide
book on Eastern old-growth forests. As cur- .
rently planned, the book will begin with an his
torical perspective on East~old growth and
conclude with a summary of Mary's old
growth inventory. In between will be impor
tant papers from key researchers. Many of the
distinguished scientists associated with old
growth have already signed on to this project.

There will be sections on values, threats, preservation,
and restoration strategies for old growth. The section
on values will cover new ground, with inputs from di
verse groups, including Native Americans.
m. Independent Field Inventories

The Western North CarolinaAlliance and the Na
tional Audubon Society have initiated an inventory of
the old-growth remnants of the Pisgah-Nantahala Na
tional Forests in western North Carolina. It is a job that
must be done by an independent organization. The For
est Service's inventories are inaccurate and have often
been misapplied. As but one example of many, theAl
liance reports that "in certain sales, citizens have caught

.the Forest Service actually targeting old-growth for
clearcutting while less exemplary, younger· stands or
steep, unproductive, biologically un-diverse stands are
saved as old-growth."

Those of us living in other regions of the country
who are members of the Alliance appeal to others out
side of western North Carolina to aid this splendid or
ganization. The Alliance is battling to preserve some
of the most botanically rich forests in the continental
United States. Much is at stake in the rainforest-like
coves of the Southern highlands. We need to know how
much old forest is left and where it is if we are to suc
ceed in protecting it from the timber interests. The ef
forts of the Alliance will produce a blueprint for similar
campaigns in other National Forests which almost cer-.
tainly have pockets of old growth that have been tar
geted for logging. WNCA may host a third Eastern
old-growth conference, again inAsheville, in 1995 or 96.
IV. Interface to The Wildlands Project

This visionary project is the hope of the future.
While The WLld1ands Proje<;:t is not specif1cally about
old growth, stranded pockets ofancient forest can serve
a useful function as nodes, joining wildlife corridors
for wilderness restoration.

SUMMARY

Our efforts to understand and identify old growth
are essential to promoting preservation. Left to pursue
their owp. agendas, resource managers will "adminis
tratively" derme old growth to permit its gradual de
struction. The performance of state and federal agencies
to date substantiates this assertion. Through law and
administrative regulajion, resource maDjlgers can tar
get old-growth stands for timber harvesting ... or re
move them from timber management plans.

Bob Leverett remains the East's preeminent old
growth evangelist, though the countless converts he hqs
won are themselves beginning to proselytizefor prime
valpreseryation. .
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Butchering The Big Wild
Tragedy in the Salmon-Selway

by Howie Wolke

The sun breaks through late afternoon stratocumuli, '
illwninating patches of conifers in shafts of intense yellow light, the kind of light that
can only be seen in late afternoon, following rain, in wild country.

._ Mist rises from the primeval forest in a thousand wisps: swirling, rising, drifting,
and evaporating mist; mist from water-drenched conifer needles, rising, drifting as
vapor eastward across the heart of the Big Wild. Mist. Rain. Gouds. Fog; steam, va
por, w~ter... we have many words for 1\0, including this: life.

Yet, somewhere'just beyond thefuzzy border of this Salmon-Selway Ecosys
tem, evil lurks, casting a glum shadow upon the wild swirling mists. The evil has
been manifest most recently in the Cove and Mallard timber sales.

Old-growth enclaves of spruce, fir, and Douglas-fir send conifer needles up to
200 feet above the acid soil that holds, harbors, caresses the water-soluble nutrients
of life. Water again. Vast post-fire stands ofLodgepole Pine intermingle with the darker
old growth in a complex mosaic that tells of past fire and wind, past outbreaks of bark
beetle and budworm, droughts, storms, and snowpacks.
For deep within the largest tract of virgin (never been
logged) forest in the U.S. outsideAlaska, the forces of
Nature still dominate. Out in the Big Wild, the idea
that human manipulation of "this landscape might
mimic the swirling array ofnatural processes that shape
these forested mouritains seems terribly absurd
which, of course, it ,is. To pretend that humans know
enough about ecosystems to mimic natural processes
on a landscape scale, through clearcutting and related
logging methods, as the Forest Service does with Cove
Mallard and other timber sales, is human chauvinistic
arrogance.

Way, below the swirling mists and sinuous
ridgetops, catching the lowest shafts ofpost-storm sunlight, the big old "yellowbellies,"
or Ponderosa Pines, guard the canyons, sentinels over the tributaries of the main Salmon
River. The lurking evil covets the old-growth Ponderosa.

The enemy's home is Grangeville, Idaho, in the supervisor's office of the Nez
Perce National Forest. Its form is a government document entitled "Decision otice,
Cove and Mallard TlDlber Sales." Begun in 1993, thes~ two adjacent logging opera
tions will, if completed, remove 80 million board feet of pine, spruce, fir, and Doug-
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las-fIr from the heart of the Greater Salmon-Selway Ecosys
tem (GSSE). Nearly 150 miles of new logging roads will scar
the unstable slopes that lie in an enclave formerly known as
"Jersey-Jack," abutting three designated Wildernesses: the
Frank Church River of No Return (RNR, the largest designated
WIlderness Area in the US south of Alaska), Selway-Bitter
root, and Gospel Hump. Cove-Mallard clearcuts will shatter
the largest intact virgin forest in temperate North America.

Cove-Mallard is actually in the RNR. That is, the real
wilderness, small 'w', including both protected and de-facto
wildlands, consists of3.2 million roadless acres. Only 2.3 mil-

, lion acres of the RNR are protected, while nearly a million acres
of de-facto wilderness remain vulnerable to U.S. Forest Ser
vice chainsaw management Cove-Mallard is within that vul
nerable dornam. Just to the north lies the 1.8million acre Selway
BitterrootWilderness and de-facto wildland, segregated from
the RNR by one narrow dirt road. Together, these two wild
lands constitute fIve million acres of forested mountains and
river canyons in central Idaho and extreme western Montana,
sometimes called 'The Big WIld." The Big Wild is the heart
of the 26 million acre (Ohio-sized) Greater Salmon-Selway
Ecosystem, our largest temperate wildland complex. The GSSE
extends from Idaho's wet northern panhandle south to the north
ern Great Basin Desert, and from Oregon's snowy Wallowas
and the searing depths of Hell's Canyon east to the high wilds
of Montana's Big Hole. '

Cove-Mallard logging.is no less outrageous than clearcut
ting Yellowstone would be, or damming the Grand Canyon.
Were the GSSE better known and appreciated, America
wouldn't stand for this unfolding tragedy.

Most Wild Earth readers understand the ramifications of
habitat fragmentation and artifIcial edge effects. Most are aware
that dramatic losses in native biodiversity nearly always ac
company the conversion of native forest to roaded tree farms
(the Forest Service's usual goal) or to roaded and eroded w~te
lands (the Forest Service's usual shameful result).

The woods, meadows, and streams of Cove-Mallard sup
port most of the species native to the Northern Rockies. Deer,
Elk, Moose, Mountain Goat, Bighorn, Black Bear, Puma, Red
tailed Hawk, and Golden Eagle abound. These woods and
waters also support many species rare or dwindling elsewhere:
Gray Wolf, Marten, Fisher, Wolverine, Lynx, Boreal Owl,
Northern Goshawk, Wmter Wren, Varied Thrush and perhaps
an occasional Grizzly Bear. These species depend upon inte
rior forest, old growth, or wilderness-type habitats.

The Big WIld's waters are no less imperiled. They carry
rainwater to the sea. sometimes as foaming rapids, other times
as deep, clear, smooth water. They suppOO a pleth<ra of life: in
vertebrates suchas caddisfly larvae thalfeedavian andocherpreda
tors; vertebrates such as CutthroatTroutandBullTrout,Whitefish,
Mink, Riva Otter, Osprey, Bald Eagle, and still a few salmon.

But dams on the Columbia have depleted the salmon runs.
Outside of wilderness, Bull Trout are approaching extinction
throughout the Northern Rockies, largely du~ to sedimenta
tion from logging operations. These fIsh are basic to the food
web, which unravels in the bulldozer's wake. Proposed
clearcuts a scant mile from the Main Salmon River will foul
our wildest river and its tributaries.

Big Wilderness is the key to restoring the fabric of life
that once bound together the multitude ofhabitats called North
America. Conservation biologists speak of the need to protect,
restore, and connect a system of nature reserves dominated by
wildlands tens of millions acres in size (Noss 1992), in order
to maintain enough genetic diversity for populations of wide-
ranging ~es to remain viable in the long term. They also
point out the need to protect landscapes big enough to main
tain within them the processes that drive evolution, that create
a shifting mosaic of disturbance-driven habitats with plenty of
space for late-successional communities to develop and evolve.

GREATER SALMON-SELWAY PROJECT
(GSSP)

Due to the Greater Salmon-Selway Ecosystem's
relative obscurity, Forest Service bureaucrats have suc
cessfully targeted its remote wildlands with more
clearcutting, road-bUilding, and other developments..
The GSSP is a temporary project, not an organization,
designed to raise awareness about the values of and
threats to the Salmon-Selway. Through media work, ar
ticles, and pUblication of the Greater Salmon-Selway
flier (with maps and photos; over 5000 have already
been distributed*), the GSSE is finally nearing the level
-of recognition of such world-class wildland ecosystems
as the Greater Yellowstone. This will aid efforts to pro
lect and restore the GSSE's wildlands. Also, the project
has made public presentations in Missoula, Salmon,
Challis, Ketchum, Boise, Moscow, and other towns in
the region. In conjunction with grassroots groups, par
ticularly the Alliance for the Wild Rockies and Friends
of the Bitterroot, the GSSP has made some important
gains in developing grassroots activism for Northern
Rockies wildlands.

During the next few months, the GSSP will com
plete its preliminary publicizing. Its important work must
continue, either by m~rging the project with existing
organizations or by continuing the project ~s a distinct
entity. Bther way, we'll keep Wild Earth readers posted.

-Howie Wolke

*Ifyou oryour organization would like to distribute fliers to folks who will actively work to protect the GSSE, please contact the Greater Salmon-Selway Project
at: FOB 318, Conner, MT 59827. '.
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Yet today in the contiguous 48 states only five individual
wildlands are larger than 2.5 million acres (Foreman & Wolke,
1992). At Cove-Mallard, the Forest Service assaults our big
gest such wildland. Cove and Mallard are, arguably, the worst
individual timber sales in the sordid history of the U.S. Forest
Service. Logging and road-building began there in 1~; but
thanks to fierce opposition from wilderness defenders, only a
small amount of the intended damage has been completed.

These timber sales are something of an embarrassment to
those Forest Service reformists and apologists who keep tell
ing America that the professional descendants of Gifford
Pinchot are changing, moving beyond the horrific clearcutting
of the post World War II binge. And indeed they have moved:
into an Orwellian nightmare of doublespeak and ~uphemisms,

~cluding the latest public relations buzzword: "Ecosystem
-, Management."

Throughout the National Forest system, "ecosystem man
agement" is being used as window dressing on the same old
theme of building roads and converting complex forests into
simplified plantations. Ecosystem management, as the name
implies, means manipulation. It's an attempt to rationalize the
continuation of the last half-century of blunders with impos
sible claimnhat agency managers can simulate the processes
that.have driven evolution for some four billion years. What
ecosystems need is protection and restoration.

Fortunately, resistance to the monster grows. The Ancient
Forest Bus Brigade and Wtld Rockies Earth First! have led a
campaign of civil disobedience resulting in arrests, jail terms
(two months for Montana activist Eric Ryberg), and even vio

.lent assaults upon protesters. Equally important, the Idaho
Sportsman's Coalition and the Alliance for the Wild Rockies
have ftled suit, hoping to neutralize the beast. On 18 February
1994, Federal District Court-Judge HllfOld Ryan issued a pre
liminary injunction, halting further disturbance of the area.
Plaintiffs' attorney Bernie Zaleha of Boise was to ftle all mo-

tions by April 15, after which Judge Ryan ~ould either hold
hearings or simply rule on the merits of the case. Endangered
species habitat and water quality are key issues raised by
Zaleha. As the winter snowpack dwindles, activists will return
to the Big Wild for another season of protests and blockades.
They will probably again face arrests and violence.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Plenty! Write letters to Congress, to Forest Service Chief
Jack Ward Thomas, and to the editors of newspapers, particu
larly those that serve big metropolitan areas. Point out:
I. Forest Service ChiefThomas promised to obey the law. The

illegality of Cove-Mallard is forcing citizens to, once again,
expe~d their energy and money in holding the Forest Ser
vice accountable.

2. The Forest Service and Congress should protect all wild
lands contiguous with the RNR, the biggest temperate for
est wilderness in the U.S: They should also support the
Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act, which would
protect the Cove-Mallard area as legal Wtlderness.

3. Umoaded wildlands need ecosystem protection, not man
agement. The Forest Service has been managillg ecosystems
since 1906, poorly, and has brought its domain to the brink
of breakdown. IBGIi .

Addresses:
US ForestService, JackWardThomas, Chief, Washingtoo, DC 2a25O
US House of Representatives, DC 20515
US Senate"DC 20510
Idaho Sportsman's Coalition, POB 4264, Boise, II) 83711
Wtld Rockies Earth First!, POB 9236, Missoula, Mf 59806
Alliance for the Wtld Rockies, Box 8731, Missoula, Mf598ff7

Howie Wolke, author ofWtlderness on the Rocks and co
author o/The Big Outside, coordinates the GSSP and Wild
Horizons expeditions from his home in the Bitterroot Valley.
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Is Logging Good for Songbirds?
by Thomas P. Rooney

INTRODUCTION

The regional decline of neotropical migratory birds has been attributed to the loss of
wintering habitat throughout Central and South America and the decline in the quality of
breeding habitat in North America (Askins et al. 1990). Many biodiversity activists in the
eastern and midwestern United States have accused land management agencies of contribut
ing to the decline of neotropical migrants by cutting publicly-owned forests. Yet these land
management agencies maintain that cutting trees has a benign, if not beneficial, effect on
these species. They point to numerous studies showing that many forms oflogging,-includ
ing cleareutting and individual tree selection, increase avian species diversity (Hagar 1960;
Conner and Adkisson 1975; Adams and Barrett 1976; Webb et al. 1977; Titterington et al.
1979; Strelke and Dickson 1980; Yahner 1984; Derleth eral. 1989; Thompson et al. 1993; .

. Welsh and Healy 1993). The mechanism seems to be the same no matter the location of the
experiment: new early successional patches are created which facilitate an influx of early
successional species. Some late successional species may remain unaffected while others
decline in numbers, but seldom do these species disappear altogether. The end result is an
avian community more saturated with species.

Judging by these studies, logging appears consistent with the protection and enhance
mentofbiological diversity since both species diversity and evenness seem to increase in logged .
forests. However, such results are misleading, and logging may reduce regional diversity.

PROBLEMS WITH THE STUDIES

First, the studies do not include key-factor analyses to determine what factors limit for
est birds. Mortality of adults by predation or other factors appears to be low during the breed
ing season (R. Roth, personal communication). Conversely, the mortality of juvenil~ is
extremely high, through factors such as nest predation and fledgling failure.
Any conservation strategy should address the key-factor responsible for
species declines, such that declines might be reversed.

A second problem with these studies is that they do not measure repro
ductive effort of the birds. They only document the effects oflogging on the
presence or absence of birds. Yet it is this key-factor, the reproductive out
put of the birds, and not the presence of birds, that determines future popu
lation trends (van Home 1983).

A third problem with these studies is that they fail to examine indirect
and cascading effects of logging on fledgling success rates. For example,
nest predation by birds and small mammals may increase along edges,
thereby reducing the reproductive success of some individuals. This has been
well documented in forest/agricultural edges. The same mechanism may be
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operating along edges of clearcuts in .
forested landscapes, but few data exist

. to support or falsify this hypothesis.
Fourth, most birds prefer to nest

near edges. However, in addition to suf
fering increased rates of predatiqn and
brood parasitism (Gates and Gysel
1978), thesebirds may produce fewer
eggs per female than birds that nest in
the forest interior. This is beca\lSe the
density of nesting birds is higher along
edges, which suggests that intraspecific.
competition and intraguild competition
may be higher. The result may be a lower
reproductive effort per fe~ale, which
may further reduce the production of
offspring. This is pure conjecture, but
should be considered nonetheless.

A fifth problem lies with the notion
that increasing species diversity is al
ways desirable. This notion assumes that
all species are to be treated with equal
weight. For example, if cowbirds colo
nize a site and the number of species
originally present (n) remains constant,
then the site now has n+1 species. How
ever, for the purposes of avian conser
vation, a cowbird should not be
considered an'asset to the commUnity
(Brittingham and Temple 1983). The
same may be said of Blue Jays, starlings,
grackles, and crows, since all are preda
tors ofpasserine songbird eggs. So while
diversity may increase at a local level,
these same species may reduce diversity
at a regional level. The regional species
pool is ultimately affected by processes
at the loca11evel, so parasitism, competi
tion, and predation which reduce species
ab~ce at the loca11evel necessarily
cause regional losses (Noss 1983).

A sixth problem with many of these
studies is that they focus on the more
common of the late successional species.
DecliI!ing species like the Cerulean War
bler are often not included in such stud
ies because they are too rare to sample.
The effects of logging on rare late suc
cessional species may be difl:'erent than
the effects of logging on the more com
manlate successional species. The more
common late successional species may
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be less "forest interior depeI).dent" than
the rare ones. There is no proof for this
hypothesis, but it is plausible.

A seventh arid final problem with
these studies is one of experimental de
sign. In every case, the logged areas (the
treatment areas) are compared to second
growth forest (the control areas), which
are still recOvering from initial logging .

. 'a century ago. Many of the control ar
eas have not reached a steady-state con
dition, and thus may be inadequ~te

control plots. In experiments comparing
steady-state forest species diversity with
managed forest diversity, neither forest
has a greater species diversity. However,
the steady-state forest has a greater pres
ence and abundance of rare birds than
does the managedfo~t (Vrrkkala 1991).

CONCLUSION

Because of these deficiencies, stud
ies to date should not be interpreted as
indicating that logging has'a beneficial
effect on forest bird communities. In
some cases, logging may have a nega
tive impact on rare and imperiled forest
species (as in Virkkala 1991). In most
cases, logging operations increase habi
tat for species common and over-repre
sented in the landscape while potentially.
adversely affecting sensitive or under
represented species. .

The evidence for declines in noo
tropical migratory birds since 1966 is
convincing (Askins et al. 1990). How
ever, it is unlikely that all species are
responding to the same mechanism.
Some species may be more sensitive to
changes on wintering grounds, while
others may be impacted by habitatmodi
fIcations on the breeding grounds. Still
other species may be declining as a re
sult of adverse weather conditions dur
ing the migration season. LoggiDg pf the
br~g grounds may have little impact
on some species. However, other species
may be severely impacted by logging.
Since most studies to date fail to focus
on the effects of logging on avian popu
lation dynamics, they cannot be used to
justify current logging practices.
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Response to Rooney
.by Rick Bonney

T om Rooney has made an excellent start on
dissecting an important and complicated

subject. Much of what he says is well thought
out. Unfortunately, in writing his title, Tom haS
set himself up for an impossible task- because
the answer to the question whether logging is
good for songbirds is "it depends." It depends
on which species you're talking about, the kind
of logging and the habitat to be logged, and the
scale at which you ask the question. The effect
oflogging on songbirds is· arguably different for
each situation.

Many activists don't want to hear that an
swer. "It depends" sounds like a waffle. "How
can logging possibly be good for birds?" they
might ask. ,

Well, each species has its own habitat re
quirements. Some birds, such as bobolinks and
Henslow's sparrows, nest in old fields. Others,
like common yellowthroats and house wrens,
nest in thickets and woodland edges. Some birds
prefer orchards and parks-consider Eastern .
bluebirds and warbling vireos-and still others,
like the ovenbird andw~ thrush, nest deep in
the forest.

So in any given area, the more diverse the
habitat, the more different kinds ofbirds will live

•there. This means land management that in- "
creases habitat diversity also increases species
richness-the number of species found in an
area. The best way to increase the avian rich
ness of a forest is therefore to leave part of it
alone, to log parts of it-even clearcutting some
areas to create openings-and to develop wet
lands. For decades, habitat diversification has
been the basic technique of wildlife management

But there's a problem with this concept:
land managers should not want to increase the
species richness of every individual area. In
stead, we need to maximize the richness and
diversity of every ecosystem.

Consider a large block of mature forest in
the midst ofan otherwise agricultural area True,
logging that forest would probably increase the
bird species richness within by creatinghabitat
for early successional species, but the logging
could also cause a decline of forest-interior
species such as scarlet tanagers. And the tanagers
would have no other place to go, whereas the
early successional species-for example, indigo
buntings-might alre3dy be common in the area
surrounding the forest.

This is why successful management for
birds, or for any group of species, must be done
at the landscape level. To be truly functional, and
to maintain maximum biodiversity, every eco
system must be allowed to keep a healthy sam
pling of each of its habitat types.

Does this mean that reported declines of
neotropical migratory birds cannot be used as
ammunition for forest preservation? .

No. Plenty of documentation exists to show
that forest-interior birds are in trouble, and that
to preserve their populations, we must preserve
large tracts of wild land. Therefore, in my
humble opinion, the best' strategy for wild land
proponents is to avoid unanswerable questions
and to concentrate instead on the known ben
efits of wilderness. But remember: true wilder
ness is more than trees, even outside of the desert
or prairie. It can also include openings created
by fire, blowdowns, and other natural forces.
And only if it does will it include a truly diverse
wildlife population.

Rick Bonney is the Director ofEducation
alld Information Services aJ the Cornel!Orni
thology Lab (159 Sapsucker Woods' Rd.• Ithaca.
NY 14850). and a Wtld Earth editorial advisor.
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Bald
.·Eagles

Wintering in Arizona
by Sharon Masek

Silver light reflects off a million bent r~s. Marshall Lake is a watercolor in olive drab, gold and
beige. Its slate gray surface is calm and the sound of beeping, "burbling" coots comes easily
across. The late afternoon November sun hides behind streaks ofhazy clouds in a pale blue sky.

I gaze at the line where sky meets pine. Hearing clumsy fishermen clank wooden oars against an alumi
num boat, I realize with regret that I will not see an eagle today..

So th~ next morning I get up at dawn, drive out to the lakes southeast of Flagstaff, and stop wher
ever there are waterfowl. On Lower Lake Mary I see a few Req1leaded Ducks and hundreds ofAmerican
Coots. Groups of 10-15 Canada Gee$e stand dolefully on the ice. I see, also, four hunters crouched along the
shoreline with shotguns leveled. The geese spook and fly. A shot rings out and one goose drops away
from the flock, flapping its wings erratically, wounded but not dead. Loud curses echo across the lake.

Upper Lake Mary is ice-free. Northern Shovelers paddle circles around each other as the morning
sun rises higher, bringing warmth. At the southeast end of the lake in a Ponderosa Pine snag, I fmd one at
last. An adult Bald Eagle sits in the very top of a lOO-foot-high snag, preening itself and scanning the
lake. Waterfowl are conspicuously absent from this section of lake just now. .

Approximately 125-175 Bald &gles winter inArizona, according to estimates by eagle researcher
Tery~ Grubb, as compared to about 30 pair of resident Bald Eagles that breed in Arizona. The wintering
popUlation migrates from northern nesting areas to take advantage of a Continuous winter food supply.
Some.come from Montana: Idaho and northern Canada, as indicated by satellite telemetry, but it is still
unknown where the majority come from.

Eagles start arrivIng in November. Juveniles and subadults generally precede the adults. Their num
bers peak ill January and February. By early April most have left for the breeding grounds to the north.

A reSearch wildlife biologist with the U.S. Forest Service, Teryl Grubb has studied the wintering
population for over ten years. Using radio telemetry, he has track~ eagles to learn of their habitat needs
and their social behavior. He has found that while wintering Bald Eagles are occasionally seen through-
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out Arizona, they tend to concentrate on northern or higher el
evation National Forests where wattt is lilbundant and prey spe
cies congregate. Most of the eagles frequent small lakes
southeast of Flagstaff in the Coconino National Forest.

Coconino National Forest is on the Mogollon Rim, a geo
logic uplift that runs from the volcanic San Francisco Peaks
near Flagstaff southeast to the White Mountains on the New
Mexico border. Due to the higher ele~ation, the Ponderosa Pine
forests of the Northland........as the region is called by the locals
experience cold, snowy winters, unlike the deserts to the south
which most people picture when thinking ofArizona. '

Eagles prefer the colder landscapes because of the avail
ability of a continuous food supply. As long as lakes do not
completely ice over, waterfowl can be snatched from where
they congregate in open water. In severe winters when lakes
do ice over, eagles scavenge on the numerous winter-killed or
road-killed deer and Elk. Analysis of regurgitated pellets shows
that they prey on rabbits and jackrabbits. Unlike their counter
parts wintering farther north, Arizona eagles feed less on fish.,
American Coots comprise the biggest part of the diet with Elk
carcasses as the second most important food source.

A day in the life of a wintering Bald Eagle goes some
thing like this: Before dawn it leaves the roost site and flies to
perching and foraging areas. At sunrise the eagle can be seen
loafmg on perches around foraging areas. Perches are usually
in the tops of standing dead trees with full exposure to the
morning sun which revives the bird after a long, cold night.
From early to mid-morning the eagle forages actively. Mid
morning to mid-afternoon is siesta time; sunning, preening, or
soaring is about as lively as it gets. In late afternoon the eagle
forages again. When sunset comes, the eagle begins moving
back toward the roosting area. Twilight to darkDess usually fmds
it back on the roost for the night.

Roost sites are the most critical element ,of winter eagle
habitat. Temperatures dip below zero Fahrenheit at times and
ifbirds do not avoid the chilling wind, they can die ofhypoth
ermia. Most wintering Bald Eagle roosts are situated in pro
tected landscapes such as draws or small drainages, oriented
north or east away from the prevailing southwest winds. They
are usually located in live trees surrounded by relatively dense
stands. Often roosts are several miles from daytime loafmg and
foraging sites.

Forest Service wildlife biologist Cecelia Dargan identi
fied 11 roost sites on the Coconino National F9rest in 1989.
These were mostly communal roost sites. Although eagles dis
perse during the day, they usually roost together at night. It is
~lieved that roosting communally allows eagles to commu
nicate about available food, hence increasing the chances for
survival. Becausejuveniles and subadults are less experienced
in fmding prey, communal roosting is particularly beneficial
to them.

The wintering eagle population in Arizona is small, but
slowly growing. Population growth may be attributed to the
increase in the region's Elk herds. More Elk mean more car-

,casses on which to feed. Elk poachers often take only the head,
rack, and select cuts of meat, leaving the remainder of the body
to rot in the woods.

As many as five Bald Eagles have been observed feeding
on one Elk carcass. Often there are others perched in surround
ing trees; nine eagles have been seen gathered around one dead
Elk. Observations such as this lend credibility to the theory
that eagles cooperate in fmding food: However, they are defi
nitely competitive once they fmd food, often chasing each other
off a choice morsel.

Another indication ofcooperativefood finding is the broad
flu«tuation in wintering eagle populations at Nankoweap
Creek in the Grand Canyon, Rainbow Trout spawning is driven
by the water level and temperature of the Colorado River as
determined nowadays by Glen Canyon Dam. In years when
few fish spawn, oi:tIy one or two eagles appear. In large spawn
ing years, up to 26 eagles have been seen at one time. This
behavior is typical of eagles wintering in more northern lati
tudes, but it is highly unusual to see such a concentration of
eagles in Arizona.

THREATS TO EAGLES

Wmter recreational activities can disturb an eagle, caus
ing it to leave a foraging area. If this occurs often enough, it
could stress the bird to the point of threatening its survival.
While snowmobiling is obviously loud and disruptive, even
hunting and fishing can greatly disturb eagles if respectful dis
tance is not maintained.

Severe weather poses the greatest natural threat to win
tering eagles. That is why adequate roost sites are so iIDpor
tant. Only a few roosts in the region have been identified to
date. Because' eagles come and go from roosts in near dark
ness, it is extremely difficult to track them. Snowy, rough
terrain compounds that difficulty. It is unknown how many
other roosts exist which are not protected by forest manage
'ment plans.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

To help protect wintering Bald Eagles, be a conscientious
birder. Avoid disturbing eagles by staying in your car \Yhile
viewing them. Ifyou see other people disturbing eagles, kindly
make them aware of what they are doing and ask them to stop.

Protecting and restoring habitat is another way to promote
the expansion of wintering Bald Eagle populations. More in
formatioJ,l is needed on the location of night roosts in order to
pro~t them. If you are observing eagles in a National Forest
and see a number of them fly in the same general direction at
dusk, make a note of it. They are most likely heading toward a
communal roost. Use land marks or a compass bearing to de
scribe their direction of flight and then pass that information
on to the district biologist.

Express your concern for eagles to the Forest Service and
ask that funds be dedicated to further eagle research. Address
your comments to:
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Fish and Wildlife Service Experitnents
. .

with Endangered Animals
by Tom Skeele

F ew aspects of federal environmental
policy~ve gone so under-reported as
the government's efforts to designate

some reintroduced populations ofThreatened
and Endangered species as "experimental,
non-essential." This designation' is allowed
un,der "section 10 j" of the Endangered Spe
cies Act (ESA), enacted during t\J.e 1982 re
authorization of the ESA. Section 10 j allows
the US Fish and Wtldlife Service (FWS) to
designate reintroduced populations of Endan
gered andThreatened species as "experimen
tal," further labeling these populatioos as either .
"essential" or "non-essential." The section's
purpose is to provide land and wildlife agen
cies with "greater management flexibility" in
addressing potential conflicts between human
enterprise and the recovery of imperiled spe
cies. Unfortunately, this allowance means the
profits of industries that have pushed many
species toward extinction may have gained
equal or greater importance under federal law
than the long-term survival of this continent's
native flora and fauna.

The experimental, nonessential designa
tion seems increasingly to be the US Fish and
Wtldlife Service's preferred strategy for rein
troducing imperiled carnivores. The FWS is
moving forward with plans to designate one
or more populations of the Northern Rocky
Mountain Gray Wolf, the Mexican Wolf, the
Black-footed Ferret, and most recently the Griz
zly Bear a<l experimental, noo-essential (ENE).

... the profits ofindustries
that have pushed many

species taward extinction
may have gained equal or
greater importance under
federal law than the long-

term survival ofthis
continent's nativeflora and

fauna.

GRAY WOLF

The potential reintroduction of Gray
Wolves into Yellowstone National Park and
central Idaho has received more'public atten
tion than, almost any other wildlife manage
ment issue in the history of this country.
Probably the most controversial aspect of this
issue is the impact wolves might have on live
stock ranchers, and to a lesser degree on log
ging, mining and other human activities
infringing on the canine's native habitat Be
cause of this possible impact, the FWS has
used section 10 j in its proposed plans.

To assess this situation, let's consider the
prerequisites for using the ENE designation.
First, the area for reintroduction must be "out
side of the current range" of the species. Sec
ond, the newly introduced population must be
"wholly separate geographically from the non
experimental populations of the same species."
Even apart from ecological and ethical con
siderations-which weigh heavily against
ENE designation in almost every case so far
the FWS may be abusing the ESA in its pro
posal to designate a reintroduced population
of wolves in the Northern Rockies as experi
mental and non-essential.

Recent sightings of wolves in the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem make it difficult to
argue that the area is wholly geographically
isolated from other Gray Wolf populations.
The FWS falls even shorter of fulftlling this
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prerequisite for central Idaho. Evidence is strong that wolves
are already in the Greater Salmon-Selway Ecosystem, and
that this region is ecologically connected to the area in north
west Montana known to be occupied by wolves.

In the past year, most of the larger. conservation groups
which historically supported the ENE designation (in hopes
of improving public and political support for reintroduction)
have reversed their stance on this issue. Predator Project ap
plauds this shift, as we have always promoted full pro
tection for all listed wolf species and subspecies. Though this
change in the political weather doesn't insure that the FWS
will change its present proposed designation, it is the best
chance the less-compromising wolf advocates like Predator
Project have had in a long time of securing full protection
for wolves in the Greater Yellowstone and Greater Salmon
Selway ecosystems.

GRIZZLY BEAR

In the Spring 1994issue of Wild Earth, the Biodiversity .
Legal Foundation (ELF) summarized the failings of the fi
nal draft of the Gri:uly Bear "Recovery" Plan. One chapter
of the misnamed plan deals with expanding the bear's recov
ery zone to include central Idaho, the Bitterroot or Greater
Salmon-Selway Ecosystem. The summary of the Bitterroot
Ecosystem Gri:uly Bear Recovery Chapter states, "Options
for classifying the relocated population would be examined
through the development of an EIS, which would include an
alternative to designate the population as 'non-essential ex
perimental.''' As with every other ENE designation for an
imperiled carnivore, this provides the US ForesfService,
Bureau of Land Management and other agencies with the
most liberal allowances for predator control and the least lim
iting restrictions on detrimental human activities.

This situation is even more inappropriate than the plans
for designating wolves being reintroduced into the Greater
Salmon-Selway Ecosystem as ENE. The fmal Gri:uly Bear
Rec~veryPlan acknowledges the importance of the Greater
Salmon-Selway Ecosystem as an ecological connection be
tween areas to the north that still have Grizzlies and the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem to the southeast. Moreover,
the GSSE is neither outside of the current range of the Griz
zly Bear, nor wholly geographically separate from other ex
isting populations of Ursus arctos horribilis.

BLACK-FOOTED FERREr

Predator Project, the Biodiversity Legal Foundation and
others have tried to convince the Fish and WIldlife Service
(FWS) of the biological and legal inappropriateness of its
.plans to reintroduce Black-footed Ferrets in Montana and
South Dakota as experimental, non-essential populations.
Nevertheless, the FWS's fmal rule on these designations is
expected any day now, and word has it the agency will des
ignate both reintroduced populations as ENE.

All along, we have argued that the loss of these popula-
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tions "would be likely to appreciably reduce the likelihood of
the survival of the species in the wild" (wording from the En
dangered Species ActAmendments of 1982). FWS sees itdif
ferently, and feels that the captive breeding population, or
"donor" population, is the "essential" population, and that all
others are non-essential to the ferret's existence. Ferrets already
reintroduced into 'Wyoming's Shirley Basin are designated
experimental, non-essential; proposals to reintroduce ferrets
into Arizona, Utah and Colorado include the same provision.

Section !OJ of the ESA, established to consider social jeop
ardy over biological imperative, seems to have served its pur
pose regarding the ever-threatening ferret At this time it appears
as if the best we can do is' closely scrutinize the reintroduction'
efforts in Wyoming, Montana and South Dakota, while re
minding the FWS that sooner or later the captive popula
tion will outlive its purpose and that at least one of the w'ild .
populations of ferrets should then be givep the full protec
tion it deserves. Predator Project and the Biodiversity Legal
Foundation intend to closely monitor these reintroduction ef
forts. If we fmd any indication of inappropriate or excessive
human-caused ferret mortality, director indirect, as a result of the
reintroduction program, w~will take every step available to chal
lenge thatprogram.

MEXICAN WOLF

Moving south, we fmd that the FWS has proposed rein
troducing Mexican Wolves into the wilds of the Southwest as
an ENE population. At present, there is almost no public dis
cussion, outside'of our own efforts to educate the public, in
opposition to designating reintroduced Mexican Wolf popula
tions as ENE. This silence needs to be broken. We are asking
wolfadvocates to help promote the idea that the Mexican Wolf
deserves full protection for the same legal reasons - again, in
addition to ecological and ethical reasons - that the Gray Wolf,
Grizzly Bear and Black-footed Ferret deserve full protection.

The number of reported wolf sightings in Arizona, New
Mexico and Texas raises questions of whether reintroduction
of wolves in such proposed locations as the Greater Gila-Blue
Ecosystem ill Arizona and New Mexico or the White Sands
Missile Range in south-central New Mexico would be done
"outside of the current range" of the species, and whether these
locations are actually "wholly separate geographically from the
non-experimental populations of the same species." Biologists
suspect as many as 50 wolves survive south of the international
border, leaving open the possibility that wolves could disperse
or migrate between there and the Gila -Blue or White Sands
proposed recovery areas.

If it can be shown that the Gila-Blue and White Sands ar
eas are both outside the wolf's current range and geographi
cally isolated from existing populations of Mexican Wolves,
then the issues we've raised with the Black-footed Ferrets
would pertain. As with the ferret, the loss of these Mexican
Wolf populations "would be likely to appreciably reduce the
likelihood of the survival of the species in the wild."
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CONCLUSION

This review of experimental, non-essential
designation is timely for two reasons. First, the
Fish and Wlldlife Service seems to have latched
onto it as a means of obeying the ESA without
upsetting the industries that caused listed species'
demise. Second, the ESA is up for reauthoriza
tion, and those who want to maintain human
domi.naiion over the natural world aim to weaken.
the Act. Predator Project sees the 1982 amend
ment which allows for an PNE designation as
more than enough weakening of the Act. Under
an ENE designation, a population is treated the
same as a "sensitive," or imperiled but unlisted,
species - thus no Critical Habitat can be desig
nated, and land and wildlife agencies do not have
to formally consult with the FWS on any of their
planned activities that may affect the species or
its habitat.

The status of Grizzly Bears, Gray Wolves
and Black-footed Ferrets is an indication that the
ESA may already be too weakened and politi
cized to be able to secure the long-term survival
of imperiled species. And we must always re
member that the habitats and whole ecosystems
that are home to these imperiled species are them
selves threatened, even though the opening sec
tions of the ESA state, "[f]he purposes of this
Act are to provide a means whereby ecosystems
upon which endangered species and threatened
species depend may be conserved [and] to pro
vide a program for the conservation of such en
dangered species and threatened species..."

. ,

what I know

write about what
you know
he said

and what I
know is that
three mule deer,
can
in the
almost stillness
of
central wyoming
4,800 feet
above sea level

sometimes
stand
against the already
dimming eastern
horizon

while a
rainbow's rooted
crescent
frames
them
opposite the d ymg ,
sun

lighting the snow
edged absorokas
with august's
60 mile
distant
fire

-AI Ciccarone

WHAT-YOU CAN DO

Tell Secretary of the Interior Babbitt and
FWS Director Mollie Beattie that the ENE des
ignation is l?eing inappropriately used. Two ap
proaches may be needed to convince the
government of the inappropriateness of FWS's
ENE designations: a groundsweU of PJJblic op
position, and/or legal action. Your letters are badly
needed to further the former in hopes of avoid
ing the latter. Write Interior Secretary Babbitt and
FWS Director Beattie at: Department of the In
terior or US Fish and Wildlife Service, 1849 C
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20240.

Tom Skeele is Director ofPredator Project.
a grassroots group dedicated to protectingpreda
tory species as ecological rallying pointsfor eco
system protection (POB 6733, Bozeman. MT
59771 ;406-587-3389).
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Serpentine Biodiversity

. by John Rpth

T he bioregion of northwestern California and southwest
ern Oregon, sometimes called the Klamath Mountains
Province, bas several hundred endemic species and subspecies of plants, one of

the highest rates of endemicity in North America. Many of the endemics are confined to
soils on serpentine rock.

Serpentine is ~ brown, black, green, or blue rock that often looks greasy or shiny.
The rock is made of heavy minerals and unusual metals such as chromium and arsenic.
When serpentine rocks break down and become part of the soil, their ions may poison
plants by substituting for similar ions iIi enzyme molecules, thus rendering the enzymes
useless and disrupting plant metabOlism. These poisons and the.dry conditions found on
serpentine soils prevent most species from growing there. .

- The perennial drought conditions allow a few plants to develop adaptations for liv
ing on serpentine soils and reduce competition with other plants. Adaptations to dry con
ditions include early flowering, small plant size, hairy and w~y leaves, large underground,.. .
roots, and photosynthetic pathways that conserve water, such as CAM metabolism. This
metabolic process takes in carbon dioxide overnight so that tiny pores in the leaves don't
have to·open up during hot days and lose water. Leaves in serpentine areas often are small
to tak~ ildvantage ofair cooling rather than evaporative cooling, which entails losing water.
Over many generations of new plants, the number and extent of these adaptations may
become so great that a new species develops. :

The unusual chemistry and areal extent of serpentine have sustained dry, nutrient
poor habitat for millions of years. Similar habitats in other areas are created by distur
bances (slides, floods, fITes, etc.) that destroy part of the original plailt cover. These
disturba.nces normally are not large enough in surface area and do not last long enough to
evolve endemics. In coiltrast, over millions. of years, erosion uncovered buried bodies of
serpentine·rock. Plants from wetter areas surrounding the serpentine gradually C9lonized
the relatively empty serpentine lands, adapting to the unusual conditions and evolving
into a new species.

However, no habitat lasts forever. Over geologic time, new masses of serpentine are
uncovered and old ones are eroded away beforeaily type ofbiodiversity equilibrium can
take place. Serpentine areas are "new" and harsh enough that not all available niches have
been filled, thus they may have relatively few plants. like islands surrounded by water,
these serpentine "islands" are still in a state of flux. Their incomplete ecological webs
make it easier for outside species to invade these areas than larger land masses.

The large number of endemic species in the Klamath Mountains Province is not due
solely to serpentine. Some of the diversity comes from great age. Moreover, diversity
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begets diversity. Much older than the Cascades,
the Siskiyou Mountains have allowed many plants
eons to evolve and separate into different species.
Plant communities from the boreal North, Cali
fornia, and the Southwest meet just south of an
IceAge purge. Over 150 species reach tlIeir north
ern or southern limit in the Siskiyou Mountains.
The wide range ofmicroclimates in the Siskiyous
has supported paleoendemics which have died
elsewhere when climates changed. . 1

Other factors promoting high biodiversity are
numerous moderate (intermediate) disturbances
and differences in elevation and slope orientation.
Late snowpacks, flood scour, and fires allow pio
neer meadows to exist amidst virgin forest. Low
elevations and south-facing slopes support flre
and drought-resistant oaks ~hile firS reign at high
elevations.

Plants and animals do best if they are pre
adapted for occupying a new habitat, such as
drought resistant plants moving onto dry serpen
tine soils. However, complete adaptation is rare.
Each species has an evolutionary history that
shapes its future. The Port Orford Cedar, which
was common and widespread in the western
United States 30 million years ago! is now con
fmed mostly to serpentine soils of southwest Or
egon that are wet most of the year. The trees
usually grow only near streams or bogs where the
roots can reach water. Because of the increasingly
dry climate, these trees now are poorly adapted
to most serpentine areas. This mix of adaptive and
maladaptive traits is evidence that plant species
have a long history, some plants being able to
change form and others being unable in a given~

time period. This mix is much better evidence for
evolutionary change than is "perfect" adaptation.

The uncertainty and unevenness of adapta
tion and evolution promote biodiversity on ser
pentine and elsewhere in the world. For if
evolution was more directed and even, species and
communities would arise that would be so per
fectly adapted that no new species could fill a
vacant niche. Super competitors would out-com
pete all other species, expanding in form and be
havior to fill all habitats. Freedom and diversity
occur only under a multiplicity ofconflicting and
controlling forces.

John Roth is a ResfJurce Management Spe
cialist at Oregon Caves National Monument
(19000Caves Highway. Cave Junction OR 97523).

illustra~ion byAndrew PascheHo

Night Visitor

Once in Alaska
I slept in a forest on a mountain top.
During the night a bear came down
and sniffed my face.

Part of me thought 'this is a dream'
and 'isn't this grand to be finally wholly
animal?' Part of me froze in 'terror
holding my breath in as if my l;Jreath
were the only
pulse a black bear would req)gnize
in the deep of the forest on a night
without moon.

Inside my sleeping bag
I pulled my breasts in close to my spine.
My baby still suckled them and I won
dered
if the bear would rip me apart
for the sweet taste of my milk.

When this fat wall of night
leaned over my face
I knew suddenly
how the grass feels
when the rain starts to pound down:
raw, unprotected, vulnerable,
ret seeking this wet brush of life.

-Doris Lynch
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Industrial Culture vs. Trout
Strangling a Southwestern Salmonid

, by David Hogan

T:e Gila Trout is one of the most studied fish subspecies
in the Southwest No less than thirty papers and theses
have been written about the Gila Trout since its origi

nal description as a species in 1950. Despite this attention, it
remains poorly protected. The rallying cry of"let's bring it back
so we,can fish it" tends to drown out those who speak of saving
some of its clear, cold water habitat simply for the continued
existence and evolution of the subspecies. Bringing the two
parties, fisher folk and wildlife advocates, together is difficult
if not impossible due to radically different world-views and in-

. terfering governm~ntagencies. Meanwhile, those who would
see the subspecies extinct continue business as usual.. The
Greater Gila Biodiversity Project seeks the recovery of the Gila
Trout, and has petitioned for designation of Critical Habitat
over nearly 1.5 million acres of its former range in Arizona
'and Ne~Mexico.

....:

GILA TROUT

SALMO. GILAE
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CLASSIFICATION

Currently considered a subspecies ofa genus native to many
headwaters of the Gila River drainage, the Gila Trout was de
scribed as Salrno gilae by ichthyologist Robert Miller in 1950.
Current theories indicate that the Gila Trout, along with the
Apache Trout of Arizona and the Golden Trout of Mexico,
evolved from a common ocean-going ancestor in what is today
the lower Colorado River basin. In 1989, the generic name of
Pacific trouts was changed from Salrno to Oncorhynchus to re
flect common evolutionary lineage of Pacific salmons and trouts
as distinct from the Atlantic Salmon and Atlantic trouts, and
Oncor/'lynchus gilae was born. And in 1992, Robert Behnke, a
revered western NorthAmerica trout expert, described both the
Apache Trout and the GilaTrout as subspecies of O. gilae, thus
the GilaTrout became Oncorhynchus gilae gilae. Many names,
same endangered fish.

illustration and maps by Chuck Ouray
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Under natural conditions, Gila Trout were not extremely.
picky about the foods they ate, the places they spawned, or
where they rested. In fact, they were almost "weedy" in pre
European settlement times, occupying whatever ecological
niche was available within a fairly wide range of aquatic habi
tat conditions. Note the past-tense wording. Although GilaTrout
historically tolerated a wider range of habitat conditions than
many other native fIsh of the Southwest, they have been un
able ~o tolerate the drastic changes in aquatic habitats that hu
mans have caused over the laSt hundred years.

Gila Trout evolved to prefer cool, clear water, with rela
tively stable temperatures year round. They like to lurk in the
shade of undercut stream banks, sometimes .darting quickly out
to snatch a hapless insect that has fallen into the water from
dense, overhanging riparian vegetation. Ponds are their favored
aquatic habitat, and are frequently found along the tributaries

Proof-of the native presence of Gila Trout in ¢,e Verde
River drainage ofcentral Arizona seems solid. Trout specimens
collected from Oak Creek near today's Sedona in 1888 were
identifIed by Miller in 1972 as GilaTrout. Specimen,s collected
downstI:eam within the Vetde drainage in West Oear Creek
about the same time were identified as Gila,Trout, but these
were lost in the early 1900s. .

The indigenous. presence of Gila Trout in the Agua Fria
River dr~gewest of the Verde River is also fairly well ac
cepted. Rainbow x Gila Trout hybrids from Sycamore Creek,
a tributary to the Aqua Fria, were collected in 1974. Questions

.arose recently when a trout ex~rt pointed out that Gila Trout
may have been stocked in the Verde River in the early seven
ties. Arizona Game and Fish personnel searched stocking
records, however, and found no indication that GilaTrout were
ever stocked in the Agua Fria River drainage.
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The Gila Trout was once relatively abundant above eleva
!;ions of 4500 feet or so in the Verde River drainage of Ari
zona, portions of the San Francisco River drainage ofArizona

•and New Mexico, and the Gila River of New Mexico. When
Miller fIrst described the subspecies: it was already nearly ex
tinct. To get a feel· for the historic, pre-European settlement
distribution of Gila Trout, he conducted interviews with sev
eral "old-timers" in the Gila bioregion of New Mexico. His'
fmdings revealed much about the fIsh:

In 1896 Salmo gilae ranged as far down the Gila River
as the mouth ofthe box canyon, which is abo~t 7 miles north
east ofCliff (New Mexico)....'''speckled trout" were once so
abwulant in Gillita and Willow Creeks (tributaries to the Middle
Fork of the Gila River) that it was possible to catch them at
the rate ofabout one a minute. The usual weight ofthese fish
variedfrom one-halfto 1 pound and they averaged about 12
inches in length....Native troutfishing was good on South Dia
mond Creek and Black Canyon....but on certain parts of
Mogollon Creek ...there was an overpopulation ofnative trout
and these fish were dwarfed. The largest fish caught by.one
"old timer" in the early days weighed2 pounds and was taken
at the junction ofthe Middle and West Forks ofthe Gila, just
westojthe Gila CliffDwellings National Monument. In 1898,
the Gila trout was found in all ofthe Gila headwaters and was
generally refe"ed to as "mountain trout." .../n 1915, trout were
caught as far down the Gila as Sapillo Creek...At the present
time the water is generally too warm in thatsection ofthe Gila
River for any subspecies oftrout. (Miller 1950)

Early on, questionS arose about the indigenous presence
of GilaTrout in the San Francisco River drainage. Some of the .
old-timers interviewed indicated that the San Francisco River
drainage was barren of trout until "natives" (Gila Trout) from
just over the Mogollon Mountains were in
troduced in the early 19008 by miners. Cur
rent information, however, seems to indicate
that GilaTrout were in several tributaries to
the San Francisco River. Hybrid Rainbow
Trout x Gila Trout ,have been collected in
Eagle Creek, an easternArizona tributary to
the San Francisco River. Also, a population
of Gila Trout was still present in Spruce
Creek, another tributary to the San FrancisCo
River near Glenwood, New Mexico, when
Miller did his research. Slight differences in
physical characteristics between the fish in
spruce Creek and those remaining in other
Gila River tributaries caused several experts
to conclude that the Spruce Creek popUla
tion had been there much longer' than fIfty
years, thus supporting the indigenous
presence of Gila Trout in the San Fran-
cisco River drainage.

. DISTRIBUTION
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...more than ninety

percent ofthe

.indigenous range of
the Gila Trout has been
rendered unfit for the
subspecies. -
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and mamstem waters of the Gila River
thanks to dense populations of Beaver.
Spawning takes place in deeper waters,
either ponds or riffles, in the early spring
as water begins to warm. Females build
redds ,and deposit eggs under stream
banks or downed terrestrial vegetition.
Newly hatched fry favor deep riffles
(cobbled river or stream habitat between
pools where the water makes most of its

.elevation drops) with overhanging veg-
etative cover and s'tream debris, allow
ing them to find cover quickly in case
an enemy appears.

CURRENT HABITAT
CONDITIONS AND CAUSES OF
DECLINE

As with many animals threatened in
the 19908, more than ninety percent of
the indigenous range of the Gila Trout
has been rendered unfit for the subspe
cies. Key factors in the decline of the
subspecies include the widespread intrQ-

duction of non-native salmonids and re
sulting hybridization, habitat fragmen
tation, livestock' grazing, fire
suppression, and elimination of Beaver.
When Miller described the subspecies in
1950, only five indigenous populations
remained. These populations were found
ill extreme headwaters of the Gila and
San Francisco River drainages, and re
mained uncontaminated by hybridiza
tion only because of downstream
barriers, such as waterfalls, to the up
stream spread of Rainbow and Cutthroat·
Trout. Although isolated pure popula
tions remained in the headwaters of the
Gila in today's Gila and Aldo Leopold
Wilderness Areas, it seems that no Gila
Trout remained in Arizorui by 1950.

Habitat fragmentation
All sorts of bad things start happen

ing to artificially i.solated Populations of
rare species and subspecies. Because of
the presence of RIDnbow Trout and other
non-native salmonids between the few
remaining populations of Gila Trout, no
genetic interchange takes place between
the widely separated populations. Once
stochastic, but now primarily human
induced disturbances such as fIre and
flood could lead to the elimination ofany
isolated population pretty much at any
time. In fact, one of the fIve populations
remaining when the subspecies was de
scribed (and until the late eighties, the
one FWS considered the "most stable
and secure population ofGila trout") has
been eliminated due to the effects of an
unnaturally hot, stand replacement fIre,
and two other populations were severely
reduced by the effects of this fIre. Iso
lated Gila Trout populations also likely
suffer from inbreeding depression..

Introduction ofnon-native salmonids
In his infinite arrogance, man de-

. cided that there must be better species
of trout for general exploitation than
those already occupying aquatic habitats
in the Southwest. Thus, the Rainbow,
Cutthroat, and Brown Trout were intro
duced to much of the former habitat of
the Gila Trout during the early 1900s.
Brown and Cutthroat trouts compete



Only the introduction ofnon-native salmonids to the
range ofGzla Trout Jy1s caused more damage to the
subspecies cis awhole than livestock grazing.

Biodiversity

with the Gila Trout for food and space.
The impacts of Rainbow Trout are much
more serious. In only a few years, de
pending on how far the introduced trout
can travel, Rainbow Trout may inter
breed with native trout and completely
eliminate native stock through the result~

ing hybridized offspring. It's a one way
process. Probably less than twenty years
of armual stocking of Rainbow Trout in
the Gila River basin sufficed to com
pletely eliminate Gila Trout from Ari
zona, and reduce New Mexico
populations to'a few isolated localities.

Livestock Grazing
Only the introduction of non-native

salmonids to the range of GilaTrout has
caused more damage to the subspecies
as a whole than livestock grazing.
Ranchers are responsible for most of the
worst impacts to Gila Trout habitat, as
their livestock have degraded the for
merly clear, cold, higher elevation wa
ters of the Gila River basin. Cows, in
particular, denude riparian vegetation,
then move on to feed upon terrestrial
grasses, shrubs, and seedling trees. In the
process of grazing uplands, livestock
trample cryptogamic and other soil hold
ing crusts which were once common
throughout arid lands. The resulting un
natural flash flooding and massive silt
ation washes out Beaver dams, creates
cutbanks, lowers the water table, and
eliminates lush bottom land vegetation.
Fallen debris that would normally cre
ate ponds is also swept away. Silt fills in
remaining ponds, ·and increases water
turbidity. Populations of insects, critical
food for the trout, plummet with the
elimination of riparian vegeta~on and
rotting debris. The flooding, as well as
the stomping of thirsty livestock, de
stroys deeply overhanging stream banks
necessary for trout cover and spawning.

,
Redds containing developing trout fry
are trampled, and newly hatched fry are
left without shaded and covered riffle
habitat. Water temperatures increase as
stream banks are carved down and wid
ened and more water is exposed to solar
radiation. All of these impacts continue
today throughout the indigenous range
of Gila Trout.

Suppression of fire
Natural fire has been virtually elimi

nated within the indigenous range of
Gila Trout. The Gila Trout historically

occurred predoIDinantly at elevations
supporting Ponderosa Pine forest habi
tats. These forests evolved with fire and
have been severely impacted by years of
fue suppression. Experts estimate that
fue burned through Ponderosa Pine for
ests in the Southwest once every three
to ten years, usually following summer
lightning ignitions. Since the disruption
of the fue cycle through suppression ef
forts starting in earnest in the thirties in
the Southwest, fues have burned much
hotter than natural, sometimes killing
virtually every living thing over many
square miles offorest. The resulting lack
of cover, and of course, continued live
stock grazing, results in floods which
devastate favored trout habitat.

Elimination ofBeaver
Tr!ippers came early to the Gila

headwaters. Some of the first serious
impacts to Beaver populations within the
indigenous range of GilaTrout were de
scribed by Coblentz's (1961) The Swal
lowing Wilderness; The Life of a
Frontiersman: James Ohio Pattie:

How numerous these creatures
(Beaver) were, andbow they were hunted,
is revealed in some ofPattie's reports.

For example, on theirfirst night on
the "Helay," or Gila, River of New

Mexico they caught thirty beavers. A
little later, on a branch of the Gila, the
San Francisco, they took no less than
thirty-seven in one night.. .. Not long af
tenyard, on another tributary ofthe Gila, .
to which they gave the name Beaver
River (San Pedro River), they gathered
another two-hundred skins and only
ceased the slaughter when their pack
animcili hadall thefurs they couldcarry.

Severely reduced populations of
Beaver meant fewer ponds favored by
Gila Trout. The decline of Beaver con
tributed to the decline in aquatic habitat
diversity critical to all Southwestern fishes.

Thus, the subspecies is in bad shape.
Federal agencies such as the US Fish and
WIldlife Service (FWS), which listed the
GilaTrout as endangered in 1967 before
the passage of the Endangered Species
Act, and the US Forest Service (FS) have
accomplished little toward the recovery
of the subspecies. Currently, the Gila
Trout is listed as Endangered by the
FWS without Critical Habitat.

AGENCY NEGLECT AND
FUTURE PROSPECTS

Starting in the early 1970s, Gila
National Forest biologists began trans
planting Gila Trout in an effort to dupli
cate genetic stock. For twenty years,
efforts were made to "reclaim" portions
offormerly ocCupied GilaTrout habitat,
as well as areas outside the indigenous
range of the subspecies. Trout represent
ing possibly unique genetic stock from
each of the five remaining isolated
streams were reintroduced to at least one
other stream each. Several new (reintro
duced or introduced) populations were
created, but no concurrent effort was
made to stem the destruction of habitat.
Several reintroduced populations have
already been eliminated and others re
main unstable.

The process of reclaiming a stream
i~ problematic. Only one method exists
to make stream habitat currently occu
pied by Rainbow Trout truly suitable for
the reintroduction of Gila Trout, and it
inyolves poison. An isolated stream with
some sort of barrier to upstream migra
tion ofnon-native trout (either natural as
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the Biodiversity Legal Foundation, is
demanding that government agencies
place the needs of endangered wildlife
over the needs of extractive industry.

David Hogan is staffecologist and
"fishhead" for the Greater Gila Biodi
versity Project.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Pleas~ write letters encouraging the
designation of entire watersheds through
out the Gila River drainage inbothArizona
and New Mexico a<; Critical Habitat for the
Gila Trout. Indicate that historic and CUf

rentrecovery efforts are inadequate to pre
vent the extinction of the subspecies. Send
to US FishandWddlifeService,Attn: Jen
nifer Fowler-Propst, State Supervisor, Ec0
logical Services,3530 PanAffiericanHwy,
Suite D, NE,Albuquerque, NM 87107.

You can support the Greater Gila
Biodiversity Project with your donations

- of cash or office equipment: Our wish
list currently includes an industrial copy
machine and a graphics sCanner for the
computer. Donations can be mailed to
POB 742, Silver City, NM 88062.

If you live in the Southwest and
have a few days a week to spare, con
sider adopting a rare species of your

_choice, learning everything known about
the critter, and advocating its protection
through the creation of a detailed status
review and continuous hassling of
whichever government agencies are re
sponsible for its de~line.

- ----_. --

ral fire must be discontinued, and where
forest fuel has accumulated to danger
ous levels, control burns must be carried
out at the appropriate time of year to re
duce the chances of complete stand re
placemeJlt fires.

"Noble goals," you .may mutter,
"but how does one go about returning a
significant portion of the Southwest to
pre-European settlement conditions?"
Well, its risky to place much faith in
Federal law, but the Endangered Species
Act (ESA) and the Administrative Pro
cedures -Act mandate protection of Criti
cal Habitat (or listed Endangered species .
and subspecies. The situation for Gila
Trout is ambiguous beca~e this fish was
listed before passage of the ESA, so the
FWS doesn't feel any obligation to list

- Critical Habitat for it.
By petitioning for designation of

Critical Habitat for the Gila Trout, in
cluding entire watersheds millions of
acres in size, the Greater Gila Biodiver
sity Project is setting a national prece
dent. Although it is painfully obvious
that t4e health of upland habitats closely
corresponds to the health of riparian and
aquatic habitats, no one has ever for
mally requested Critical Habitat desig
nation for entire watersheds to protect a
fish. Willi the submission of a detailed
status review and conservation recom
mendations in Critical Habitat petition
form, the Greater Gila Biodiversity
Project, in cooperation with the South
west Center for Biologi~Diversity and

in the caSe ofa waterfall; or constructed,
-as ill the case of a strearp. drop structure)
is selected for reintroduction. Jugs of
poison,are hauled in and set up along
certain points to drip continuously into
the stream over the course of a day.
Downstream, some kind of neutralizer
is dripped into the creek below the por
tion of the stream targeted for fish eradi
cation. In the -seventies, heavy duty
pois?ns such as rotenone were used for
this purppse. Today, shorter lived toxins
are use<i; but it's still poison, and long
term impacts to the aquatic habitat
haven't been well studied. The method
is thus controversial. ~nfortunately,no
other method is known to completely
eliminate Rainbow Trout from a stream
identified for GilaTrout reintroduction.
Which bringS.lS to a choice. We either
admit that, as humans, we've blown it,
and let the Gila Trout go extinct, as it
surely will without human management
in its remaining headwaters habitat, or
we try to restore self-sustaining popula
tions throughout a significant portion of
its former Ifl1lge through the reclamation
of streams currently occupied by Rain
bow Trout.

The Greater Gila Biodiversity
Project has taken a stand for reintroduc
tion of the Gila Trout to a significant 
portion of its former range by whatever
means necessary. We insist, however,
that all options be explored before wide
spread reclamation is approved for this
effort. Obviously, in addition to stream
reclamation, massive habitat restoration
must be the goal. Numerous efforts are
essential to bring this about:

The stocking of all non-native
salmonids must be discontinued in all
watersheds currently supporting Gila
Troutand those identifiedforreintroduc
tion efforts. Cows and all other livestock
must -be removed from all watersheds
with streams supporting Gila Trout or
identified for reintroduction efforts. Min
ing mus.t be discontinued. After a few _
years have passed, allowing regeneration
of riparian vegetation, Beavers must be

reintroduced. In watersheds currently ~~~II~~~~~I~~!l!gl~~~'~~;~~~~~~~supporting Gila Trout or identified for ~::.-".._. .;..'-=:I!i:j!

reintroduction, the suppression of natu- . '-"" -~
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The Great Plains America's Best Chance for
Ecosystem Restoration, Part 1

Key words: Great Plains, grasslands',
, .Conservation Reserve Program, CRP,

fragmentation, farm program, agriculture

Because ofits failing rural
economies and declining
population base, the Great

Plains prauides the greatest

opportunity the people of the
United States Juive ever had

to restore afunctioning
ecosystem.

by DanielS. Licht
illustrations by Chuck.ouray

We believe thal over the next generation the Plains will, as a result of the largest,
longesHunning agricultural and environmental miscalculation in American history,
become almost totally depopulaled.

- Frankand Deborah Popper 1987

Frank and Deborah Popper's prediction of a mostly depopulated Great
Plains - from their controversial thesis, "Fate of the Great Plains," (also known as the
"Buffalo Commons" proposal; Popper and Popper 1987)-would probably have oc
curred decades ago had market forces dictated land use in the region. Instead,.the Great
Plains economy, and more specifically, Great Plains agriculture, endures at its present
level because it is supported by the annual infusion of billions of government dollars.
The American taxpayer has, in the form of agricultural subsidies, slowed the Poppers'
predictions of human depopulation and a return of the American Bison (Bison bison) .
to the vast grasslands of central NorthAmerica Regrettably, what taxpayers have got
ten for their money is continuing habitat fragmentation, ecosystem deterioration, spe
cies declines, soil erosion, water sedimentation, depleted aquiferS, crop surpluses, rural
decay, and demands for more government subsidies. There is a better way.

Because of its failing rural.economies and declining population base, the Great
Plains provides the greatest opportunity the people of the United States have ever had
to restore a functioning ecosystem. The region is ripe for radical reform in how its
land is used and allocated.

In part one of this two-part series I will discuss current farm policies in the Great
Plains, specifically cropland set-aside programs. Although many other issues and angles
could be discussed (e.g., fragmentation of public lands), I will concentrate on one par
ticularly costly set-aside program. In part two I will discuss a more cost-efficient and
ecologically sound alternative to current set-aside programs. What I am proposing
would restore and conserve the Great Plains ecosystem, as well as benefit farmers and
ranchers, the Great Plains economy, and American taxpayers.
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CRP enrollment as of 1992 (each dot represents 250 acres: U.S.D.A. Economic Research Service)

In the 1985 Fann Bill (Food Secwity Act of 1985: p.L.
99-198) Congress once again acknowledged that the country
had a surplus of agricultural commodities, especially arid-land
,crops such as wheat and barley. This in itself was not a revela
tion since the country has had agricultural surpluses since the
early part of the 20th century, due mainly to 1) an excess of
land inproduction, 2) increased yields per unit area (due to
technological improvements), and 3) increasing production in
other countries: In response to the surplus, Congress once again
implemented a cropland set-aside program whereby it would
pay fanners not to grow crops. This also was predictable since
US taxpayers have been subsidizing fanners for almost as long
as we've had surpluses. What was noteworthy about the new
set-aside program, the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP),
was its scope in terms of acreage, cost,'and duration, and the
intent of the program to produce environmental benefits. Be
cause farmland in the arid Great Plains is some of the most
marginal in the United States, it was especially well-suited for
such a program. Buthas the set-aside program produced envi
ronmental benefits commensurate with its costs? It does not
appear so.

As of July 1991,35,395,289 acre6 ofland were set aside
under lO-yearCRP contracts (U.S. Dept ofAgriculture 1992).
(Final projections are for 36AO million acres nationwide.)
Approximately 73% of this land, or 25,962,997 ~cres, is in the
13 Great Plains states (defmed for this discussion as Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Kan-
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sas, Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa,
and MiSSowl; several of these states are partly outside the Great
Plains, but most of the CRP occurs in the Great Plains ecosys
tem). For perspective, this area of surplus Great Plains crop
land is larger than the state of Kentucky. For an ecological
perspective, it is 193 times the size ofIsle Royale National Park,
a fully functioning ecosystem.

Imagine what conservationists could do with 26 million
acres. Even the most wide-ranging species could be protected,
along with the rest of the region's biodiversity (with, ofcourse,
appropriate actions that address wintering grounds, global
warming, etc.). But that is not the case. Indeed, the 26 million
CRP acres in the Great Plains have produced very few biodi
versity benefits and in some places may have done more harm
than good. The reasons are numerous, and they all have to do
with ecological principles and processes.

The average CRP contract with a landowner is for 99.2
acres (U.S. Dept ofAgriculture 1992), meaning that the typi
cal tract is even smaller (i.e., one contract may include several
tracts). This smallness diminishes the value of CRP lands to
biodiversity. Many animals, especially those of greater body
mass, need areas significantly larger than 100 acres for their
life requirements. A l00-acre tract of ''habitat'' in an agrarian
landscape will not suffice for many species.

Moreover, even if individual organisms can survive on less
than 100 a~s, that does not mean a viable population of the
species can persist at the site. For example, taUgrass prairie
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and species assemblages outside of the estab
lished "habitat."A hostile matrix is often det
rimental to rare or declinitig species.

For example, Baird's Sparrow (Ammo
dramus bairdii) is a declining grassland nest
ing bird (and a candidate for the federal
Endangered andThreatened species list; U.S.
Fish and WIldlife Service 1991) that occasion
ally uses CRP land. But if the'eRr tract is ad-
jacent to ashelterbelt, the bird ,-------------,
becomes susceptible to un
naturally high levels of pre
dation from hawks, owls, or
crows perching or nesting in
nearby trees. In addition,
nearby farmsteads and crop
land mayprovide supplemen
tal food sources that can
sustain artifIcially high num
bers ofotherpredators-such
as Red Fox (Sargeant et al.
1986),'Raccoon (Greenwood"

'-------------;-------'
1981), and skunks (Mephitis

. sp.)-that would not typically persist through
the environmental extremes of the Great
Plains. Edge effects also favor ecological I

generalists such as the r------------,
Brown-headed Cowbird
(Molothrus ater; Davis
1993, Peter-john and Sauer
1993), a nest parasite
thought to be partly respon
sible for the decline of
many passerines. In es
sence, CRP may provide suitable "habitat" for
Baird's Sparrow, but not a favorable ecosys-
tem. The area may even become a popula-
tion sink, thereby doing more harm than
good. This highlights why species richness

species like the Dakota Skipper Butterfly (Hesperia
docotae) are characterized by unstabie populations and
low vagility (they'appear incapable of dispersals over
a mile). Should a population become extirpated on a
l00-acre tract in a fragmented agrarian landscape due
to a catastrophic event (e.g., fire, haying, pesticides),
it is unlikely that the species could recolonize the site.

Even if a population did manage to persist on a
small tract for an extended period of time, it would
likely experience the negative genetic consequences
suffered by small inbred populations. Lack of genetic
exchange between populations:-especially of prairie
dependent invertebrates-is a signifIcant concern in
fragmented agrarian landscapes. .

Lastly concerning size, the smaIl area of CRP
tracts can indirectly affect the recruitment and survival
of species that at first glance appear to be habitat-size
independent. For example, ground nesting waterfowl
senerally have higher nest success and recruitment rates

,--------------, on larger tracts of habitat (Green
wood et al. 1987). These larger
tracts often support wider ranging
upper level carnivores such as Coy
otes (Canis latrans: Sargeant et al.
1987). In contrast, 'small tracts of
habitat in agrarian landscapes are
conducive to smaller carnivores and

~=========:'.---___;____; omnivores with
small home ranges
and high densities,
such as Red Fox
(Vulpes vulpes) and
Raccoons (Procyon
/otor). The prolif
eration of these
smaller predators

throughout the fragmented
northern Great Plains, where
they were historically absent or
rare (Sargeant 1982), is believed
to be a major cause of the decline
in waterfowl populations
(Cowardinetal. 1985). Raccoon

'-----------------' and Red Fox commonly depre-
date ground nests, whil~ larger predators such as Coy
otes generally do not; and Coyotes are known to reduce
Red Fox populations (Voight and Earle 1983, Sargeant
et al. i987). Large tracts ofland that can support Coy
otes will have fewer Red Fox, hence higher waterfowl
recruitment.

In addition to the issue of size is the matrix issue,
or the juxtaposition of CRP tracts within a fragmented
agrarian landscape. Faunal species that attempt to use
~RP tracts are greatly influenced by hal?itat features
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semipalrnatus) appear to prefer to
nest in native prairie versus areas
containing a high percentage of
exotic plants (Kantrud and Higgins
1992). Waterfowl nest initiation
(Klett et al. 1984) and waterfowl
nest success (Klett et al. 1988,
Luttschwager 1991) are as high or
higher in grasslands with a big percentage of
native grass. One reason that many birds, espe-
cially early-spring ground-nesting birds, seem
to prefer native grass is that native perennials
provide better residual cover the following
spring. Haysetal. (1989) found thatCRP stands
of native grass provided higher persistent cover
1han plantings of tame (exqtic) grass. Native ,---,- ---,
grass mixtures appear to provide greater long
term environmental benefits (e.g., soil stabili
zation) than do non-natural grasses (Farris and
Cole 1981).

Also, even though dozens of endemic or
indigenous plant species in the Great Plains are
on the federal Endangered, Threatened, or can
didate specie~'lists,CRP completely ignores the
preservation and restoration of these species. Of
special concern are forbs associated with
tallgrass prairies such as the Western Prairie
Fringed Orchid (Platanthera praeclara), Prai
rie Bush Clover (Lespedeza leptostachya), and
Mead's Milkweed (Asclepias meadil).

A fourth shortcoming of CRP, one perva
sive in almost all agricultural set-aside pro-
grams, is its short duration contracts. Congress
has legislated one set-aside program after an-
other, but they have all failed to provide ec0-

logical values equal to their costs because they
were short-term (Miranowski and Bender
1982). Many of these programs just start pro-
ducing biodiversity benefits when the program
terminates. For example:it was found that small
mammal Populations became more diverse in
CRP tracts over time in
North Dakota, and that ,------------,

Meadow Voles (Microtus ).
pennsylvanit;us), a preferred
prey source ofmany preda
tors, <:lid not start becoming
abundant until late in the life
of the CRPcontracts (Lysne
1991). Schwartz and Whit
son (1986) found that new prairieplantings were
suboptimal habitat for small prairie mammals
because of low forb abundance, low diversity,
and high phytomass.

counts for. CRP tracts can be misleading (un
fortunately, species richness is still commonly
confused with biodiversity, even by practicing
biologists). Samson and Knopf (1982) found
that although prairie birds were observed in

.----'------, small relicts of tallgrass prairie, only the

sites larger than 395 acres we~e able to
maintain stable prairie bird communities
from year to year.

In addition to the problems of size and
juxtaposition, CRP also fails to deliver
biodiversity values because of the floral
species selected for the set-aside plantings.
What to plant for a cover crop is often left
to the discretion of the landowner, who
typically plants what is least expensive;

.--'=========~,-- --, thatusuallymeans
exotic species
such as brome
(Bromus . sp.),
Crested Wheat
grass (Agropyron
cristata), and
sweet clover
(Melilotus sp.).
Native grasses
are rarely used
and native forbs
are almost never
used (e.g., native
grass plantings

~==========;---.JL._~ --' comprise 0.004
percent Of the

CRP acreage in North Dakota [U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture 1992]). Essentially, the government
is subsidizing the spread of exotics even though
many exotic speCies are kno~n to be harmful,
including some that were originally thought to
be "good" for wildlife and were widely planted
intheGreatPlains (e.g., RussianOlive [Elaeagnus

L.- ---' angustifolia]: Olson and Knopf 1986).
Several studies suggest that many bird spe

cies indigenous to the Great Plains
prefer native grasses; in contrast, very
few if any seem to prefer exotics
(however, it should be noted that
stand structure rather than composi
tion may be an overriding factor). For
example, the Marbled Godwit
(Limosa fedoa), Upland Sandpiper
(Bartramia longicauda), Common
Snipe (Gallinago gallinago),
Wl1son's Phalarope (Phalaropus tri
color) and Willet (Catqptrophorus
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Small, isolated tracts of "habitat" in an agrarian landscape can become deathtr~ for ground-nestirg birds.

Finally, any potential benefits of CRP to biodiversity are
reduced even more as CRP land is frequently opened for haying
during drought and/or flood "emergency" declarations (Hays
et al. 1989, Luttschwager 1991). Haying early in the year can
cause direct mortality to ground-nesting birds and other spe-

.cies; haying late in the year diminishes the habitat value (in
the following spring) by removing residual·cover critical for
early nesting species such as the Northern Pintail (Anas acuta).
Another problem with haying is that CRP contracts state that a
certain amount of the CRP field remain unharvested during
emergency declarations, usually 10 to 25 percent (this stipula
tion is often violated, with many farmers haying greater than
75 percent of their fields [Hays and Farmer 1990]). The hayed
portions of the CRP tracts provide perfect (and highly unnatu
ral) travel avenues for mammalian predators hunting the
unmowed portions. CRP tracts thus become deathtraps for
ground nesting birds (Luttschwager 1991).

Despite its enormous cost, few Americans receive tangible
benefits from the CRP. This is bt;cause CRPoccurs on private
lands with no provisioIl§ that allow the American taxpayer to
enjoy the few fruits produced by the program. Even if public
access were stipulated, it seems unlikely that many non-con
sumptive users would be enthusiastic to visit small patehes of
exotic grasses.

Perhaps the most startling fact of all concerning CRP is
the cost. The American taxpayer pays, on average, $49.29 an
nually per acre for land enrolled in CRP (U.S, Dept. of Agri
culture 19?2). In the Great Plains the state weighted averages
range from $81.44 per acre in Iowa to $37.38 per acre in Mon
tana. Since CRP contracts are for ten years, that means the

American taxpayer pays an average of $374 to $814 per acre
for CRP land in the Great Plains over the life of the program,
plus the government administrative costs.

Yet the value of land and buildings in the Great Plains
ranges from only $138 per acre in Wyoming (shortgrass prai
rie) to $358 per acre in North Dakota (mixed-grass prairie) to
$1178 per acre in Iowa (tallgrass prairie) (U.S. Dept. of Agri
culture 1992). The truth is self-evident. TheAmerican taxpayer
could have bought many of these lands (and the buildings on

. them) for less than the cOsts of the CRP contracts. Indeed, CRP
and the rest of the farm program subsidies artificially inflate
land values; without CRP, the mIDket value of these lands is even
less (Shoemaker 1989). Without the farm program, non-govern
ment cons~ation organizations like The Nature Conservancy
could have done more to protect and restore prairie ecosystems.

If CRP was a one-time market correction, it could be ac
cepted; but it isn't. Set-aside programs were first initiated in
the 1930s; the Agricultural Conservation Program of 1936 by
itself retired 42.6 million acres at its peak. (Another 11 million
acres in the Great Plains was permanently retired at about the
same time through the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act; the
land was subsequently converted to ational Grasslands.) In
recent years, set-aside programs have included the Soil Bank,
Water Bank, Cropland Adjustment, Feed Grain, Wheat,Acre
age Adjustment and Payment-In-Kind programs.

Even with these costly set-aside programs we still have
agricultural surpluses, as evident each time farmers get defi
ciency payments for their crops when the market price doesn't
meet the government established target price. In addition to

. deficiency payments are a myriad of other subsidies for Great
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Plains farmers, ranging from special ~ow interest loans to di
saster paymerits in drought years (a regular occurrence in the
Great Plains). All, of these subsidies exacerbate the swplus in
agricultural commodities. These surpluses are costing the
American taxpayer $5.1 billion annually in the Great Plains
states (U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 1992). Meanwhile, the CRP ,
program alone will cost an estimated $21 billion over the life

, of the program (U.S. GeneralAccounting Office 1993). Oearly;
we need to permanently correct the imbalance ill farm produc
tion, and just as clearly, CRPis not the answer. The U.S. Gen
eral Accounting Office (1993) stated that "CRP postpone~

rather than resolves environmental problems associated with
agriculture. Additional costs may be incurr¢ to maintain the
program's objectives when the contracts begin to expire in
1996." It's an ominous thought that the American taxpayer will
have to pay another $21 billion-plus every decade to keep sur
plus cr9pland out of production.

In the final analysis it will be seen that the current CRP
program has not even helped the American farmer. A 1990
survey by the Soil and Water Conservation Society (cited in
Minnesota Extension SerVice 1993) found that the typical CRP
contract holder gets less than half of his or her income from
farming, so these recipients of federal money are not really
"typical" farmers. The report also found that the average CRP
contractee is 57 years old and, hence, nearing retirement.

From a biodiversity perspective, the CRP program has
been a dismal failure. Its benefits are limited to a few ecologi
cal generalists that are already common throughout the Great
Plains (e.g., Ring-necked Pheasant [Phasian~ colchic~]
another exotic), and even those benefits are often compromised
by t)le size, distribution, and maintenance of CRP tracts.

Although many biologists now recognize that CRP has
not lived up to its potential for providing quality wildlife habi
tat (Hays and Farmer 1990), there are some proponents of the
program who will fight to see that it is reauthorized in its cur- .
rent form. In the coming controversy, several points need to
be kept in mind.

First, biologists who support the CRP either deliberately
or uncognitively defme "wildlife" to include only game spe
cies. They argue that CRP is good for "wildlife" based on their
narrow consumptive defmition of wildlife.

Second, unlike most Wildlife ManagementAreas admin
istered by state agencies, or Waterfowl Production Areas ad
ministered by the U.S. Fish and Wl1dlife Service, CRPis funded
from general revenue, not hunting-generated revenue. So it
behooves the U.S. Departmeilt of Agriculture to implement
cropland retirement programs that provide values for all of
society. Decisions concerning how best to utilize land removed
from agricultural production should involve conservati'on bi
ologists, ecologists, and others in holis'tic disciplines as well
as game biologists.

Third, the small number of published studies 'that argue
CRP is good for wildlife use as baseline data either cropland
or a mythical zero condition in which no species are present
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Hence, the presence ofa single bird implies that CRP is "good"
for "wildlife." No studies have ever reported that CRP pro
duces more 'biodiversity benefits than would a large restored
native prairie.

Many biologists and some environmental groups feel that
the CRPprogram could benefit biodiversity withjust some tink
ering around the edges. They argue that CRP is a good pro
gram, it just needs to be modified a tad; make the tracts a bit
larger, use a few more native grasses. I view these proposals
as piecemeal, short-sighted, and symbolic. Any modification
that results in a long-lasting significant improvement for biodi-

, versity will have to be so radical that the result will have noth
ing in common with the old program.

Why spend all this time criticizing the CRP program?
Because there is a better way. A way that can solve the Great
Plains' farm crisis and ecological crisis at the same time. A
way that will continue to save topsoil and protect water qual
ity (Ribaudo 1989). A way that can substantially reduce the
burden on the American taxpayer. A way that will relieve the
federal government of renting 25,962,997 acres ofGreat Plains
farmland to grow exotic grasses. A way that can boost the Great
Plains economy via tourism. And a way that can lift the soul
and imagination ofAmericans everywhere.

, It will take enlightenment, determination, and hard work.
It will take a new vision and a new paradigm. It will take what
AiOO Leopold called "thinking like a mountain" (Leopold 1966).

Throughout most of North America the argument to pre
serve or restore natural ecosystems must rely on the complex
and nebulous arguments of ethics, potential utilitarian goods,
and "existence values.:' Such abstract rationales carry little in
fluence with politicians, policy makers, and the general pub
lic. Thus their chance 0f success is marginal at the present time.

But in the great grasslands of central North,America a
persuasive economic argument can be made to permanently
take land out of agricultural production and use'that land to
resto~e functioning ecosystems. The Great Plains may be the
one place in North America where budget-minded conserva
tives can find common ground with preservation-plinded con
servationists. The prairies offerAmerica's best chance to restore
a fully functioning natural ecosystem.

Author s note: Informal dis~sions on the 1995 Farm Bill
are just b.eginning. Thefirst draft bills willprobably begin cir
culating in the summer of 1994, withfinallegisiation being
signed in 1995. Conservationists are urged to contact their con
gressional delegation and the Clinton administration and de
mand that a component be implemented into the 1995bill that
per1lUln.ently takes some cropland outofprodu~tion.Although
a comprehensive ecosystem reserve strategy for the Great
Plains would be difficult to design prior to the 1995 bills en
actment, a good rule ofthumb is that land adjacent to large
public tracts shollld be targete4for permanent removal from
agriculturalproduction and returned to the public domain. In
the next issue I will identify several such areas.
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Hemp to Save the Forests
by Andy Kerr

The forests shouldn't

all be cut dawn
because some people

have hang-ups.

54 Will EARTH SU~ER 1994

emp is a potentially sustainable replacement for what is definitely un
sustainable forest consumption. We should grow hemp to save and re
store our forests.

People used to get most of their fiber from farmlands. We also used wOod, for burn
ing and building, but before the chainsaw and the population explosion, humans were
not able to go through forests very fast.

In this century, technological developments which allow paper to be made efficiently
from wood pulp have allowed us to consume great amounts of wood fiber at levels far
above sustainability. We have developed very efficient methods to mine fiber that nature
has been storing for centuries, even millennia.

We've gone through most of the world's forests, and for the first time in a century,
northern industrial humans are thinking seriously about growing fiber, notjust mining it.
We're "discovering" that farmlands are more productive of fiber than are forests. Plus,
we have an excess of farmland in this country; we do not have an excess of forests.

When ONRC (Oregon Natural Resources Council) started examining the fiber prob
lem, we looked for a plant that: a) could replace wood; b) didn't require lots offertilizers
and pesticides; and c) would be truly sustainable.

We looked at kenaf, which may work in the South, but not in the Pacific Northwest.
We looked for anything but hemp; anything but marijuana. But our wanderings and
wonderings kept leading back to hemp. We looked for a plant with long fibers in order to
produce paper that could be recycled numerous times or pressed into strong oonstruction
products. Hemp fibers can be as long as the plant is tall. Douglas-fir fibers only reach
aoout ~-quarters of an inch in length, no matter how tall the tree.

Of course, there is a problem. Hemp is basically-although not totally -outlawed
in this country. Most people refer to it as marijuana and have very strong opinions about

. it, which has made it unavailable for industrial use;even though the cultivars for indus
trial use and those for personal use are very different.

Hemp is outlawed because some versions of it contain significant quantities ofTHC,
a compound with psychoactive properties. These versions are marketed as marijuana.

Because of the political problems associated with marijuana, ONRC kept looking
and hoping for other fibers. We simply haven't found any as good as hemp. Nor has the
USDA or the pulp and paper industry in their research.

Finally, we had to concl~de that ifhemp was good enough for Thomas Jefferson to
grow and make the paper on which he drafted the Declaration of Independem!e, then it's
good enough for ONRC. The forests shouldn't all be cut down because some people
have hang-ups.

illustration by Mary Elder



Biodiversity

(By the way, in the interest of full disclosure, I want to state for
the record that, yes, I did inhale. Twice. The fIrst time was with an
elected official. [I fIgured it could later be useful to have passed a
joint with him.] The second time was with a woman with whom I
was seeking carnal relations. I don't recall getting off [from the dope]
either time as, in addition to the THC, the mood altering variables of
sleep deprivation and sexual lust, respectively, were significant.)

We can look backward to a long-cultivated plant for our future
fIber needs, because of signiftcant new technological advances in
two areas: construction and chemistry. Regarding technological ad
vances in construction, itis now technically feasible to make beams
out of waste paper. It is not currently economically feasible, but that
is simply a function of price. As the price of wood-based building
products goes up, the attractiveness of alternative building products

goes up as well. \
Raising the price of wood is good. To borrow a term from Oil

War One (some called it the Gulf War), a "collateral benefIt" oflock
ing up the last of the virgin forests is that the pnce of wood chips
will rise and send paper-makers scrambling for new fiber sources.
They are now looking to our waste stream and beginning to look to
the farm.

Regarding technological advances in chemistry, chemists are
learning to crack the hemp oil molecule, as they did the earth oil
m.olecule. Anything humans now make from an unsustainable hy
drocarbon could be made from a sustainable carbohydrate. The i£.ain
problem is that we've bred generations of petrochemists instead of
carbochemists. We can probably even make the glue to bind together
hemp fIbers for bUilding products from compounds in the hemp plant
itself, rather than from toxic formaldehyde-based petrochemicals.

Despite twice inhaling, I came to realize the joys of industrial
hemp in a fully rational way. I was not aided in such enlightenment
by THC, as some others have been. Unfortunately, the campaign to
legalize hemp for personal use has been mixed in with the campaign
to legalize it for medicinal, industrial, religious and nutritional uses.

Certain individuals - yes, they may have small minds but those
small minds are numerous -are turned off to some potential uses of
hemp because they fear misuses of hemp. Politically, environmen
talists mustkeep industrial hemp issues separate from those of mari
juana legalization and/or decriminalization, just as it is politically
wise to separate the medicinal use issue from the personal use issue.

Taxonomically, hemp and marijuana may be the same species,
but hemp for fIber and marijuana forTHC are quite different organ
isms. Your lungs will fail before your braiD. attains any high from
smoking industrial hemp.

Hemp, if we play it right, can provide signiftcant relief to our
forests. Our forests don't have time for us hwnans to'work out all our
hang-ups about Cannabis sativa. Let us begin to sow that hemp now.

Andy Kerr is Conservation Director of Oregon Natural Re
sources Council in Portland. This article was adaptedfrom a speech
to the Public Interest Environmental Law Conference. ~·Land. Air,
Water," in Eugene, March 1994.

illustration by Becca Cunningham
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Wilderness· Watch
Stewards of "Protected" Wild Lands and Rivers

"Your group should not exist until we've completed the Wilderness
System!" asserted a nationally prominent conservationist to an equally ada
mant Jim Dayton, Executive Director of Wuderness Watch. The setting was a
major environmental gathering in May of 1989 at Idaho's Sawtooth National
Recreation Area. Wilderness Watch had just beeJ! born, with the purpose of
creating a citizen force to monitor management ofexisting units in our nation's
Wuderness and Wud & Scenic River systems. The group had decided to stay
clear of the politically-charged issue of allocation - that is, they would not
address the question of how much land should be given legislative Wuder
ness designation. The founders of Wuderness Watch agonized over another
question: whether the designation of Wuderness reaJ.1y does protect as envi
sioned by Congress when it passed the landmark 1964 Wuderness Act.

. The three founders ofWuderness Watch were University of Montana law
student Bobbie Hoe, Selway-Bitterroot Wuderness ranger Jim Dayton, and
Bill Worf, retired director of recreation & wilderness for the Northern Region
of the Forest Service. All were alarmed by the undermining of the Wuderness
System through bad Forest Service management decisions. Case in point:
agency approval in 1988 of a private hunting lodge on public land along $e
Salmon-an untamed river within both the Wuderness and Wild & Scenic
River systems. With virtually no public notice and review, the Forest Service
gave the green light to a resort 23 miles inside the Frank Church-River of No
Return Wuderness (RNR) in Central Idaho, complete with kitchen and bar
facilities, cabins on concrete foundations, flush toilets, an electric generator,
jet boats aud a driveway for ATVs.

GUIDING PHILOSOPHY

The guiding philosophy of Wuderness Watch is that there should be no
deliberate, avoidable, human-caused impacts in WIlderness. Biocentrism aimed
toward preserving.ecological integrity is. the cornerstone of this conviction.
Today, more than 300Wuderness Watchers are scattered across 35 states. Much .
remains to be done-this modest but growing membership doesn't yet equal
the number of units in the two federal systems: 564 WIldernesses totaling 96
million acres and more than 120 WIld & Scenic Rivers in the United States.
(Over half of this acreage and river mileage is in Alaska. In addition to the
federal systems, several states have much smaller wilderness and wild & sce
nic river systems.)
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Strategy

I

Many wilderness warriors assume-myopically-that we .
need not worry about "wilderness management," at least not
until all the wilderness is safely tucked away. The oveniding
priority is to get as much wild country into the Wilderness
System as possible, where it would then be "taken care of."

I Some activists even regard "strict biocentric wilderness man
agement" as a threat to the expansion of the Wtlderness Sys
tem, fearing such stringency would reduce political support·
from outfitters; ranchers and sportsmen, whose interest in wil
derness is often more utilitarian than "purist."

But "management" and "allocation" are not mutually ex
clusive. We do not have to give up one to have the other. The
best way to convince people of the need for more Wtlderness
protection is to have the protection itself stand for more. It's
instructive to examine the basic definition and purpOse of des
ignated Wilderness.

The idea is to assure that an increasing population does not
occupy and modify every last wild niche of the United States.
Wtlderness is the last place where humans are able to test and
rely on their own skills, strengths and resources. The comforts
of home and ease of access are the antithesis of wildness.

With these principles in mind Wtlderness Watch sued the
Forest Service (FS) in 1991, seeking to reverse the decision
that allowed construction of the Salmon River resort at Smith
Gulch in the RNR. Predictably, the Forest Service denied Wtl
derness Watch's charge that it had "illegally authorized the
building of the resort on one of the most highly protected and
visually sensitive shorelines in the United States." Wtlderness
Watch won.the procedural portion of the lawsuit in 1993
meaning we proved the FS had violated the procedural require
ments of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), As a .
result, the Forest Service must now prepare an environmental
impact statement (EIS) to determine the proper level of com
mercial services foc the designated WIld segment of the Salmon
River inside theWIlderness. A decision on the substantive claims
is pending in federal district court (will likely be heard in June).

'NOCACHES

The group's efforts to keep the wild in wilderness have
addressed less dramatic threats as well-outfitter caches, for
instance. Again, in the vast River of No Return Wtlderness,
six National Forest plans were amended to allow outfitters to
retain permanent caches. Citing a clear violation of the WIl
derness Act according to the agency's own lawyers, Wtlder
ness Watch sued. The Wtlderness Watch position on caches is
simple: "Pack it in, pack it out for everyone, including outfit
ters. No caches!"

Last year a D.C. district judge ruled that caches, perma
nent structures, water systems and reserved camps are illegal
under the Wilderness Act. A structure can only be allowed if it
is the minimum necessary tool to protect Wtlderness. This de
cision represents a significant victory, which can logically be
extended syst~-wide.

Wtlderness Watch is monitoring proposed dam reconstruc
tion in the nearby Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness to insure that
only the minimum tool is used. The group has recent!y rued a
lawsuit to stop waterfowl hunters from using motorboats in
the Red Rock Lakes National WIldlife Refuge Wilderness in
southwest Montana.

Wtlderness Watchers have even taken on the military, by
providing expert testimony in support of lawsuits to force de
fense agencies in Minnesota.and New York to rtle environmen
tal impact statements on training flights. In response, the
national guard has phased out flights tinder 18,000 feet above
the Boundary Waters CanoeArea Wtlderness, and the Air Force
has canceled plans for low-level flights of B-52s and F-Ills
over Adirondack State Park.

Dollars seem to drive everything in our money-oriented
society, ap.d the stewardship ofWtlderness by federal agencies
is no exception. Concern about lack of funds spurred Wtlder
ness Watch to launch a study of where scarce Wilderness dol
lars are going. Its report to Congress prompted Representative

, Bruce Vento (D-MN), Chairman of the House Subcommittee
on Parks and Public Lands, to request a full-scale investiga
tion by the General Accounting Office (GAO).

In 1991 GAO concluded that halfof the WIlderness funds
for the prior fiscal year were spent on non-wilderness activi
ties, such as timber sales, roads and campgrounds. Congress
man Vento described the use of Wtlderness dollars for timber
'sales as " ... the most perverse use that coll1d oCcur." Although
Congress earmarked 20 percent more for Wilderness in 1990,
the Forest Service actually spent four percent less. "Wtlder
ness has always been the poor cousin in terms of the Forest
Service," lamented Vento. "It is badly undercut by this misuse
offunds."

Wtlderness Watch continues to lobby for more money for
on-the-ground stewardship of Wtlderness. In 1989 the Forest
Service national Wtldemess budget was 12 million dollars, half
of which was spent for non-wilderness purposes. In fiscal year
'94'the budget is 27.7 million dollars - effectively a five-fold
increase in as many years. I

So now more dollars are going into perhaps the grea~t
oxymoron of all time: "wilderness management." Noted Mon
tana author Dick Manning writes, "the proper approach to wil
derness is not to manage it but to have it manage us, to let its
unbridled, capricious andjust-plain~wildhand slap us around
until it knocks some of those human kinks out." If wilderness
is the epitome of natural chaos, at least in terms of our inabil
ity to understand nature's design, then to "manage" wilderness .
is to destroy it The reality is that those desperately needed funds
to manage Wtlderness are actually for managing the people
who lise the Wtlderness. As we escape to the Wtlderness in
ever increasing numbers, compacted ground, denuded
campsites, blighted shorelines, and trails closed from over
use all too 'often relegate the "no trace" camping ethic to
an empty plati~de.
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SENSITIVITY TRAINING

Solutions to these problems lie in education.
Wuderness Watch advocates an indirect approach
to sensitize wilderness visitors -as opposed to
strict on-site enforcement. This includes user edu
cation in the no-trace ethic along with continuing
education for teachers. Wilderness Watch has also
conducted workshops across the country for For
est Service managers, including upper echelons,
about the meaning of wilderness and its physical,
social and cultural values. A related concern is the
need to establish agency career ladders, that will
reward a cadre of high-quality professional wilder
,ness managers..

ADOPT A WILDERNESS.

The most important long-range program of
Wuderness Watch is "Adopt a Wuderness." The

. idea is to build a citizen network with watchdog
groups organized into chapters covering each of
the nearly 700 federally designated Wilderness
Areas andWud & Scenic Rivers. A handful ofWu
dernesses are relatively well monitored, such as the
Frank Church-River of No Return, Selway-Bitter
root,AljIDe Lakes and Glacier Peaks (the latter two
in Washington). But most of our wild legacy is in
serious need of "adoption" by concerned citizens
who understand that agencies need both public sup
port and scrutiny if wild processes are to endure.
The goal is to insure that there are no "orphan" wild
lands and rivers in the two great systems.

Wuderness Watch has a tough assignment: to
develop a strong national constituency for exist
ing Wuderness,. and to create a sense of national
pride in our Wuderness. Questions ofmanagement .
are not nearly as exciting as allocation, so the group
fmds it harder to attract activists. Yet Wuderness
Watch is fJ1ling a unique, vitally important niche
in the ecological web of citizen groups. It is the
only national wilderness organization exclusively
dedicated to taking care of what we've got.,In the
words of Bill Worf, "if we don't pay attention to
management, 20 years from now the (Wuderness)
system won't be worth saving."

Please become a WudemessWatcher. Send $20
or more (or $IOiflow income) toWu~essWatch,
Box 9175, Missoula, Mf5gjyJ7, (406) 542-2048.

Bill Cunningham is a seasoned wilderness
activist, author ofMontana Wudlands, and Wil
derness Watch board member.
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Building a File
What to Do Till.the Lawyer Arrives1.

by Ned Mudd II and Ray Vaughan

The animals are not so

stupid~ is thought:
they have no lawyers

-anonymous

y ou don't have to be Perry Mason to deal with environmental law. Fact is,
• most certified lawyers and judges don't understand the intricacies of so

called environmental statutes any more than you do. So you need not
worry t>ecause you've not memorized the Clean Water Act. Only a fool with a tin
can for brains would want to conimit such an act to memory.

It is important to get a basic grip on how you can o~atewithin the legal
system, achieve a reasonable amount ofsuccess, and have fun doing it. Consider
this a simplified primer on what to do before the lawyer arrives. It will save you
time, money, and a few brain cells. .

Much of the building of a case can be done, and often must be done, by the
regular folks fighting to save the wild. If you depend upon a lawyer to build and
win a case for you while you sit on the sidelines, you will fail. As shown in the
first part of this guide (Wild Earth Fall 1993), you must have standing to sue in
court on behalf of the wild. You must be personally and intimately involved with
the subject matter of any lawsuit you want to prosecute.

. Many environmental problems go through stages. In the initial idea stage,
some industry or government department comes up with the idea to exploit some
portion of the planet. You will not be privy to this stage. Only once the plans are
made public as required by law will you become involved. With projects that in
volve the federal government in some way, the feds must give the public notice of
what they plan to do and allow you to comment. (!bat is, if you ever see the an
nouncement in the tiny print of the legal section of the newspaper.)

Often, the word leaks about nasty imminent environmental threats, and people
organize around stopping the project. By this stage, the bureaucrats and their
friendly developers are set on carrying through their nefarious plans. For getting
people together and informing them of the plans, no legal assistance is needed.
Use your imagination; call meetings; have petition drives, picnics, and bake sales;
speak insistently and incessantly (but politely) to every elected official you can
fmd who may have an influence on the forces behind the project you oppose. Study
and use Captain Paul Watson's techniques for manipulating the media.2 During

Part Three: The Gonzo Guide to Environmental Law, ©1994 by Ned Mudd II and Ray Vaughan
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grassroots organizing and motivating, speak the truth, avoid
reckless behavior, and be careful if the other side shows signs
of violence.

It's possible to kill a project even during the late stages
of the government-approval process. A room full of hWldreds
of sign-carrying voters exercising their rights of free speech
has been known to make sleazy politicians vote against bad
projects they had previously pledged to support.3 You must
make your votes and anger mean more to the politicIans than
the industry's money and power. Sometimes you win; more
often you don't. Money usually outweighs votes.

Most of us don't know at the outset of a controversy
whether or not things will get litigious. Simple problems usu
ally end up resolved without need for a dash to the nearest court
house. But always we harbor the suspicion that things might
get nasty ~hen developers, the state, or the feds are involved.
Then we expect to end up before the judge.

In EVERY environmental dispute, no matter how seem
ingly small, the intrepid eco-warrior plans ahead. That means,
fIrst and foremost: KEEP GOOD FILES!

Mudd is notoriously disorganized. Vaughan is the oppo
site. Mudd's ftles are known to be the most disarrayed in the
business. Vaughan's tend to be a reflection of hi.s innermost
brain-neat and orderly. In the end, neatness rules.

Keep a box of manila fIle folders handy. They're cheap and
will simplify your task. Recycled fJle folders are readily available.

Keep a separate file for every facet of your issue. Let's
say you are defending an endangered species from a proposed
development. Create a file for biology, broken down into. tax
onomy, habitat requirements and locations, reproduction, etc.
Create other fIles for such things as adverse impacts to the spe
cies, famous quotes, photographs, historical news regarding the
species. Get on federal mailing lists for all annoWlcements,
press releases, and notices of hearings. It sOWlds like a pain,
but is easy once your "system" is tweaked.4

The point is to order your fIles in such a way that other
folks-like a lawyer-can easily make sense of them. In es
sence, by paying attention to detail from the beginning (long
before the word lawsuit materializes), you will be doing what
lawyers call "discovery." This is an essential, yet often ne
glected aspect of environmental law. When you enter the funky
halls of justice on behalf of the wild, YOU must be ready to
prove your case. That requires EVIDENCE!

We have seen too many decent lawsuits lost for want of .
credible evidence. You do not win a lawsuit because you are right;
you win or lose based on whether the evidence you present
persuades the judge to follow the law. If you keep good ftles,
your case will be way ahead of where it would be otherwise.
. .'
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,
People who are not aggressive are at a distinct disadvan

tage in litigation. They are at the mercy oflawyers, either their
own or someone else's. Passive behavior gets expensive.

Aggressive types have the advantage in discovery. They
do not sit back and see what evidence turns up in the mailbox;
they go out and discover the facts.

Long before you hire a lawyer, you should be involved
in the events that affect the wild you want to defend. As part of
your participation in rallies, public hearings, meetings with
bureaucrats and politicians, and confrontations with your op
ponents, you will acquire documents related to your issue. Keep
copies of every piece ofpotential evidence to prove your stand
ing and to supply the legal basis for a lawsuit. As shown in
part two of this guide (Wild Earth Wmter 1993/94), use of the
Freedom of InformationAct can open previously locked doors.

Gather other evidence yourself. Photograph everything
that might have significance to protecting the wild. Tape record
all telephone and in-person conversations with anyone who has

.anything to do with the project.s Attend public hearings and
get copies of the transcripts, if you can afford them; if you Can
not, tape record the hearing yourself.

Gathering facts can be fun. We've had folks waltz in our
offices (a tiny bar in Birmingham for Mudd, a heavily forti
fied, impregnable room at home for Vaughan - watch out for
the dog!) with armloads of amazing stuff. The really dedicated
and savvy eco-warriors will dig until they turn up gold.

For example, back to our endangered species: You have
been put on Jlotice that the proposed development is en route.
First, contact the US Fish and Wildlife Service, the State De
partment of Conservation, and the State Natural Heritage Pro
gram. Use a simple "request for information" letter. Be sweet,
DO weird eco-rhetoric.

Next, corroborate all incoming data with knowledgeable
folks willing to assist you. Visit the library to read old clipping
fIles. (You'd be surprised what you can learn about your local
judges from library clipping fIles.)

Of course, being a hip eco-warrior, you already frequent
the habitat ofour endangered critter, taking snazzy photos and
communing with nature. Thus you have legal standing. (Again
see: Gonzo Guide Part One, Wild Earth Fall 1993.)

You are placing this fabulous array of facts in your fIle
folders under appropriate headings. Now you are ready to be
come an "expert" on your subject.

It is essential to comprehend what your fIles can teU you.
You must assimilate "the facts." Spend time learning your
material.

Once you have gotten to the bottom of things and your
fIles burgeon withjuicy facts, evaluate your options. Ask these
questions:
1. Can this issue be settled amicably and out of court?
2. Are things so greed-locked as to necessitate legal action?

The astute reader DOW realizes the process outlined above
is 4esigned to save you a wad of cash. H you do your own
research. your lawyer doesn't have to do it. Lawyers charge a

bundle for gathering the facts. Oients are often shocked at how
fast their retainers disappear during the "discovery" stage of
their case. f'Retainers" are fees paid to engage the services of
a professional.] ,

D<>n't overlook leads that may not seem directly related
to your issue. Video tapes can help. Catching an evil devel
oper with his banker's wife makes for good leverage.

In sum, be creative but thorough. Make friends ,with those
who came before you. Ask them to help you. We've found
university professors willing to duplicate their fIles for us.

Never neglect the social aspects of your issue, including
the seemingly innocuous web ofpersonal connections involved.
The neighbor's mother might turn out to be our evil developer's
secretary. Good source!

If you've assessed the situation and are sure that the only
option is judicial intervention, ask yourself these questions:
1. Am I smart (or stupid) enough to trot into court and act as

my own lawyer?
2. Do I need to get a lawyer to defend my critter?

H you answered "yes" to number 2, tune in next time for
Part Four of the Gonzo Guide to Environmental Law: Finding
Your Own Lawyer.

1 First, the mandatory legal disclaimer: nothing in this article is intended to
be legal advice to :>!QlI. Due to the complexities of the law and of each
individual situation, no book, article or anything else can substitute for
legal advice from a real attorney familiar with the facts of your case.

2 Captain Paul Watson, Earthforce!: An Earth Warrior sGuide to Strategy
(Chaco Press 1993).

3 A landfill planned for the middle of a suburb of Birmingham, Alabama was
killed when several hundred angry citizens waving signs showed up at the
city council meeting where the permit was to be voted on. Although a
majority of the council had already said they supported the dump, they
voted it down 6-t0-1 after they heard from their constituents.

4 Perhaps, one day, the great file freak of all time, Jasper Carlton ofthe Biodi
versity Legal Foundation, will reveal the secrets of his impeccably orga
nized f1Jing routine. Until then, you're on your own. Be creative!

5 Check your state laws on recording telephone conversations before doing
so. Federal law requires that you obtain the consent of one of the parties
to the call before you may record it. Of course, ifyou are one of the parties,
then you have your own permission, but if you are not on the line; get
permission from one ofthe parties before recording. Some state laws have
identical requirements; some may have more restrictive ones.

Besides being extronrdinarily good looking specimens of
southern manhood, Alabama-basedbarristers Ned Mudd and
Ray Vaughan are tireless defenders ofnatural diversity. '
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Mapping the Terrain of Hope
Editor's note: This article introduces the area Doug Aberley covers at length
in his new book Boundaries of Home: Mappingfor Local Empowerment (New
Society Publishers, 1993). This important work will benefit wildland and
bioregional mappers. -JD .

by Doug Aberley

Bioregion mapping can be completed in a great variety
of ways. Maps can be stitched, woven, danced, sung,
or ,acted. They can also be ~awn.Whatever the form

of expression chosen, bioregion mapping should be able to
explain three important aspects of how localized, sustainable
cultures would exist. First, it will defme the external bound
aries of your "life place," or bioregion. Second, it will help
describe the forces of energy within the bioregion which will
shape rooted societies. Third, it can begin to hint at the pro
ductive capability of the bioregion to supply sustainable har
vests of renewable resources.

A BIOREGION MAPPING PROCESS

The following process has~ created ill a manner that
allows a picture of a bioregion to evolve from a number of
relatively simple steps. A commitment of time is involved, as
is the requirement to learn how to Use basic research skills and
simple drawing equipment.

EXTERNAL BIOREGION BOUNDARIES

Base Map. Find a map of a scale that allows you to frame
an area that you know is larger than the region you consider to .
be home on an 11" x 17" piece of tracing paper. This should be '
a planimetric m~p that shows rivers, settlements, coastlines,
and mountain top elevations. Make 20+ copies of this base map.
As you progress with these exercises don't be alarmed if you
have to change your base map. Mapping a bioregion is very
much a trial and error process. Sources of information neces
sary to complete the various Diaps can usually be found in uni
versity map or geography libraries.
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Development of the status quo. Before describing bio
region borders, you need to understand the evolution of exist
ing borders that divide your home region. By understanding
how' these limits have changed, and how they are presently
arbitrarily defmed, you will be constantly reminded of the sta
tus quo that bioregionalism will change. Draw each on a sepa
rate base map:
• historic political boundaries (colonial, military, parish, feudal) -
• current political boundaries (nation state, state/province,

county/region)

• internal administrative boundaries (tax, electoral, social ser-
vices, etc.) J

Biophysical bioregion definition. To begin to uilderstand
the biophysical attributes of your bioregion, mark each of the
following on a separate base map:
• Watersheds (largest basin marked first, tributaries in dotted

lines)
• Physiographic regions (areas ofcommon elevation and slope)
• Oimate regions (as defmed by Koppen Classification)
• Vegetation types (pre-indus~aldistribution best ifavailable)
• Biomeslbiogeoclimatic zones/ecoregions (biophysical asso-

ciations) .

• WIldlife (list major species and habitats)
• Geology/geomorphology (rock by origin, type, fault zones)
'. Seabed (subsurface features that might logically divide

bioregions)
• Major soils (by type or agricultural capability)

Cultural bioregional definition. Bi<Xegionalism is as much
about human culture as it is about relationships between other
natural phenomena. On separate sheets, dra~:



Strategy

• Aboriginal/traditional territories (ancient territories of tribal
peoples)

• Current human use patterns (where'population works, uses
services)

• Special locations (power spots, vistas, scenic natural features)
•Architectural and construction style (locally common patterns)
• Language/dialect (where the sound of speech changes)
• Bioregion human settlement patterns (historic changes in

land use)
• Aboriginal (pre-European in North America, pre-Roman in

Europe)
• Pioneer/pre-industrial (before automobiles)
• Industrial (present urbanization)

Bioregion definition process. Sit at a light table and begin
to overlay the different maps you have drawn. Use a blank base
map sheet to trace all the different demarcations in different
colours. Spend a couple of days trying to decipher the
bioculturallogic of the image that results. Trace a final map
with a single boundary that acknowledges as many 0f the com
ponent boundaries as possible. Share this map with friends,
and change it as yo~ perceptions of home territory evolve.
Bioregion boundaries can include areas that would be shared
between neighboring bioregions, so don't despair if divisions
are indistinct.

Now simplify the above map.... Welcome home!

INTERNAL CARRYING CAPACITY

A bioregion of particular land, water, climatic, and ec0

logical characteristics will only be able to support so many
humans on a sustainable basis. Even though wise use of inter
mediate technology can boost the sustainability quotient higher,
fundamental natural constraints to growth will be respected by
bioregional cultures. The following will help show constraintS:
• Bioregionclimate station key (swnmary table by station name,

latitude and longitude)
• Bioregion microclimate profiles (summary table of report

ing station data)
• BioregiOllgrowing Se.<l$OIlS (summary tableof frost free SeasOllS)

• Bioregion solar income (summary table ofaverage wind speed ,
and degree days)

• Bioregion river discharge cycles (graph ofannual water cycle)
• Bioregion human population (graph growth or decline as far

back as possible)

SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY

One way to gain an understanding of the Productive ca
pacity of your bioregion is to look back at what resources have
been historically wrested from the land and sea. This investi
gation should be completed for the most important resources
in your area on a yearly basis as far back in time as you can go.
lf possible, also put a monetary value on the total amounts'of
fish, wood, minerals, and agricultural resources extracted. Al
though the yearly figures will not be totally indicative of what
a bioregion economy would provide, they will show where

detailed sustainabil,ity research might be fo
cused.
• Fishery extraction (by species numberS and

weight) ,

• Forestry extraction (by species type and vol
'ume) -

• Mineral extraction (by type and volume)
• Agriculture extraction (by major category and

. volume or weight)

, A FINAL EXHORTATION

The goal of the bioregion vision is to re
learn perceptions of land, life, and culture that
have been taken or forgotten over the past 200
years of global industrialization., Mapping is a
powerful tool that can help achieve this reinte
gration. Whether or not you undertake the bio
region mapping process outlined here,' there is
a simple way that mapping can be introduced
into your life. Go out and purchase enough
1:50,000 scale Ordnance maps (1 inch of im
age = 1 mile) so that when they are trimmed
and taped together your home is in the ,centre
.of a cir,cle approximately 50 miles in circum-

, ference. Using coloured pens, mark where
streams and trails run, and where settlements
are located. Shade in elevation changes, mark
historic sites and water and waste systems. In
the margins list early and late frbsts, or the sea
sonal sighting of animals. Shade in where ag
ricultural allotments could be placed, or where
small hydro or wind powered generators might
t>e sited. Put this map up 00 a wall in your home
where it can be seen, discussed, and marked
with new information. You will be amazed at
the comments and interest the image you have
made will receive. Welcome to bioregional
mapping. Welcome to the terrain of hope.

FURTHER RESOURCES

For a more detailed description of biore
gional mapping, including references, pleaSe
see Boundaries ofHome: Mapping For Local
Empowerment (New Society Publishers, do IN
Book, FOB 120470, East Haven, cr 06512).

Doug Aberley is from the valley of the
Skeena River in northwest British Columbia.
He has worked as a town and regional plan
ner, and is active in the North American biore
gional movernent. He is editor ofBoundaries
of Home, and in 1994 will edit a companion
volume tentatively titled Futures By Design:
The Practice of Ecological Planning.
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The Dilemma of Wendell Berry
~ by Eric Freyfogle

long the steep banked Kentucky River, not f~ from where it joins with the
Ohio, lies a small, hilly farm of some 75acres. The farm is uncommonly diverse in this

age of.specialized agribusiness. There is an orchard and large garden, a woodlot and
ground tilled for tobacco, and varied livestock in the pasture and old bam. In the morning

...&l~~,- the sun rises over the'river and the distant hills to bathe the farm in light. From the
hilltop, the northr-flowing river sprawls on for miles.

This subsistence-Jevel farm is the home of writer-farmerWendell Berry and his wife Tanya.
Berry is a decidedly controversial man, both because of how he lives and what he says. As
farmer he tills his ground using draft horseS"and hand tools - methods that, to the modern mind,
appear anachronistic if not downright recalcitrant. As writer he seems to stand equally at the
backward edge, for he is a staunch agrarian moralist, with a message that is as anti-modern as
it is anti-urban.

Berry's cultural criticism is both profound and sharply barbed, yet he is a rare kind of
critic, a refreshing kind, for he is out to build up where he has torn down. He has an al~rnative

culture and economy to offer, which he has described in more than two dozen volumes of es
says, poetry, and fiction. It is an alternative based on localism, small scale, independence, thrift,
and a hard-working life so close to nature as to blend intoit; it is an alternative that appears, not
just in his writing, but in his life on the farm, in the eroded hills and sagging society around his
north Kentucky home.

What bond have I made with the earthr

having worn myselfagainst it?

-Wendell Berry 1

If we were to take a single photograph of Berry, just one picture to size up the man, we
would be tempted to catch him behind his horse, plow in hand, tilling his garden or tobacco
patch the old way. The shock value would be high, in this day ofeight-ton tractors and $200,000
combines. We would come closer to capturing him, however, with a far different picture, a
more reflective, somber one, a picture of Berry standing up on the ridge above his farmhouse,
looking out at.the river as it moves slowly and powerfully toward the Ohio. In his hand would
be a clod of dirt, the clay-laden soil of the hillside. His gaze would be on the river, heavy with
silt from strip mines and ill-tendedfarms upstream. We might catch him watching a powerboat
cruising the river, symbol of the noisy, consumptive, high-tech leisure that he disdains. Here '.
and there would be the ever-present trash that the river must bear, product and proof of the
throw-away age. We would see in his face what we sense in his writing, a man saddened by
what he sees, and determined to have no part in it.

Editor's note: This essay is excerpted from a lengthier piece to be pubiished in the fall of 1994 by University of fflinois Law Review. The author offers to send
copies of the larger article, free, to readers who request it Write Eric Freyfogle, 504 E Pennsylvania Ave., Champaign, IL 61820. -JD

1 Farming: A Handbook (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970), p.4.WendeU Berry
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Land Ethics

I

It is hard to figure out how' to deal with
a man like Wendell Berry for he is so con
trary yet so persuasive, so combative yet so
peaceful, so dreary yet soTull ofhope. Berry's
concern is with how a man can go about liv
ing on earth without degrading it. We Could
place him, then, in the large and familiar cat
egory of environmental writers. But he fits
poorly with this group and chafes at the la
bel. We could shift him a bit and call him a
writer on sustainable agriculture, one of the
new breed of faimers who seek to use the
land without sapping its vitality. Here we are
on safer ground, for Berry is good friends
with Wes Jackson, the pioneering researcher
at the Land Institute in Kansas who works to
fmd new field crops that nourish the soil. Yet
even here Berry is not at home.

Berry is no botanist or biologist or soil
scientist or any other breed of researcher,
however much he knows of organic farming.
His terrain as writer is the human heart and
mind, the ways that people imagine and in
habit the land, the ways that people and land
come together, Farming is part of what Berry
is about, but there is far more than fanning
to the problems he attacks and to the stem
solutions he prescribes.

Berry's writing carries the tone of a man
of great confi
dence, a man who
believes he has
uncovered true
wisdom and is'
ready to share it.
But stress lies
close beneath the
surface, aided if
not brought on by
the jarring clash
between Berry's
Southern, hill
country heritage
and the greed
driven motives of
the modern age.
like moralists 'be
fore him, Berry
has worked hard
to live a principled
life, as free as pos
sible from ethical
taint. But what
can the moral life

mean in an age of widespread environmen
tal decline, when the structures of human
society are so divorced from the natural or
der, when nearly every act of producing and
consuming ties us into~ economic system
that fouls and diminishes the land? A moral
life was challenge enough when it meant liv
ing right with fellow humans and wi¢. God.
But as Wendell Berry sensed even before re
turning to his home country, living right with
nature must now be part of the moral order,
and it must mix together with the other parts

of that order in a way that makes division
seem unthinkable.

As Berry has sought to create a moral
life, he has faced a troubling choice. How can
a person live in society and be part of it, help
ing in some small way to steer a more sen
sible course, without being morally
diminished by its evils? How is a person ~o

give shape to a life upon realizing that the
societal changes needed are not incremental,
but fundamental and radical?To work within
a system is inevitably to acquiesce in small
steps and in the vocabulary and metaphors of
the age. When new modes of thought become
essential, is it right for, the individual to stay
within-the ailing cultureand push for change
all the harder, or is the better approach, the
salvational approach, to cut all ties from itand
pursue a separate, purer way? Indeed, is it
possible'that the pushfor incremental change
might only postpone the day of collapse and
hence the beginning of a second chance?

Puritan colonists confronted a version of
this persistent dilemma in seventeenth cen
tury Massachusetts, as they cast off from cor
rupt England and sought moral purity and
new life in a distant land. (The story of the
early Puritan settlement is told in Edmund
Morgan's The Puritan Dilemma~ Boston:
little Brown, 1958, from which I have bor
rowed the idea for the title of this chapter.) In
varying terms the dilemma would haunt later
generations ofAmerican moralists, as public
religion faded from the scene, as slavery took
its toll, as the engines of industry cut a swath
through the traditional rural order. Wendell
Berry shouldered this dilemma as his own,
as he confronted the physical decline of the
natural world around him and the spiritual
estrangement of its human inhabitants.

Lanes Landing Farm, the Berrys' home,
is a place Wendell Berry knew as a youth,
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Where Thoreau

went for avisit,
Berry has gone
tos~ ...
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though it had never been owned by any of his
ancestors. By the time he became its owner
and caretaker, years of poor farming - tilling
land that should never have been tilled - had
sent much of the fann's topsoil down the river.
The land had largely been abandoned from
productive use. "Where yellow clay is at the
surface now,~' Berry would later observe wist
fully, "five feet of good soil may be gone.'"
(Recollected Essays)965-1980; San Fran
cisco: North Point Press,. 1981) This loss
the accumulated fertility of the ages - rarely
leaves Berry's mind, even now. The loss has
helped account for the melancholic, elegaic,
at times angry tone that is a hallmark of his
writing. As he would put it: "If a people in
adding a hundred and fifty years to itself sub
tracts fifty thousand from its land, what is
there tohope?"(lbid.)

Not far up the hill from Lanes Landing .
Fann sits the small town of Port Royal. The
town never was much ofa port arid today even
lacks a respectable landing at the river. Like
many small towns across the rural country
side, Port Royal just barely hangs on, trying
its best to survive the economic forces and
social fashions that seem determined to knock
it down. Once a place of many stores, few
now remain; once a place where people gath
ered, cars now head down sturdier roads to
larger towns and regional malls.

Although Berry deviates
from the Southern tradition in
many ways - he rejects, for in
stance, the paternalistic, chival
rous, militaristic strands-he
retains a native focus 9n thelo
cal and particular, on his own
small town and patch of dirt
In one essay he challenges the
popular environmental slogan,
"thinkglobally, act locally," be
cause it conflicts, he s~tes,with
the essential need to focus on
the particular. ("Out of Your
Car, Off Your Horse," The At
lantic,Feb.I991,p.61.)Thelo
cal-action half of the slogan is
sound. But global thinking
yields generalizations that are
detached from any particular
acre, and hence useless for all
acres everywhere. The care of
the earth must begin at the bot-

tom level, in every household and neighbor
hood, with local, practical answers. "A man
who is willing to undertake the discipline and
the difficulty of mending his own ways," he
contends, ','is worth more to the conservation
movement than a hundred who are insist
ing merely that the government and the in
dustries mend their ways. (A Continuous
Harmony; p.81.)

Many observers have drawn parallels
between Berry and Thoreau, portraying
Lanes Landing Fann as a kind of Southern,
hill-country Walden. But the comparison is
largely inapt, or at least misleading in a way
that clouds the peculiar drama that has been
Berry's moral quest Where Thoreau went for
a visit, Berry has gone to stay; where Thoreau
went to dabble with real nature-caring more
for its metaphysics than its physics-Berry
has gone for practical advice, for lasting ways
of living that foster health for the body, fer
tility for the land, and a sense of connection
and contentment for the human soul.

Berry highlights this difference-and
shows just how contrary minded and strong
willed he can be-ina short poem in his col
lection, A Part. There, he criticizes the mes
sage of Robert Frost's beloved poem, 'The
Pasture." Frost tells the reader that he is "go
ing out to clear the pasture spring" and "out
to fetch the little calf." "I sha'n't be gone
long," Frost invites, "You come too."

Berry's invitation to his readers is as dif
ferent as he can make it, in message and in
tone. His trip to the fields and the woods is a
lasting one, no temporary, romantic jaunt for
rejuvenation, for these are the places where
~e lives and where he will die. Berry will wait
in the fields, he tells us, "to see how well the
rain! brings on the grass"; he will stand in the
woods to watch the old trees move "with the
wind! and then with gravity."

"Don't come with me," he warns. "You
stay home too." (A Part, San Francisco: North
Point Press, 1980, p.3.)

Eric Freyfogle is a law professor at the
University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign. His book Justice and the Earth
was published in 1993 by the F;ee Press.
and his essay. "The Language ofOwning "

. was published in Vol. 2. #2 ofWild Earth.
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Land Ethics

A Walk Down Camp Branch.
by Wendell Berry

start down from one of the heights of the upland, the town of
Port Royal at my back. It is a winter day, overcast and still, and
the town is closed in itself, humming and muttering a little, like
a winter beehive.

The dog runs ahead, prancing and looking back, knowing'the way we
are about to go. This is a walk well established with us -:'a route in our
minds as well as on the ground. There is a sort of mystery in the establish
ment of these ways. Any time one crosses a given stretch of country with.
some frequency, no matter how wanderingly one begins, the tendency is
always toward habit. By the third or fourth trip, without realizing it, one is
following a fixed path, going the way one went before. After that, one may

still wander, but only by deliberation; and when there is reason to hurry, or when the
mind wanders rather than the feet, one returns to the old route. Familiarity has begun.
One has made a relationship with the landscape, and the form and the symbol and the
enactment of the relationship is the path. These paths of mine are seldom worn on.the
ground. They are habits of mind, directions and turns. They are as personal as old shoes.
My feet are comfortable in them.

From the height I can see far out over the country, the long open ridges of the
farmland, the wooded notches of the streams, the valley of the river opening beyond,
and then more ridges and hollows of the same kind. .

Underlying this country, nine hundred feet below the highest ridgetops, more than
four hundred feet below the surface of the river, is sea level. We seldom think of it
here; we are a long way from th~ coast, and the sea is alien to us. And yet the attraction
of sea level dwells in this country as an ideal dwells in a man's mind. All our rains go
in search of it and, departing, they have carved the land in a shape that is fluent and
falling. The streams branch like vines, and between the branches the land rises steeply
and then rounds and gentles into the long narrowing fmgers of ridgeland. Near the
heads of the streams even the steepest land was not too long ago farmed and kept cleared.
But now it has been given up and the woods is returning. The wild is flowing back like

_a tide. The arable'ridgetops reach out above the gathered trees like headlands into the
sea, bearing their human burdens of fences and houses and barns, crops and roads.

EdiJor's note: "A Walk Down Camp Branch" isfrom Traveling At Home by Wendell Berry. ©1988 by Wendell Berry.lt is reprinJed bypermission ofthe aUlhor
and North PoinJ Press. a division ofFarrar, Straus & Girowc.lnc.
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Looking out over the country, one gets a sense
of the whole of it: the ridges and hollows, the clus
tered buildings of the farms, the open fields, the
woods, the stock ponds set like coins into the slope.
But this is a surface sense, an exterior sense, such as
you get 'from looking down on the roof of a house.
The height is a threshold from which to step down
into the wooded folds of the land, the interior, under
the trees and along the branching streams..

I pass through a pasture gate on a deep-worn
path that grows shallow a little way beyond, and then

. disappears altogether into the grass. The gate has
gathered thousands of passings to and fro that have
divided like the slats of a fan on either side of it. It is
like a fist holding together the strands of a net.

Beyond the gate the land leans always more
steeply toward the branch. I follow it down, and then
bear left along the creaSe at the bottom of the slope.
I have entered the downflow of the land. The way I
am going is the way the water goes. There is some
thing comfortable and fitfeeling in this, something
free in this yielding to gravity and taking the short
est way down.

As the hollow deepens into the hill, before it has
yet entered the woods, the grassy crease becomes a
raw gully, and along the steepening slopes on either
side I can see the old scars of erosion, places where
the earth is gone clear to the rock. My people's er
rors have become the features of my country.

It occurs to me that it is no longer possible to
imagine how this country looked in the beginning,
before the white people drove their plows into it It
is not possible to know what was the shape of the
land here in this hollow When it was fust cleared.
Too much of it is gone, loosened by the plows and
washed away by the rain. I am walking the route of
the departure of the virgin soil of the hill. I am not
looking at the same land the fustcomers saw. The
original surface of the hill is as extinct as the pas
senger pigeon. The pristine America that the fust
white man saw is a lost continent, sunk like Atlantis
in the sea. The thought of whatwas here once and is
gone forever will not leave me as long as I live. It is
as though I walk knee-deep in its absence.

The slopes along the hollow steepen still more,
and I go in under the trees. I pass beneath the sur"
face. I am enclosed, and my ~ense, my interior
sense, of the country becomes intricate. There is
no longer the pOssibility of seeing very far. The dis
tances are closed off by the trees and the steepening
walls of the hollow. One cannot grow familiar here
by sitting and looking as one can up in the open ot}
the ridge. Here the eyes become dependent on the
feet. To see the woods from the inside one must look
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and move and look again. It is inexhaustible in its
standpoints.

Whenever one goes along the streams of this
part of the country, one is apt to come upon old stone
work. There are walled springs and pools. There are

. the walls built in the steeper hollows where the fences
cross or used to cross; the streams have drifted dirt.
in behind them, so that now where they are still in
tact they make waterfalls that have scoopeO out small
pools at their feet. And there used to be miles of
stone fences, now mostly scattered and sifted back
iI!to the ground.

- Considering these, one senses a historical pa
tience, now also extinct in the cowitry. These walls
were builtby men working long days for little wages,
or by slaves. It waS work that could not be hurried
at, a meticulous finding and fitting together, as
though reconstructing a previous wall that had been
broken up and scatt~redlike puzzle pieces. The wall
would advance only a few yards a day. The pace of
it could not be borne by most modem men, even if
the wages could be afforded. Those men had to move
in closer accord with their own rhythms, and nature's,
than we do. They had no machines. Their capacities
were only those of flesh and blood. They talked as
they worked. They joked and laughed. They sang.
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Land Ethics

and they Will become destructive; the very earth will
depart from them and go where they cannot follow.

My mind is never empty or idle at thejoinings
of streams. Here is the work of the world going on.
The creation is felt, alive and intent on its materials,

. in such pl~ces. In the angle of the meeting of the two
streams stands the steep wooded point of the ridge,
like the prow of an upturned boat - finished, as it
was a thousand years ago, as it will be in a thousand
years. Its becoming is only incidental to its being. It
will be because it is. It has no aim or end except to
be. By being, it is growrilg and wearing into what it
will be. The fork of the stream lies at the foot of the
slope like hammer and chisel laid down at the foot of
a finished sculpture. But the stream is no dead tool; it
is alive, it is still at its work. Put your hand to it to
learn the health of this partof the world. It is the wrist
of the hill.

Perhaps it is to prepare to hear some day the
music of the spheres that I am always turning my ears
to the music of streams. There is indeed a music in
streams, but it is not for the hurried. It has to be loi
tered by and imagined. Or imagined toward, for it is
hardly for m~n at all. Nature has a patient ear. To her
the slowest funeral march sounds like a jig. She is
satisfied to have the notes drawn out to the lengths of
days or weeks or months. Small variations are accept
a.ble to her, modulations as leisurely as the opening
of a flower.

The stream is full of stops and gates. Here it has
piled up rocks in its path, and pours over them into a
tiny pool it has scooped at the foot of its fall. Here it
has been dammed by a mat of leaves caught behind a
fallen limb. Here it must force a narrow passage, here
a wider one. Tomorrow the flow may increase or
slacken, and the tone will shift. In an hour or a week
that rock may give way, and the composition will
advance by another note. Some idea of it may be got
by walking slowly along and noting the changes as
one passes frbm one little fall or rapid to another. But
this is a highly simplified and diluted version of the
real thing, which is too complex and widespread ever
to be actually heard by us. The ear must imagine an
impossible patience in order to grasp even the
wrimaginableness of such music.

But the creation is musical, and this is a part of
its music, as bird song is, or the words of poets. The
music of the streams is the music of the shaping of
the earth, by which the rocks are pushed and shifted
downward toward the level of the sea.

And now I frod an empty beer can lying in th~

path. This is the track of the ubiquitous man Friday
of all our woods. In my walks I never fail to discover
some sign that he has preceded me. I frod his empty

though I walk

knee-deep in
its absence.

is gonefarever
will not leave
me as long as
I live. It is as

The work was exacting imd heavy and hard and slow.
No opportunity for pleasure was missed or slighted.
The days and the years were long. The work was long.
At the end of this job the next would begin. There
fore, be patient. Such pleasure as there is, is here, now.
Take pleasure as it comes. Take work as it comes. The
end may never come, or when it does it may be the
wrong end.

Now the men who built the walls and the men
who had them built have long gone underground to
be, along with the buried ledges and the roots and the
burrowing animals, a part of the nature of the place
in the minds of the ones who come after them. I think
of them lying still in their graves, as level as the sills
and thre.sholds of their lives, as though resisting to
the last the slant of the ground. And their old walls,
too, re-enter nature, collecting lichens and ~osses

with patience their builders never conceived.

I have already passed the place Where water be- The tho ht
gan to flow in the little stream bed I am following. It ug
broke into the light from beneath a rock ledge, a thin Ofwhat was
glittering stream. It lies beside me as I walk, overtak-
ingme and going by, yet not moving, a th;read of light ,here Once and
and sound. And now from below comes the steady
tumble and rush of the water of Camp Branch
Whose nameless camp was it named for?-and
gradually as I descend the sound of the smaller stream
is lost in the sound of the larger.

The two hollows join, ,the line of the meeting of
the two spaces obscured even in winter by the trees.
But the two streams meet precisely as two roads. That
is, the stream beds do; the one ends iIi the other. As
for the meeting of the waters, there is no looking at
that. The oDe flow does not end in the other, but con
tinues in it, one with it, two clarities merged without
a shadow.

All waters are one. This is a reach of the sea,
flung like a net over the hill, and now drawn back to
the sea. And as the sea is never raised in the earthly
nets of fishermen, so the hill is never caught and
pulled down by the watery net of the sea. But always
a little of it is. Each of the gathering strands of the
net carries back some of the hill melted in it. Some
times, as now, it carries so little that the water flows
clear; sometimes it carries a lot and is brown and
heavy with it. Whenever greedy or thoughtless men
have lived on it, the hill has litemu.y flowed out of
their tracks into the bottom of the sea.

There appears to be a law that when creatures
have reached the level ofconsciousness, as men have,
they must become conscious of the creation; they
must learn how they fit into it and what its needs are
and what it requires of them, or else pay a terrible
penalty: the spirit of the creation will go out of them,
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Though as a man I inherit great evils and the possibility of

great loss and suffmng, I know that my life is blessed and

graced by the yearlyflowering ofthe bluebells.

shotgun shells, his empty cans and bottles, his sand
wich wrappings. In wooded places alqng roadsides
one is apt to fmd, as well, his overtraveled bedsprings,
his outcast refrigerator, and heaps of the imperish
able refuse of his modem kitchen. A year ago, almost
in this'same place where I have found his beer can, I
found a possum that he had shot dead and left lying,
in celebration of his manhood. He is the true Ameri
can pioneer, perfectly at rest in his ~sumption that
he is the first and the last whose inheritance and fate
this place will ever be. Going forth, as he may think,
to sow, he only broadcasts his effects.

I stoop between the strands of a barbed-wire
fence, and in that movement I go out of time into time
lessness. I come into a wild place. The trees grow big,
their trunks rising clean, free of undergrowth. The
place has a serenity and dignity that one feels imme
diately; the creation is whole in it and unobstructed.
It is free of the strivings
and dissatisfactions, the

partialities and imper-
fections ofplaces under
the mechanical domi
nance of men. Here,
what to a housekeeper's
eye might seem disor
derly is nonetheless or
derly and within order;
what might seem arbi
trary or accidental is in
duded in the design of
the whole; what might
seem evil or violent is a
comfortable member of
the household. Where
the creation is whole
nothing is extraneous.
The presence of the cre
ation here makes this a
holy place, and itis as a
pilgrim that I have
come. It is the creation
that has attraCted me, its
perfect interfusion of
life and design. I have
made myselfits follower
and its apprentice.

One early morning
last spring, I came and
found the .woods floor
strewn wi,th bluebells.
In the cool sunlight and
the lacy shadows of the
spring woods the blue-
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Igo out Of
time into

timelessness.
I come into

a wild place.

ness of those flowers, their elegant shape, their deli
cate fresh scent kept me standing and looking. I found
a delight in them that I cannotdescri~and that I will
never forget. Though I had been familiar for years
with most of the spring woods flowers, I had never
seen these and had not known they were here. Look
ing at them, I felt a strange loss and sorrow that I had
never seen them before. But I was also exultant that I
saw them now - that they were here.

For me, in the thought of them will always be
the sense of the joyful surprise with which I found
them - the sense that came suddenly to me then that
the world is blessed beyond my understanding, more
abundantly than I will ever know. What lives are still
ahead of me here to be discovered and exulted in,
tomorrow, or in twenty years? What wonder will be

found here on the morning after my death? Though
as a man I inherit great evils and the possibility of

great loss and suffering, I
know that my life is
blessed and graced by the
yearly flowering of the
bluebells. How perfect
they are! In their presence
I am humble and joyful. If
I were given all the learn
ing and all the methods of
my race I could not make
one of them, or even imag
ine one. Solomon in all his
glory was not arrayed like
one of these. It is the privi-

. lege and the labor of the ap
prentice of creation to
come with his imagination
into the unimaginable, and
with his speech into the un
speakable..

Farmer and writer
Wendell Berry is the author
of numerous books of es
says, novels, and poetry,
includiflg The Unsettling
of America, The Gift of
Good Land, What Are
People For? and Nathan
Coulter. His latest book, a
collection of poems, is
Entries. He recently re
ceived the Orion Society's
John Hay award for his
writing.

illustration by Suzanne DeJohn
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Land Ethics

Regenerating Bush,and Soul
in Australia
by John Seed

A method has been developed inAustralia for regeneratii:J.g
native bush. It is named the Bradley Method after the two

sisters, now deceased, who devised it.
Should it be our wish to bring back the native vegetation

that once covered a particular piece of Earth, the Bradley sis
ters found no heroic tree planting measures are needed. Rather,
we must simply remove all foreign influences while causing
the minimum possible disturbance to whatever native vegeta
tion still exists.

Thus, the first step may be to fence off the area we have
chosen, to keep out cows or goats. It may also be necessary to
take steps to prevent fire from invading the land. We must then
identify all species of plants that we encounter, both the exot
i~ and those native to the area. We need to recognize themJlot
only in their mature form. but also when their seedlings first
poke out of the ground. Then the method is simple: remove
the exotics without treading on the natives. Encowaged in this
way, the native species begin to come back, growing stronger
each ensuing season.

The other basic rule is, start from the strength. Deep scars
may be in the area we wish to heal, erosion gullies perhaps,
and we may wish to immediately tend to these. We must resist
this temptation and start from the strongest expression of na
tive vegetation in our management area.

If our area is an inner-city park that has been lawn for a
.cenwry, we may begin with a tiny patch that the mower couldn't
reach and where a few native weeds flourish. If a forgotten
corner has a few pioneer tree seedlings, we start there. Care
fully stepping backwards, removing exotics as we go, we in
vite the bush to follow. It is painstaking work; but each year,
the process accelerates as the native intelligence of the place
emerges and the life-force quickens.

More and more species emerge as the conditions neces
sary for their growth are recreated. As one species of pioneer
completes its work in, say, repairing the soil with shade and
leaf mulch, it becomes fewer and is succeeded by the next. The
microclimate s~owlychanges and after perruips seven years of
this patient rewarding service, we fmd to our astonishment a
seedling emerging of a climax species that has not been seen
here in the city for 100 years. Was the seed dropped by a bird
alighting in the branches of a pioneer now reaching 100 feet
above? Is it possible that the seed lay dormant in the ground
once the area was cleared, waiting for suitable conditions? We

. will never know.
And when the accelerating advance of the native bush fi

nally reaches that erosion gully, the bush now has the vigor
and the necessary species to recolonize and reintegrate the site.

There is something very spiritual aboul the Bradley
Method. EnCOded within it is 11 deep trust in the native intelli
gence of the Earth: She knows what is to 'grow in this place .
and also knows, unerringly, the particular stages of succession
that will best take us from the present state of degradation back
to the original Nature of the place.

In my travels, I have encountered systems akin to the Brad
ley Method in several different countries. I found one example
as I traveled around India in 19'i!:7lecturing on rainforest con
servation and deep ecology. In Bhopal I visited an enlightened
forester named Chaturdevi, who was a professor at the new
school of forestry, established in that city a few years before.
His school had been granted a couple thousand acres; and the
first thing he had done, before the first brick was laid for the •
school buildings, was to fence the land It was at that time a
desolate thorny desert denuded by goats and recurrent fires set
by the goat herders to encourage succulent new growth.

A longer velSion of the foUowing is to be published in the anthology. The Soul o/Nature. from Earth Trust Foundation (EarthWays Spirit and Natw'e Book Project.
do Georgianne Cowan. 2120 Balsam Avenue, LcsAngeles, CA 90025). The book's CO!!tent will be culturaUy diverse. exploring our spiritual connection to nature.
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Chaturdevi hired armed guards to keep these at bay. The first
task he gave his students was to inventory the vegetation
growing there. In the beginning, they discovered stunted
remnants of a few tree species which had managed to survive
the former regime.

By the time I saw the land four years later, more than 80
species had re-emerg~andvegetation was accelerating back
toward c~status.The armed guards were still there.

In many other places, from Russia to the United States, I
have found understandings akin to the Bradley Method emerg
ing independently and unbeknownst to each other. Perhaps it
should come as no surprise. Perhaps this phenomenon is itself
a manifestation of the Bradley Method, only working here on
the level of the human psyche rather than the biology ofa land
scape- we ourselves grow from the soil, are made of the soil.
The most appropriate metaphors for understanding the psyche
are biological. Techniques that facilitate the return of native
vegetation may also help us understand how wild common
sense can return to the denuded mind. The spontaneous emer
gence of the Bradley Method in different places around the
world can be seen as an expression of the return of a trust in
Nature after centuries of human arrogance.

What I first learned of by the name "Bradley Method,"
then, may be one stage in the succession of the return of native
wisdom and humility to the clearcut modern mind. The rejec
tion of anthropocentrism has been termed "deep ecology."

One of the understandings ofdeep ecology is that the sense
shared by most modern humans of being isolated, alienated
and separate from Nature is illusory. In fact, we are Earthlings.
We have evolved on this planet for 4000 million.years of or
ganic life and are made of earth.
Our soul, too, our psyche, is
Earth-born, emerging from the
exquisite biology of this planet,
continuous with it. The ubiqui
tous illu'sion of separation
springs from the false ideas of
human "otherness" and superi
ority that th.ousands of years of
Judeo-Christian and other tradi
tions have created within us.

As we root out these perni
cious false ideas of our own
grandeur and importance, we
"fall in love outwards" (Jeffers),
and the truth spontaneously
emerges of who we really are,
"plain members of the biota"
(Leopold). As the exotic influ
ence of the dominant paradigm
recedes, we realize that "Nature
knows best" (Commoner).

When we see the Bradley
Method as being equally appli-
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cable in the reawakening of Native human intelligence and
the re-emergence of a biological ecosystem, several corol
laries suggest themselves. F~t, we don't need to plant new
ideas in each others' minds. Ifwe can root out the alien ideas,
ecological insight springs forth spontaneously. We need to
know ourselves, to create an inventory of our mind, to learn
to recognize the ideas, feelings, habits, blockages that pi-e
vent us from exPeriencing our unity with Nature. Which
parts of us are harmonious with our larger system? How
can we compassionately root out destructive habits and con
ditioned ideas without unnecessary disturbance and self
hatred?

Second, start with the strength: there's nothing wrong
with preaching to the choir. In fact, it is more important to
strengthen the experience ofdeep ecology among those who
already love Nature and work for the Earth than to waste
energy trying to convince the CEO of Exxon about the im
portance of a biocentric ethic. Strengthening ecological
empathy and insights within the conservation community
will make it ever stronger and more capable of making in
roads into corporate cultJ1re, the Vatican, and other bastions
of anthropocentri sm. '

John Seed is thefounder ofRainforest Information Cen
tre (POB 368. Lismore. NSW 2480, Australia). and a glo
balleader in Councils ofAll Beings. For more information
on the Bradley Method. read Bringing Back The Bush 
The Bradley Method Of Bush Regeneration, by Joan Brad
ley. published by Lansdown Press. Sydney, 1988.

illustration by Kirsten Nielson



Population Problems

I

Carrying Capacity
and the Death of a Culture

A Tale of Two Autopsies

by William R. Catton Jr
ABSTRACT

Issues associated with the phrase"sustainable development" are clarified by careful analysis ofthe meaning
ofcarrying capacity. In their impressions ofcarrying capacity's effects, two explanationsfor the death ofa
memorable culture (Easter Island) differed fundamentally. One explanation was captive to apremature
notion ofacarrying capacity ceiling no population growth could ever penetrate. For the other, population
was seen as having grown until it did exceed the maximum sustainable load, thus having inflicted
environmental damage that reduced carrying capacity. The former view had to imagine a geological
catastrophe to account for the death. In the latter view, it was a case ofexcessive success provingfatal. A
proponent ofthe latter view regarded Easter Island as a"preview in microcosm" ofwhat may be happening
globally. As such, the Easter Island experience would have important implications for the social sciences.

INTRODUCTION

Orershooting

carrying capacity

can destroy aflourishing

culture. Collapse can be

imminent just when the culture

seems most successful.

The phrase "sustainable development" transcendedmere buzzword status to

become the theme for 180 national delegations convening in June 1992 at the
United Nations Conference on Fnvironment and Development This Earth Swn
mit in Rio de Janeiro brought together more heads of government than had ev~r

gathered for any previous purpose. It issued Agenda 21, an 800-page plan for
pursuing sustainable development, and adopted a T7-point Rio Declaration of sus
tainable development principles (Abramson 1992).

While the conference was hailed as both a success (Yulsman 1992) and as a
"massive failure" (Irvine and Ponton 1992; Sharma 1992), it is evident that sus
tainable development had different meanings for different people (see, for ex
ample, Smith 1992). It was thus possible for ethnocentric myopia to persist In
the industrialized countries, governments continued to regard sustainable devel
opment as a practice not obligatory for themselves but necessary only for nonin
dustrial nations (Herstgaard 1992).

Can development or "industrialization" ever really be sustainable? Ecologi
cally speaking, is the phrase an oxymoron (Stone 1992, p. xi)? For sociologists,
these questions should bring to mind Herbert Blumer's contention that inadequate
concepts are the main difficulty in attaining a "close and self-correcting-relation"
between social theory and the empirical world. Relying on ambiguous concepts,
he wrote, "keeps theory in [an] unrealistic realm" (Blwner 1954, p. 9)

Edit~r's note: A longer version of this article appeared in Sociological Inquiry, Vol. 63, No.2, May 1993 (published by University of Texas Press, POB 7819,
Ausun, TX 78713). The longer version includes endnotes, elaborating on some of the ideas and sources in this paper. -JD
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OVERCOMING CONCEPTUAL AMBIGUITY

Crossing disciplinary boundaries sometimes enhances
clarity. In regard to sociology, Wisniewski (1980) traced bio
logical scientists' development of an ecological concept hav
ing sustainabiliiy as its core element; he called' it a
"time-dependent carrying capacity concept." Its discernment
has been difficult even for the giants upon whose shoulders
we can now seek to stand. It is a concept that became essential
for comprehending the major change in our time.

Human loads that exceed carrying capacity strit'ls ecosys
tems. Ecological stresses translate into economic problems.
These, in turn, produce social stresses such as hunger, demor
alization, forced migration, higher infant mortality, and reduced
life expectancy (Brown 1981, p. 132) or sharpened group con
flict, sometimes leading to repressive government (Milbrath
1989, p. 37). Accordingly, the relevance of the concept of car
rying capacity in the social sciences has begun to be recog
nized (see Burch 1971, p. 49; Boultling 1978, pp. 63, 97;
Dunlap 1980, p. 7; Humphrey and Buttell982, p. 42; Campbell
1985, pp. 140-48; Milbrath 1989, p. 37).

But the usage of carrying capacity in the social sciences
has often been seriously flawed. The time dimension
sustainability- is often neglected. This is the flaw the present
study will address. Campbell (1985, p. 12), for example, de
fmed an environment's carrying capacity as "the use level be
yond which no major population increase will occur." Plausible
as that defmition may seem, the fact is that growing popula
tion loads do sometimes overshoot their environments' capaci
ties to sustain them (Catton 1980). Moreover, Campbell's
defmition fails to make .explicit the problem of anthropogenic
damageto the ecosystems upon which human societies depend.
Such damage iriduces eventual'load-reduction processes, even
including die-off. As Wisniewski (1980, p. 55) lamented, when
social scientists neglect carrying capacity's time dimension, it
changes the meaning of the concept, depriving it of an essen
tial component as developed among biological scientists. In
stead of "the maximum population that a given resource base
can sustain indefinitely, sociologists have focused," he said, "on
the maximum that can be achieved in the short run." The aim
of this paper is to demonstrate how fundamental that differ
ence can be.

CULTURAL MORALITY

The social sciences have, in effect. practiced "a denial of
the possibility that humans mightfail to adapt to changing en
vironmental conditions, including changes brought about by
human impact" (Dunlap 1980, p. 7). Cultures have died. Ac
cording to Feshbach and Friendly (1992), "When historians
fmally conduct an autopsy on Soviet Communism, they may
reach the verdict ofdeath by ecocide."A culture's death should
challenge social scientists to try to understand what caused the
once-flourishing institutions to fail. Why and how did the cul
ture perish? Even ifonly in quest of reassurance that this need
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not happen to us because our culture is "different" and our so
ciety "stronger," an earnest mind will occasionally produce an
epic cultural autopsy. A classic example appeared just when
the United States was emergmg as the first new nation: The
Decline and Fall ofthe Roman Empire (see Gibbon 1946, pp.
1221-22).

What we believe caused a culture's death could usefully
influence the way we pursue our own culture's goals, just as a
relative's death from lung cancer may change one's tolerance
of cigarette advertising. Autopsies of cultures can be enlight
ening, especially if we depart from Durkheim's (1950) rules
and recognize that it is not just social facts that can be external
and coercive. Ecological facts can also beextremely important for
a cultural autopsy.

Two very different published autopsies for the dead cul
ture of Easter Island are compared in the following pages. They
were published almost half a century apart, and it would be .
pointlessly superficial merely to declare the later one more
methodologically sophisticated or ethnologically better in
formed. That sort of difference is not the focal concern of this
comparison. It is much more instructive to examine the par
ticular difference in ecological insight that distinguishes the
two accounts. Both authors recognized that Easter Island's ter
ritory implied limited population-supporting resources. Nei
ther account was constrained by Durkheim's (1950, p. 145)
insis~ence that "a social fact can be explained only by another
social fact" (because their authors did not happen to be soci
ologists) so each saw that major social consequences could flow
fr0D! resource limits. It was in their understanding of the then
inchoate carrying capacity concept that the two differed fun
damentally. One author saw carrying capacity as an impen
etrable population ceiling; the other author saw it as a threshold
that could be unsustainably overshot.

Because of this difference, one of the autopsies offered
no guidance to non-Easter Islanders for avoiding an equiva
lent demise, whereas the other autopsy could be significant as .
a warning to the world today (and a validation of the need for
that Earth Summit). An implicit conception ofcarrying capac
ity devoid of the sustainability-over-time element made im
plausible to one investigator what became evident to the
other-that a population sufficiently numerous to have done
prodigious amounts'of monument construction could have in
habited the island for a while, at the cost of destroying its later
capability of even supporting much reduced numbers.

CARRYING CAPACITY: The Essential Concept

Before looking into the autopsies, let us strive for the
clearest possible understanding of carrying capacity. Consider
first some of the sentences by an unorthodox contemporary
economist, Herman Daly; they are based on simple but fun<!a
mental physics and express principles that ought to be more
obvious to more people than they have been:

Since matter and energy cannot be created, production
inputs must 1?e taken from the environment, which leads to
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depletion. Since matter and energy cannot be destroyed, an equal amount ofmatter
and energy in theform ofwaste must be returned to the environment, leading to pol
lution. Hence lower rates of throughput lead to less depletion and pollution, high
rates to more.... A definite limit to the size ofmaintenanceflows ofmatter and energy
is setby ecologiall thresholds which, ifexceeded, cause a breakdown ofthe system.
(1980,pp. 1~17,eDlphasisadded)

Rates of throughput depend on both the nUDlber of users of the envirollDlent and
their per capita level of-use of its resources. But the "definite limit" Daly Dlentions is
not a limit on population; it is a limit on Dlaintenance flows of Dlatter and energy.
Note, too, that Daly speaks of ecological thresholds, not ceilings. They can be ex
ceeded, but at a dire price (breakdown of the systeDl) .

.On a global scale today, iDlportant thresholds are being exceeded. In the words of
the head of the Worldwatch Institute:

Overfishing, overgrazing, and deforestation have become widespread. As demand
exceeds the sustainable yield ofbiological yYstems, we begin to consume the pro
ductive resource base itself, engaging in the biological eqUivalent ofdeficit financ
ing. (Brown 1981, p. 6, eDlphasis added)

The sustainable yields of fisheries, pasturelands, and forests alluded to by Lester
Brown are eXaDlples of the ecolo~cal thresholds Dlentioned by.Daly. So the itali
cized phrases in both of these quotations express the carrying capacity concept.

In explaining the concept to sociology students, I have found it useful to begin
by stating a very general axiODl:

For any use ofany environment there is a use-intensity that cannot be exceeded
without reducing that environment ~ future suitabilitY for that use.

This axiODl is Dlerely a condensed, Dlore abstract, restateDlent of those sentences
froDl Daly. Restating the idea this way enables Dle to convey then a coDlpletely gen
eral and explicitly tiDle-dependent definition of carrying capacity:

General definition: Carrying capacity is the maximum use ofa given kind that a
·particular environment can endure year after year without losing its SUitability for
that use.

Carrying capacity was "originally" defmed in less general tefDls, however, be
cause it was defmed by people with an occupational focus on the capacity of range
land or pastures to support gaDle or livestock. Within any such aniDlal species (other
than Homo sapiens), the inter-individual variation in adult resource deDlands and
envirollDlental iDlpacts was usually so rniniDlal that it was reasonable to take a head
count of the user population as the scale upon which to Dleasure carrying capacity. So
it was defmed (for ranching or range DlanageDlent) generally as follows:

Bioscience definition: Carrying capacity is the maximum population ofa given
species that a particular environment can support indefinitely. .

The word "indefmitely"Dleant without degradation of the envirollDlent's qual
ity, that is, without loss of essential life-supporting characteristics. Carrying capacity
was seen, in short, as the DlaxiDlUDllevel of a user species's "sustainable harvest" of
SODle limiting resource, but it was stated as the DlaXiDlUDl nUDlber of users, since one
user was essentially interchangeable with another. I have called this the bioscience
defmition because this is the fOfDl the definition took in the literature of ecology and
related biological sciences, applied as well as pure.
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For hwnans, however, with culture (including higWy
varied technologies and remarkably diverse forms of social
organization), per capita demands and impacts can easily
differ from one social class to another or from one culture
to another by ratios of 100 or more to 1 (see Lenski and
Lenski 1982, pp. 256,323,325). Accordingly, hwnan-car
iying capacity has to be defmed so as to take such inter
individual or inter-cultural differences into account:

Human carrying capacity definition: Human carrying
capacity is the maximum population eqUipped with a given
technology and a given type ofsocial organization that a
particular environment can support indefinitely.

Since the "load" a human population imposes on a sup
porting ecOsystem involves all three dimensions-popula
tion, technology, and organization (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1990,
p. 58; Duncan 1961)-the definition would reduce to:

Short general definition: Carrying capacity is the maxi
mum sustainable load.

lbis short defmition returns us to the high level of gen
erality from which I started by stating that axiom- and we
see the bioscience defmition (rancher/range manager's defi
nition) as well as·the human-carrying capacity definition as
special cases.

The hard part of the concept has been the element of
sustainability - the idea that what matters is the load an en
vironment can endure long term, not just for a short period
in which depletion and pollution have nofyet made the en
vironment unsupportive. Emphasis on sustainability has
eluded not only social s~entists but sometimes even biolo
gists. According to Odwn (1989, p. 158), "Biologists gen
erally defme carrying capacity as the nwnber or biomass of
organisms that a given habitat can support." Conspicuously
absent is the important additional word "indefinitely" with
which the defmition would be complete. So even among bi
ologists the importance of specifying a time frame has notbeen
in shatp focus; until recently their textfx?oks have not lyJically
been explicit about sustainability. .

Further, even those authors of biological texts who are
best known for sounding alarms about overpopulation and
environmental damage have had difficulty addressing the
question of sustainability in such a way as not to leave the
impression ofcarrying capacity as an impenetrable ceiling.
For example, Ehrlich, Ehrlich, and Holdren (1977, p. 99)
defmed carrying capacity just as ''the maximwn nwnberof
individuals that can be supported ina given environment."

COMPARING TWO AUTOPSIES

Now back to fmite Easter Island, separated by some 2000
kilometers of Pacific Ocean from the nearest other human habi
tat. Modem scholars, impressed by the immensity of hwnan
effort represented in the hundreds of giant stone statues and
platforms arrayed along its perimeter, have wondered how there
could have been a sufficiently ilwnerous labor force on this
island to have done all that work. Our two cultural autopsies
inferred very different answers to the puzzle because they dif~

fered in awareness of the issues of sustainability in thinking
about carrying capacity.

The Geological Event Autopsy'
Te Rangi' Hiroa (Sir Peter Buck) called it ''the greatest

compliment ever paid to an efficient stone-age people." Cer
tain Western scholars had attributed Easter Island's monwnent
building culture "to a mythical people who never existed"
(Buck 1958, p. 245) - a people preswned to have been at least
more nwnerous, and perhaps better equipped, than the Easter
Islanders were thought to have been. That implicitly compli
mentary hYPothesis formed the core of our first "autopsy re
port" on the death of Easter Island's culture. By supposing the
work force had to have been more nwnerous than the island
could ever hav~ supported and then attributing the abrupt end
of their work to a geological event, this earlier interpretation
missed seeing this cultural demise as an ecological omen. (The
later autopsy, aided by further scientific discoveries and work
ing from sounder ecological asswnptions, found, as we shall
see, that the culture had died from its own success.)

Easter Island's "geological event autopsy" appeared in The
Riddle of the Pacific, a book from the prolific and eloquent
pen of John Macmillan Brown (1924). Were the civilization
of Europe to vanish through climate change and land submer
gence,said Brown (1924, p. 1), leaving only a fragment of the
south of"England standing O\lt solitary as the "island of
Westminster with its Abbey, we should have an Easter Island
of the Atlantic." If the memory of the British Empire had faded
to "a mere shred of tradition" then ~ visitor from elsewhere
lookiDg at the ruins would have, he suggested, a task of de
scription and explanation comparable to that facing visitors to
Easter Island.

Essential resources, he also supposed, had had to be im
ported. Easter Island "has never had a forest tree upon it till
this past halfcentury," Brown (1924, p. 258) mistakenly wrote,
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"and those that now grow on it are shorn low by the winter
, winds. It is inexplicable how the beams could have been

got on it for the levering of the great stone or for making
sleds large enough to keep the gigantic statues intact in tran
sit." When Brown spent five months on the island near the
end of his academic career it was indeed virtually treeless,
but instead of assuming it had always been thus, it is unfor
tunate (as we shall see) that he did not consider deforesta
tion by past human use as an explanation for the
environmental condition so evident to his eyes.

His own previously robust health declined, apparently

from malnutrition, during his stay on the island; he had to
do without fruit and green vegetables, subsisting mainly on
the local mutton from the sheep that were grossly under
nourished because the local rancher was, in Brown's words,
"running far too many sheep for the acreage" (Brown 1974, ,
p. xxx). As this observation suggests, Brown's decades. of
residence in pastoral New Zealand had nurtured a general
awareness of something akin to carrying capacity. For sheep,

. at least, he seemed to realize the flock could be too numer
0us for its own good. His implicit criterion of "too numer
ous," however, was the harm suffered by the present sheep,
not the damage inflicted by them on the pasture, diminish
ing its ability to nourish future sheep. So his outlook re
flected something closer to the concept later denoted by the
phrase "optimum population" than to the concept of carry
ing capacity.

Despite Brown's opinion of the sheep, it did not occur
to him that human sculptors and other workers might like
wise have subsisted for a time on quantities of sustenance
materials the island could temporarily but not permanently
supply. So he supposed the hundreds of statues (mom) and
huge masonry platforms (ahu) represented the work of a
labor force drawn from a now-vanished hinterland. For him,
this supposition seemed consistent with visible evidence of
a very sudden stoppage of the monument construction.
There being now no hinterland in existence, he posited sub
mergence ofa former archipelago, a thoroughly non-anthro
pogenic cause of death for the culture. Had a sprawling
Polynesian empire indeed sunk beneath the sea, the
drama might be intensely fascinating and worthy of much
study, but few of us would have much need nor any abil
ity to take evasive or preventive measures against the
remote possibility of any such submergence of the lands
on which we live.

The Overshoot Autopsy
On the other hand, careful consideration of the repercus

sions of "running far too many sheep for the acreage" could
have practical policy implications, cautioning us to prevent
damage to our habitat (and our posterity's lives) correspond
ing'to what the excessive sheep were inexorably doing to theirs.

More appropriate assumptions underlie the subsequent
alternative explanation for the tennination of the Easter Island
culture. The "<?vershoot autopsy," as I shall call it, is an ac
count supported by accumulated evidence from various disci
plines since Brown's time. Its useful ¥sumptions can be
glimpsed in the following sentence by anthropologist William
Mulloy (1970, p. 15): "In a typically human fashion theirsuc
cess appears to have carried with it the seed of its own destruc
tion." This sentence appears in Mulloy's "Foreword" to a book
about Easter Island by the resident Catholic priest, the late Fa
ther Sebastian Englert, who ministered for many years to its
relict Polynesian population.

Englert and his friend Mulloy assumed that a population
supported by this lone island had indeed produced the culture's
material remains. Mulloy saw it as "typically human" that the
success of that population in exploiting the island's resources
to develop a flourishing culture had led to their downfall. He
saw no need to invoke some unpreventable geological catas
trophe. Because Mulloy saw cultural success sowing the "seeds
ofdestruction," he could explicitly suggest Easter Island should
serve as a warning to other portions of humanity. In the fate of
its inhabitants, he thougtit we could "see a preview in micro
cosm of what may ultimately be the fate of the whole of man
kind" (Mulloy 1967, p. 78), unless by careful contemplation
of that preview we learn to avert its ultimate tragic recurrence.

Ecosystem constraints were obviously central to Mulloy's
autopsy of Easter Island, for he explained that "an effective
equilibrium betweenpopulation and resoUrces rarely lasts long
in any culture." Further, he clearly did recognize that the hu

,man load could grow until it temporarily overshot the island's

'sustainable ability to support it.

WHY SUCH DIFFERENT AUTOPSIES?

Mulloy's views developed in the course of almost twenty:
three years of participating in archeological excavations on
Easter Island. Brown's interpretation of the Easter Island saga
had been based on decades of inquiry into the language and
culture ofother Polynesians elsewhere in the Pacific (see Brown
1907,1911, 1920) plus a five-month stay onEasterIslanddur-
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ing which he absorbed much native lore and examined every
. visible platform and statue. His perceptions were those of a
comparative linguist; Mulloy's were the product of direct ex
perience with archaeological digging and reasoning. Archae
ology has more occasion than comparative linguistics to
encounter concepts and principles of ecology. Both Brown and
Mulloy sensed the importance that Easter Island was a small
environment with limited resources, but Mulloy's work else
where had more nearly sensitized him to issues of sustainabil
ity than had Brown's previous studies.

Brown evidently saw Easter Island's fIniteness as an ab
solute limit to population growth. The idea that by destroying .
the future a load could temporarily exceed ciuTying capacity
was inconceivable to him. To Mulloy it was conceivable.

IMPRISONED BY AN IDEA

Oddly enough, Brown was on Easter Island at. a time when
it ~as actually reported to have gone missing! In an introduc
tion to his posthumously published Memoirs, his daughter.
wrote that she had been in London at the time and had seen "a
report in the paper which said Easter Island had disappeared.
A ship had passoo where it should have been and it was pot
there. "Fortunately," she added, "the ship was wrong" (Brown
1974, p.xxx).

Why didn't this apparent navigational error, evidence of
the fallibility of reports of island submergence, suffice to dis
abuse Brown ofhis belief in the former existence of a surround
ing archipelago for which Easter Island supposedly had served
as an imperial center? In view oflong-standipg knowledge that
"the apparent sinking of the coast observed by the departing
sailor simply results from the general curvature of the liquid
sphere," as pointed out by Dante in a 1320 A.D. lecture in
Verona (Suess [1885] 1906, p. 6), why had Brown, as a former
professor of classics, not discounted Polynesian legends of is
lands sinking under the water as emigrant canoes departed from
view? (See Brown 1924, pp. 39-4i; Maziere 1968, p. 41).

It turns out that the submergence hypothesis had been a
part of Brown's thinking for a long time. A cleverly satirical
novel he had written'(under the pen name Godfrey Sweven)
entitled RiallaTo: The Archipelago ofExiles was published in
1897 and followed in 1903 by an ingenious sequel, Lirrlanora:
The Island ofProgress. Limonara was a fIctitious island at the
center of an extensive archipelago. Its citizens had tamed a
volcano and used its energy to build a high civilization with
sciences far advailced beyond those of the surrounding islands
(or of real nations in the early part of the twentieth century),

but in the end the limanorans were compelled by the submer
gence of their own island as well as the surrounding ones to
flee from Earth to outer space.

Not only in these novels, containing imaginative antici
pations of such modem technology as lasers and spacecraft,
but also in his serious scholarship, Brown committed himself
to the submergence idea years before his visit to Easter Island.
In a paper read before the Wellington Philosophical Society,
Brown (1911, p. 193) said that "some exceptional, ifnotcata
strophic, goad of nature" was needed to explain why the
Polynesians, lacking even a compass, had learned oceanic navi
gation. For Brown, that extraordinary stimulus consisted in "the
subsidence, probably often slow, but probably as often sud
den, of the central island zone of the Pacific that stretches south
east from the southern end of Japan across the Equator, even
as far as Easter Island. This manifestly went on for hundreds
of thousands of years; and any humans that got on to the is
lands of this zone would, time and again, have to go off the
best way they could fmd in search of other standing places in
the great flux of waters."

Brown believed that nowhere else in the wo~ld's history
had any h~anpopulation been goaded so forcefully into re
peated emigration.

Why did he not embrace instead the idea that emigration
might result from overpopulating a formerly ampie habitat?
His conviction that so many Pacific islands had been submerged
after becoming humanly populated had grown from his fre
quent 'encounters with the idea as a common feature of
Polynesian traditions (Barthel 1978, p. 5). Rather than discount
ing such traditions as unscientifIc hyperbole, Brown (91924,
p.47) was persuaded that "most geologists who study the whole
surface and crust of the earth" believed in a former Pacific
continent, now submerged. He reproduced two maps from the
original French edition of Edmond Perrier's The Earth Before
History ([1922]) 1925) to illustrate the ''foundering'' of that
hypothetiealland mass. But Perrier was neither "most geolo
gists" nor even one by profess~on;he was professor of com- •
parative anatomy, and the geological assertions inhis book were
incidental to other matters indicated by its subtitle: "Man's
Origin and the Origin of life."

Brown appears to exemplify the following principle:
'There is nothing more difficult than to disembarrass the mind
of a preconceived idea" (Huddart 1877, p. 26). As was pointed
out by the great pioneer of experimental medicine, .Qaude
Bernard ([1865] 1957, p. 148), a person can be "the prisoner
of his ideas, ifhe does not learn to question nature for himself,
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and if he does not possess suitable and pecessary tools."
What Bemard ([1865] 1957,p. 141) called "misconceived
erudition" can be a major obstacle to the advancement of
knowledge.

However, certain mistakes are, as Bernard ([1865]
1957, p. 42) wisely noted, "inherent in their period, so that
only the subsequent progress of science can reveal them."
In the sixty-odd years after Brown's visit, much has been
learned about Easter Island, Polynesian ringration, and so
on, and this new knowledge has greatly reduced the
"riddle" (Golson 1965; Emory 1972; Levison, Ward, and
Webb 1973; Bellwood 1978; McCall 1979; McCoy 1979;
Kirch 1979,1989;Terrelll986;Feinberg 1988; Heyerdahl
1989). Moreover, advances in earth science since Brown
(1924) wrote The Riddle of the Pacific have greatly di
minished ,the plausibility of submergence theory. Geolo
gists no longer accept the nineteenth century analogy of
the Earth to a wrinkled apple, whereby folded mountains
were viewed as effects of a cooling and therefore shrink
ing interior disturbing the once smooth skin of a larger
sphere (Dietz 1970, p. 129). Brown evidently accepted this
view without misgivings. Today it is no longer assumed
that the Earth began in a molten state, ripped by a passing
star from the body of the sun. Instead, protoplanets are now
believed to have resulted by condensation'ofcosmic clouds
ofdust and gas, with their internal temperature rising rather
than falling as their density increased (Urey 1970).

In addition, since Brown's time much more has to
come to be known about the ocean bottoms. In Ale 1960s
it all took on coherent meaning with acceptance of the
theory of plate tectonics (Stewart 1990, pp. 1-2), vindicat
ing at last many parts of the hypothesis of "continental
drift" set forth by a German scientist, Alfred Wegener
(1924). A sunken Pacific continent is now known to be
totally mythical. Easter Island lies on the East Pacific
Ridge, the volcanic birthplace of new sea bottom material
that drives the spreading ocean floors and thereby causes
trenches to form adjacent to the continents by the subduction
of oceanic plates under continental plates, thus raising up
coastal mountain ranges and accounting for the concen
tration ofearthquakes along ocean perimeters (Murphy and
Nance 1992).

It is therefore clear that in all probability any such ar
chipelago in the vicinity of Easter Island as Brown envi
sioned never existed and never could have drowned a
human culture by submerging.

IRRUPTION AND CRASH

Therefore let us now turn to the alternati\.'e autopsy, re
ported principally in papers by Mulloy (1967, 1974), ~ well
as in the bo.ok by Englert (1970). The Polynesian inhabitants
of Easter Island were descendants of perhaps no more than a
few canoe loads of refugees from other Polynesian islands far
to the west, probably driven from their former home by con
flict arising from population pressure (see Buck '1958, p. 99,
who discerned population growth as the "goad of nature"
Brown had supposed was due to submergence). Had these
emigrants passed by this speck of land nearly twenty cen
turies ago, they would have starved in their canoes on an
endless sea, for there was no inhabitable land beyond for some
3600 kilometers.

For perhaps sixteen 'centuries, the 'descendants of these
colonizerS became more and more numerous and gradUally
.exploited the resources of Easter Island to their fullest extent.
Using cultural techniques their ancestors had learned in their
former home islands, the colonists learned to adapt their tech
niques to the special characteristics of this island's terrain and
resources. As the human load increased, protective bush had
to be cleared to put even the marginal land under cultivation.
Human society came to dominate the once natural environment
as effectively as it does in any modern nation (Mulloy 1974, p.
29). But even in their originally well endowed habitat, the
people of Easter Island were subject to carrying capacity lim
its (McCoy 1979, p. 160), and population crash was the se
quel to excessive population growth. In the crash process there
was severe social conflict and the enormous and distinctive
statues thes_e islanders had been carving and erecting for gen
erations were maliciously toppled.

Despite, or perhaps because of, .their extreme isolation,
the Easter Islanders developed an amazingly complex version
of Polynesian culture. Following inferences by Mulloy and
others, we might say it came to include a class structure with
sufficient coercive power to bring together large crews of la
borers who accomplished prodigious public works projects. An
extensive network ofroads was built to transport the huge moai
from quarries in the crater of Rano Raraku to seaside ahu
erected alOlig the island's perimeter. Dwellings, refuges, cre
matory platforms, and masonry-walled agricultural terraces to
conserve the limited soil were also built.

The number of person 'years of labor represented by all of
this was so enormous it made plausible Brown's hypothesis of
workers coming from a surrounding archipelago to supplement •
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a supposedly insufficient local labor force. But in the ac
tual absence of any such other lands, food for the burgeon
ing Blster Island labor force had to be grown on the volcanic
land ofjust {his isl~d and harvested from the adjacent sea.
If some people were to specialize i.n religious monument
construction, as large nUmbers must have done, others had
to specialize in food production. The necessary specializa
tion could only have_developed if social norms arose that
required one group to support the other. But such norms
would have been precarious.(Blau 19TI, pp. 185-242).

Brown (1924, p. 258)believed no timber had grown
on Blster Island to provide beams large ~nough for engi
neering use. Analysis of pollen deposits in the island's bogs
(Heyerdahl 1968, p. 134; Englert 1970, p. 29) has since
shown that much of the 116-square kilometer surface was
forested when people first arrived. The treeless condition
observed by Brown was the result of the CQlonizers' increas
ingly numerous descendants cutting down and using even
trees that ,needed to be left in place to stabilize soils and
water supplies. A serious water supply deficiency was one
result of this anthropogenic deforestation. A worsening
wood shortage presumably not only disrupted the tasks of
moving and erecting the multi-ton stone images, but also
must have altered housing styles, and coUld have made such
domestic functions as cooking increasingly problematic.
Were Durkheim alive now to confront this information, ei
ther he would be obliged to regard the altered ecosystem as
a social fact, or he' would need to amend his dictum that
only a social fact can explain another social fact.

More stringently limiting to further cultural progress
than even the resource depletion itself was the fallibility of
social organization under such ecological pressure
(Durkheim again take note!). The population crash that
began arotmd 1680 A.D. (as shown by radiocarbon.dating
and genealogical evidence) started with a devastating war
between two distinct groups into which the islanders had
become socially differentiated, the Hanau Momoko and the
Hanau £epe. The latter were Virtually wiped out (Metraux
1940, pp. 69-73; Heyerdahll989, pp. 198-200). After this
episode of genocide, human numbers continued to decline
due to repeatedly disrupted food-producing activities, mu-,
tual raiding by local bands of survivors, and disease. With
the advent of European contact in the eight~nth century,
the problems of disease were greatly aggravated and con
founded by slave raids upon the island population (Englert

. 1970, pp. 129-52).

DISASTROUS OVERLOAD

Consider 'now the problem of estimating the maximum
pre-crash population. First of all, it was pfesumably a good
deal larger than the number still living at the time of Europe
ans' discOvery of Blster Island, less than two generations after
the genocidal war. In 1722 there were thought to be about 3000
to 4000 BlsterIslanders (Mulloy 1974, p. 31). Suppose, there
fore, that before the crash began, the pOpulation density on
Blster Island was merely comparable to that of another coun
try that underwent crash, one that already had reasonably good
census procedures: peasant Ireland. There the sustenance base
relied upon by so many peoplew~ also destroyed; it waselimi

'nated in 1845 by the potato blight. Just by multiplying Easter
Island's area by the p.re-blight density figure for Ireland, we
get an estimate of about 12,000 for the pre-crash Easter Island
population. Can there be any real meaning for a figure arrived
at so unconventionally? During my personal conversation wi'th
Professor Mulloy at the UD;iversity of Wyoming in 1973, I
.learned that he had been deeply impressed by the enormous '
abundance of stone foundations of dwellings discovered all
over Blster Island during his years of research there. He be
lieved these indicated a population dense enough to have been
'conceivably that numerous before the crash.

An archaeologist with the Norwegian expedition in 1955
56 commented on the difficulty of believing,all the architec
tural remains dotting the landscape so profusely could have
been in use all at the same time. "For if they had, the island

, had certainly seen a period of overpopulation" (Ferdon 1966,
p. 39). Therein lies the fundamental difference between the two
autopsies we are comparing. Macmillan Brown supposed, in
effect, that the island never could have been overpopulated.
For him, the unspoken concept ofcarrying capacity was a ceil
ing; population could never have exceeded it. For Mulloy, the
almost spoken concept of carrying capacity included implic
itly the sustainability issue; it was possible for a population to
overshQOt its habitat's carrying capacity for a while by "con
suming the productive resource base itself' (to use Lester
BrolYn's phrase).

Here was the force that proved fatal to Blster Island cul
ture. Following the genocidal war, communities scattered over
the island are believed (~ have turned into predatory bands
encroaching on each other's marked land areas and fishing
zones, leading to swift and violent retaliation, and prompting
esc3Iation ofprobable previous ritual cannibalism into outright
sustenance cannibalism..All this indicated to Father Englert
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(1970, p. 138), despite his church's pronatalist tradition, that
"the island was suffering from overpopulation."

Probably during the period of great public works a nicely
balanced organization provided food for everyone. As this be
came harder to maintain, when the population grew, violence
disrupted the balance. Much food-producing work became
more difficult or impossible, with crops being burned or oth
erwise destroyed, and quite suddenly all the people suffered
sharply increased deprivarion. Attempts to alleviate this by more
violence against neighbors further disrupted food production,
and the situation became.progressively worse.

Thus, to reconcile repeated estimations that Easter Island
could sUpPOrt only 3000 or 4000 people and those indications
of a much higher pre-crash maximum population, a clear un
derstanding was needed of the way populations are affected
by ecosystem constraints. Carrying capacity, understood as the
largest load that will not degrade the environment and reduce
its power to provide for the user population's needs, does not
denote an impenetrable ceiling. As a number of authors cited
by Wisniewski (1980) had shown, carrying capacity has a.time
dimension. There is an important difference between the maxi
mum load that can exist briefly versus the load thatcan be sup
ported indeftnitely.

It is not really uncommon for populations (of various spe
cies) to overshoot their environment's carfYing capacity. When .
they do, the ensuing environmental degradation causes them
to die back to a much smaller number. Eventually their much
less numerous descendants may oscillate around the reduced
carfYing capacity.

For Easter Island, then, perhaps the population it could
have supportedpermanently "could never have exceeded three
or four thousand" (Mulloy 1967, p. 76). Yet Mulloy may have
been equally correct in suggesting that the load had once
reached several times that magnitude. The evidence that the
island had been heavily populated, suffered genocidal warfare
and postwar chaos, and by various means become depopulated
until there remained in 1877 no more than 111 souls (Mulloy
1974, p. 31) indicates very strongly the overshoot-crash sequence.

It becomes eminently understandable why the cultural
remains found on Easter Island appeared under the fIrst au
topsy to be the aftermath of a geological catastrophe that de
prived a central place of its once-extensive supporting
hinterland Any island that once had a human population sev
eral times larger than its carrying capacity, so that the deple
tion of essential resources (such as timber) would have been
swift and severe, would be a place whose population would

have lost its means of support as inexorably as by the submer
gence of a hinterland archipelago.

Consider f~ally how these ~plemight have put them
selves in such a predicament. Suppose there were no more than
fIfty origina1 colonists, free to begin raising their chickens and
kumaras and exploiting the previously uninhabited island with
out competition, and suppose in responding to this opportu
nity they had increased in the fIrst generation after settlement
by no more than eight additional persons. A continuation of

. that unimpressive rate of increase (16 percent per generation)
w'ould have resulted after just l(lOO years in an island popula
tion of nearly 19,000 persons.

Growth six times that rapid-100 percent per generation
is regarded by biologists as our species's "intrinsic rate of in
crease," the rate at which we are capable of multiplying if
unimpeded (Birdsell 1957). The actual rate of population in
crease among modern-day Easter Islanders, "replenishing their
earth" since the crash "bottomed out" in 1877, has run about
95 percent per generation, as can be readily calculated from
the various head-counts reported by Mulloy (1974, p. 31).

Radiocarbon dates show that some of the huge ahu plat
forms were built about ten centuries (forty generations) before
the genocidal war that terminated cultural growth around 1680
A.D.. Thus, even if we were to let those ten centuries serve as
our estimate of the time between original settlement and the
big war, it is clear that a very modest growth rate ofonly one
sixth of the "intrinsic rate" for our species would have suffIced
to result in severely overshooting (and thereby seriously damag- .
ing) the island's human carrying capacity. A'crash had to follow.

IMPLICATIONS

The rate of the increase per generation for the population
of the world ovet the two centuries since the industrial revolu
tion his been comparable to the rate imputed. to Easter Island
.ers 'in the foregoing calculation; world population in the
industrial era has grown, on average, at the ostensibly modest
rate of a little over one-sixth of the intrinsic rate which would
have doubled it each generation. (The rate of increase has in-

. creased beyond that average in the twentieth century.) But we
have equipped ourselves in this industrial era with resource
consuming and environment-impacting technology so that the
global ecological load (population times per capita resource
appetite) has grown close to 100 percent per generation. To
recognize this is to substantiate Mulloy's view that Easter Is
landers' disastrous success can be regarded as a "preview in
p:Jicrocosm,"
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Even if we focus on the demographic dimension alone,
our contemplation of Easter Island should clarify at least the
following point. Phenomenal growth of hwnan nUmbers and
even the rise in living standards since the time of Malthus have
not refuted his analysis, however many minds may have con
strued them as so doing. Loads can grow exponentially but
carrying capacity may not. .

Malthus was mistaken in quite another way, in asserting
"that population must always be kept down to the means of
subsistence" (Appelman 1976, p. 15). He was wrong to in
clude the word "always," as ifcarrying capacity must operate
as an impenetrable ceiling. As we must now understand, there
can be temporary increases of population (or of load, as well)
beyond ostensibly fixed "means of subsistence" if some us
ers subsist on capital rather than income by overfishing fish
eries, overgrazing pastures, "mining" farmlands with
topsoil-depleting intensive agriculture, and generally relying
on the use of nonrenewable resources and using renewable
resources faster than their rates of renewal. These practices
are, as some Third World delegates at Rio must have recog
nized, characteristic of industrial societies.

So there are a nwnber of specific conclusions to be drawn
from Mulloy's "preview in microcosm" and from compari
son of the two autopsies:

(a) Carrying capacity has been an elusive concept, with
the issue of sustaiilability being often neglected or distorted. .
When we use the phrase "sustainable development," empha
sis must be on the adjective.

(b) Ignorance of sustainable carrying capacity limits, or of
means for staying within them, is dangerous to human welfare.

(c) Surpassirig what Malthus and Macmillan Brown sup
posed was a ceiling is cause not for celebration but for appre
hension.limits exceeded are not limits re~f(l.Overshooting
carrying capacity can destroy a flourishing culture. Collapse
can be imminentjust when the culture seems most successful.

(d) Half a century of valuable lead time toward averting
that kind of global disastermay have been lost when evidence
of a self-inflicted cultural fatality in microcosm was mistaken
for evidence of an unpreventable geological event.
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(e) Discovery of valid knowledge about the life and death
of hwnan cultures can depend upon research and advancements
in many different sciences, not just research within conventional
boundaries of academic sociology or anthropology. In the real
world, to remain as parochial as Durkheim's dictwn unfortu
nately taught us to be can disable social science.

(f) Insofar as hwnans, no less truly than other animal spe
cies, are involved in (and dependent upon) ecosystem processes,
the social sciences especially need familiarity with principles
and concepts of ecology.

For at least the last decade, even among people who have
accepteP the idea of "limits to growth," there has been a ten
dency to asswne that the load may be approaching but has not
yet reached carrying capacity (see Smith 1992,p. 7). It has been
commonplace to write or talk of a need to "slow" our rate of
increase. Some who have come to feel more urgency than oth
ers are anxious to stop growth soon or, more euphemistically,
they seek to "stabilize" population.

Just after the Earth Summit in Rio an organization called
Carrying Capacity Network convened a "National Carrying
Capacity Issues Conference" in Washington, D.C., drawing dis
tinguished speakers from most regions of the United States who
represented a wide assortment of disciplines. The issue of sus
tainability was clearly articulated in their presentations. There
was near consensus among them that the world and the United
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States have both already surpassed their
respective human carrying capacities.

Ifwe are in fact already living in the
carrying capacity deficit era, then the
second Easter Island autopsy serves not
just as a warning to decelerate growth.
It becomes instead an indication of all
urgent need to devise the means to
achieve an inevitable load reduction in
,some way that will be more humane than
what occurred on Easter Island.
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Population Problems'

The· 1994 ICP&D
International Conference on Population and tJevelopm'ent

T:
e third world population gathering will be .
held in Cairo, Egypt, September 1994, with
voting delegations from some 150 nations.

These gatherings are sponsored by the United Na
tions. The frrst was in 1974 in Bucharest, Rumania.
The second was in 1984 in Mexico City.

. At 1974's, thebasich~righttofamilyplan
ning information and materials was proclaimed. In
partbecause of the US Reagan administration's anti
abortion views, the 1984 gathering did little more
than repeat what happened in 1974. Though hopes
are high that important goals will be proclaimed at
Cairo, results may prove dangerously modest.

In July 1993 the US Clinton administration
suggested adopting the modest goal of stabilizing
global human population under ten billion. A major
defect of prior conferences was procedural. Plenary
sessions considered only matters upon which prIor
"consensus" had been reached. Will there be con
sensus on " ...a stable world population of under ten
billion people..."? (page 11 of the US delegation's
7/93 suggestions to the 1994 ICP&D).

As of mid 1994, world population is some 5.7
billion people. Our annual growth is nearly 100 mil
lion. Unless present trends change, we could exceed
ten billion before 2035. Two groups that might block
consensus are Vatican representatives and extreme
feminists. The Vatican (or Holy See) is considered a
nation. As a UN member, the Vatican will have a vote
at the ICP&D. Extreme feminists areh~d from in
articles such as Ms. Chesler's in the Sunday NY
Times Magazine of Feb. 6, 1994.

Most feminists, even many extremists, favor a
goal of stopping human population growth. But ex-
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tremists might put their priority on education for
women, equal rights, and better medical treatment,
ignoring ending population growth. Women's rights
issues are important, all civilized persons agree. The
difficulty is priorities. Which goals have priority if
ranking becomes essential?

What should be humanity's number one glo
bal priority at this time in history is apt to be stone
walled. This need, of course, is to achieve less and
less human birthing all over Earth. The Clinton ad
ministration, in its July 1993 twenty-nine pages of
suggestions, was silent about couples stopping after
a second birth. The widespread taboo against urging
couples to birth less needs to be broken - this year.

Unless a time-goal is set by which to have glo
bal growth end (say, by the year 2003), the ICP&D
will not be a success. Unless couples living birth
free are not only supported, but also praised, the
ICP&D will be a farce.

These two, plus a statement tllat no one ought
to birth more than twice, would constitute a mild
success. Staying birth-free should be proclaimed best
for all humankind while world births remain more
than deaths. Proclaiming these four - 1) a time-goal
to stop growth, 2) praise for being birth-free, 3) stop
at two, and 4) birth-free being best for all - would
be success. None require funding to proclaim.

PleaSe write US President Clinton (White
House, Washington, DC 20500) urging him to at
tend and make the above four goals his minimum
agenda. For more information, write to GRB (Glo
bally Responsible Birthing), Rt. 1, Box 28,
DeLancey, NY 13752.

-Richard Bowers, G8f3founder



Readings

STAYING PUT

\

Bo'ok Reviews

FISH: An' Enthusiast's Guide

,

by Scott ~ussell Sanders, Beacon Press, Boston, 1993; 203p.

With his latest book, Staying Put, Scott Russell Sand
ers takes his place among the most notable writers ofplace
working today, along with Gary Snyder, Terry Tempest
Williams and Wendell Berry. Sanders place is the Ohio
River watershed, which he has also written about in The
Paradise ofBombs and Stone Country..

Sanders chronicles well the history of the region, from
the early mound builders to the industrial boosters who
have held sway of late. He writes ofhow Herbert Hoover
opened a series of dams on the Ohio in 1929: "I am proud
to be the President who witnesses the completion of its
improvement...'~ .

Scott is really at his best story telling. He writes of
Mr. Sivvy, who used horses to collect maple syrup along
the Mahoning River, because the noise of the tractor would
disturb the trees. Of the fundamentalist preacher Jeremiah
Lofts, who one day lay down his tools and gave up all
work except preaching. It seems Lofts had been praying
on Ledge Hill, and the Lord spoke to him from the stars,
saying the world would end that July, "Because we have
been wicked in our use of the earth, and the Lord means
to start over with new creatures." ,

We'll close with a passage reflecting well Scott
, Russell Sanders's writing talent and concerns:

As ! write this, ! hear the snarl ofearthmovers and
chain saws a mile away destroying a farm to make way
for another shopping strip.! would rather hear a tornado,
whose damage can be undone. The elderly woman who
owned thefarm had it listed in the National Register, then
willed it to her daughters on the condition they preserve
it. After her death, the daughters, who live out ofstate,
had the will broken, so the land could be turned over to
the chain saws and earthmovers. The machines work
around the clock. Their noise wakes me at midnight. The
noise abrades my dreams. The sound is a reminder that
we are living in the midst ofa holocaust. ! do not use the
word lightly. The earth is being pillaged, and every one
ofus, willingly or grudgingly, is taking part. We ask how
sensible, educated, supposedly moralpeople could have
tolerated slavery or the slaughter of the Jews. Similar
questions will be asked about us by our descendants, to
whom we bequeath an impoverishedplanet. They will de
mand to know how we couldhave beenparty to such waste
andruin. They will havegoodreason to curse our memory.

Reviewed by Bill McCormick, POB 1729,
Charlotteville, VA 22902

by Peter Moyle, U. of California Press (2120

Berkley Way, Berkeley CA 94720); 1993;

272p., $25

Five years ago I stopped to visit a
pond I had known well as a teenager.
Two decades' before, I had haunted the
shoreline catching small creatures, ob
serving larger ones, learning the intricate
connections of their lives. Now, I found
only the small stream that had fed the
pond. The neighboring mill, which had
dammed the stream, was out of business
and the floodgate was dropped. Though
the ecosystem had changed radically, I
imagined I would still fmd the Three
spine Stickleback (Gasterosteus
aculeatus), an ancient immigrant to the
Great Lakes watershed. Before even
beginning to search, though, I was
stopped by a gruesome scene: the stream
banks were littered with the bodies of
Chinook Salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha). My mind went blank as I
wondered, what next-Kodiak Bears?
Slowly an explanation emerged. The
state of New York had been stocking
salmon in Lake Ontario for several
years, attempting to fit a predator into the
role once filled by Lake Trout (Saivelinus
namaycush), before the introduced Sea
Lamprey (Petromyzon marinus) deci
mated that species. Another arrival- the
Alewife (Alosa psuedoharengus)
boomed for decades and the salmon, it
was hoped, would feed on them. The
salmon had fmally tried to spawn. I sat
for a time, contemplating the fate of that
pond, and realizing the largest freshwa
ter lakes in North America had fallen
victim to the same sort of tampering.

Awareness is increasing of the ero
sion of terrestrial biodiversity, but
aquatic systems are under even greater
stress. Besides the direct assaults on
aquatic species by overfishing, random
introduction of exotics, and hydroengi
neering, much of the trauma we inflict

Reviewed in this issue:
Staying Put

, Fish: An Enthusiast's Guide
Critical Essays On Education,

Modernity, and the Recovery
ofthe Ecological Imperative

The Brave Cowboy
The Ecology ofCommerce

,,
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on the land finds its way to the water.
Water can suspend what it doesn't dis
solve; so as it flows downhill, it carries
pollutants and silt. The impact on the
dominant form of aquatic life-fish
has been immense. Fish comprise more
species than all other forms of vertebrate
life combined, and twenty percent of the
world's freshwater fish species are ex
tinct or endangered. In the US, 343 of
950 species are in trouble in part of their
range; an additional 93 are endangered
or threatened throughout their range. In
some states the crisis is particularly
acute-only a third of Califorllia's na
tive species are considered secure for now.

For marine species, information is
hard to obtain because of the scale of
research necessary to monitor even one
species; but observations give clues. The
world catch of commercially valuable
marine species has declined for three
years in a row, and non-target species
that die in nets are not even counted. The
Grand Banks fishery, for instance, has

. been exploited for its rich production of
cpd since the New World was first settled
by Europeans. US and Canadian waters
there are now closed indefinitely, though
open ocean trawlers from various coun
tries still catch what they can. Coastal
estuaries, breeding grounds for nume~
ous marine species, are threatened'by
pollution, development, and salinization
because of reduced fresh water flow.
Half of the US estuaries that have been
assessed are in trouble. Coral reefs, the
marine equivalents of rainforests in
terms of diver.sity, are besieged by ev
erything from oil spills and ship ground
ings to dismantling for the aquarium
trade. Massive coral die-offs remain un
explained, but increased ultra-violet ex
posure and higher water temperatures
(likely results of anthropogenic disrup
tions of the atmosphere) are possible
causes.

Aside from occasional well-publi
cized stories such as the controversy sur
rounding the Snail Darter some time ago,
the threat to piscine diversity is not an
issue in our society. Most state agencies
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focus completely on sport fish, and·the
federal governmentcqncerns itself only
with species that have reached endan
gered status. Realizing that peoplefamil
iar with local species might help to avert
situations that threaten those species, or
at least make their existence known,
Peter Moyle has written Fish: An
Enthusiast's Guide. Despite the title, this
is not a guide book in the sense ofa com
pendium'ofdifferent species. It is, rather,
a guide to the world of fish and their
conservation, written by a professor of
fish biology and intended for a general
audience.

The book begins with chapters on
anatomy, physiology, ecology, and be
havior. Dry as this may sound, it is es
sential to understanding the way fish
fimction in the aquatic environment, and
what impairs that functioning. This sec~

tion also relates the adaptation of fish to
the habitat they occupy, and illustrates
why species are not interchangeable,
from one habitat to another. Moyle cov
ers the variety of North American fish
habitats from cold-water streams to the
continental shelf-something will be
local to any reader. Each chapter ends
with suggestions for basic field studies
the reader can begin. Moyle's scientific
interest, however, doesn't obscure the
pleasure he invites others to experience:

I have spent a great deal of time
under water, watching fish. The obser
vations I make are carefully reco;ded on
special forms and converted into data.
The data are analyzed, summarized, and
eventually turned into one ofthe arcane
documents known as a scientificpaper.
The publications enable me to call my

selfa fish ecologist but they do not con
vey how. enjoyable the underwater
excursions are. They also do not allow
me to record the myriadofother experi
ences I have had, such as watching how
light and water together create lovely,
shifting patterns on a lake or stream
botJom, howa larvalmayflysau:riesacross
a stone in fast water,- or how a lamprey
moves a large rock lfJ excavate a nest.-

Most compelling is the chapter on

conservation. Moyle would do well to
, devote a whole book to this subject. His
ethics are well considered and clearly
explained, and his anecdotes reveal the
disquiet of someone who has observed
the human influence and the consequent
loss offamiliar places and creatures. He
perhaps expresses it most simply when
he notes the loss of one species that no
one cared enough to save, the High Rock
Spring Tui Chub (Gila bicolor variety,
actually a subspecies).' In case studies,
Moyle examines the varied ways that
fish species are brought to endangered
status, or lost forever. Some threats are
agonizingly obvious; others, such as the
introduction of exotic species, are more
insidious. The story of the Great Lakes
is here, but it does not include presently
changing conditions. No bOOk could de
scribe all the latest problems-the mo
mentum of change and the threats posed
are too great. In fact, those personally
involved will often be the only oneS to
know when local populations or obscure
species have disappeared. Moyle tells of
carrying the entire population of a spe
cies of pupfish (Cyprinodon species) in
a bUcket. Only by such individual efforts,
and through joining together for larger
ones, will the diversity offish beprotected

One group mentioned in Moyle's
book is the North American Native
Fishes Association. This is a small, in
formal organi:mtion with a diverse mem
bership who share an interest in native
fish species for study, collection if ap
propriate, and breeding if possible.
Membership is $11 a year, which in
cludes copjes of a quarterly publication,
American Currents. Their position on
conservation issues is quite strong, and
disparaging remarks on government
"management" of our waters are com
mon. People with any level of experi
ence are encouraged to become active
members. To join, contact Robert
Schmidt, Simons Rock of Bard Col
lege, Alford Road, Great Barrington,
MAOl230.

Reviewedby Brian Carter (34 Bow
St., Concord, NH0330I)



Readings

CRITICAL ESSAYS ON
EDUCATION, MODERNITY, AND
THE RECOVERY OF THE
ECOLOGICAL IMPERATIVE

by C.A. Bowers, 1993, New York: Teach

ers College Press, 221p, $18.95

Education is of critical importance
as we seek to change the cwrent rela
tionship of the vast majority of h~ans
with nature. Having taught in college
environmental studies programs for the
last six years, environmental education
is the approach to the environmental cri
sis in which I am most fully involved.
So, I read c.A. Bowers recent collection
of thirteen essays with much
interest. They are full of inter-
esting observations and per
spectives, though the book is
steeped in educational and so-
cial theory and the jargons of
these fields. As someone unfa-
miliar with educational theory
and not deeply familiar with
social theory. !found the essays
to be tough going at times.
Hence, I would recommend this
book to someone looking for
more depth in the issue of edu
cation and the environment. For
those seeking an introduction,
David Orr's Ecological Literacy
.might be a more fruitful place to begin.

Bowers's essays are divided into
three general topics: rethinking the foun
dations of modernism, the cultural me
diating characteristics of educational
computing, and recovering the ecologi
cal imperative in educational and social
thought The focus of the essays is often
not on environmental concerns per se,
but on the worldview that Bowers thinks
is the root of the environmental problem
(and many other problems). The first set
offour essays seeks to demonstrate how
the education process helps introduce
students to, and then reinforce, the mod- .
ernist worldview that is at the founda
tion of the environmental crisis. The key
components of this worldview are that
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time is linear and progress ocellI'S over
time, that the rational process is the pri
mary source of power and ~owledge,

that individuals are autonomous beings,
and that the universe is here for humans
to use. Bowers stresses that this crucial
socializing role of the schools must first
be acknowledged (i.e., we need to make
the relevant aspeCts of the cultural ex
perience more explicit; 'Ye need to rt«:
ognize that our metaphors carry
ideology) and then these factors need to
be challenged. He discovers no real help,
from an environmental perspective, in
the emancipatory educational ap
proaches of Paulo Freire (author of
Pedagogy of the Oppressed) because
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Freire's approach is based on these prob
lematic modernist assumptions. He fur
ther concludes that these modernist
assumptions; and the role of the schools
in reproducing them, makes it very dif
ficult for us to fully understand tradi
tional or native.ways of1ol0wing and to
learn from them.

Bowers criticizes the unreflective
use ofcomputers in education in the~
ond set of essays. He ~es the com
puter can help us to know more things
and know them faster, but this knowing
is based on an Enlightenment/Cartesian!
rational approach incorporated into com
puters. Bowers finds this most problem
atic, arguing that the computer is not just
a tool, but rather helps to shape our way

of thinking, leading us to focus on a
mechanistic view of the world and on a
problem-solving approach to the envi
ronment, both at the expense of consid
ering the importance of cultureJo the
,environmental crisis.

In the final.set'of six essays, Bow
ers uses the ideas of Gregory Bateson
andAIdo Leopold to develop holistic ap
.proaches and critiques to educational
reform that are sensitive to the environ
mental crisis by returning the individual
to the larger cultural/ecological context;,
by putting humans back in nature. I
found the fmal essay, "Toward a Deep

. Cultural Approach to Environmental
Education," to be the most useful of the

collection. In it, he discusses
what we can learn from such tra
ditional cultures as the Hopi,
Koyukon,. Kwakiutl, Balinese,
and Australian Aborigines. (He
is careful to point out in aprevi
ous essay, however, that '~The

traditions of other cultures are
not lik~products on a supermar
ket shelf that we can appropri
ate for our own use" (p. 140).)
Bowers concludes by suggesting
that there are four different lev
els of environmental education,
and that we must pay attention
to eachof them: (1) providing in-
formation on the scope of natu

ral systems at risk (most common); (2)
use of environmental information to
question guiding cultural beliefs and
practices; (3) recognizing analog forms
of knowledge in mainstream and minor
ity cultures that are ecologically sustain
able; and (4) learning to experience and
value ecologically sustainable patterns.

As we seek to move beyond identi
fying environmental problems to cre
ative approaches of how to better inhabit
this planet, the work ofBowers and other
thinkers in fields of anthropology, soci
ology, and philosophy can be of great
importance.

Reviewed by Chris MdJrory Klyw.
(PoliticalScienceDepartment, Middlebury
ColJege, Mid{ilebury, vr05753)
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THE BRAVE COWBOY

by Edward Abbey; introduction' by Kirk

Douglas; Dream Garden Press (POB Z7a76,

Salt Lake City, UT 84127) and SantaTeresa

Press, Santa Barbara; 1993; 280 p.

First published in 1956, Abbey's
second novel was little known until
adapted for the screen in 1962 as the
Kirk Douglas film Lonely Are The
Brave. For the first time in nearly 40
years, The Brave.cowboy is again avail
able in a hardbound version; this limited
edition incorporates Abbey's later
changes and corrections, photographs
from thefllm, and is signed by Douglas.

While Abbey aficionados may revel
in Cactus Ed's elegant early prose, and
enjoy analyzing proto-Haydukian
themes developed in his later work, and
applaud the appearance of Jack Burns
(who appears in form, if not name, in
five of eight Abbey novels) most folks
will just find The Brave Cowboy damn
good reading. Standard cowboy novel
elements are all here: a pretty young
horse, an ugly young cowpoke, a bar
room fight; a sadistic jailer, a jailbreak,
a sheriff in pursuit. ..

Along with Abbey's extraordinary
vocabulary (what other cowboy novel
contains words like 'incarnadine', 'sibi
lant', 'passacaglia', and 'tautologous '),
what makes the novel such fun is the
insertion of literary cliches into a con
temporary setting; for instance, cowboy
protagonist Jack Burns rides off a New
Mexican mesa not into a dusty cowtown,
but toward a sprawling, ugly city of the
New West

.. .until he came eventually to a
barbed-wire fence, gleaming new wire
stretched with vibrant tautness between
steel stakes driven into the sand and
rock, reinforcedbetween stakes with wire
staves. The man looked for a gate but
could see only thefence itselfextending
north and south to a pair ofvanishing
points, an unbroken thin still line ofgeo
metric exactitude scored with a bizarre,
mechanicalprecision over the face ofthe
rolling earth. He dismounted, taking a
pair offencing pliers from one of the

saddlebags, andpushedhis way through
banked-up tumbleweeds to thefence. He
cut the wire-the twisted steel resisting
the bite ofhis pliers for a moment, then
yielding with a soft sudden grunt to
spring apart in coiled tension, touching
the ground only lightly with its barbed
points~and returned to the mare, re
mounted, and rode through the opening,
followed by afew stiffing tumbleweeds.

Burns's jailed compatriot Paul
Bondi is not a horsethief awaiting the
gallows but an academic philosopher
who refuses to break out. His moral
framework 'allows him to take rues to
their cell's winl;low bars with Burns, but
keeps him incarcerated when freedom
beckons:

The difficulty was they wanted me
to register as a conscientious objector.
Conscientious objector to what? ! asked
them. To war, they said. But !love war,!
said; myfather got rich offthe last one
canning dogfood for the infantry; all
Bondi ~ love war. Then what do you ob
ject to? they said.! object to slavery, !

said; compulsory military service is a
form ofslavery.

Additional plot particulars need not
be recounted here, but readers even
slightly familiar with his later novels will
recognize standardAbbeyesque themes
in The Brave Cowboy: the clash of good
and evil, love of freedom and contempt
for Authority (as manifested by jailers,
military men, developers, and others
with parlous proclivities toward the natu
ral world) and always, adoration for the
landscape of the great American West.

Only 500 copies of this new edition
of "An Old Tale in a New Time" (The
Brave Cowboy's subtitle) were printed.
Thus, Abbey fans need hUrry to purchase
a copy. It should be read aloud around
many campfires this summer; many a
toast should be raised to Jack Burns, to
wild country and wild people, and to
dear EdAbbey whose love'of place was
complemented by a peerless talent for
capturing wildness in words.

From the black arroyo came the
scream ofthe horse, then the sound of
the first shot and another scream;
- while over the greatfour-lane highway
beside them the traffic roared and
whistledand thunderedby, steel, rubber,
andflesh, dim faces behindglass, beat
ing hearts, cold hands - thefury ofmen
and women immured in engines.

Reviewed by Tom Butler

.;.;.. .
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Readings

THE ECOLOGY OF COMMERCE:
A Declaration of Sustainabillty

by Paul Hawken; 1993; Harper Business;

New York, NY; 219p. plus bibliography

and index; $23.

"Can we imagine competition be
tween businesses that improves living
and cultural systems?" Paul Hawken, en
trepreneur and author of best-sellers
Growing a Business and ·The Next
Economy, not only imagines it, he out
lines it in his latest effort, The Ecology
of Commerce. His vision came from a
seemingly simple epiphany which struck
him during a "green" awards ceremony
for corporate industrialists. Hawken re
alized that selling "green" products and
recycling our beer cans and burrito wrap
pers will never lead to sustainability.

A successful businessperson,
Hawken recognizes that a growth-ori
ented market economy, as we have to
day, will only continue to snowball into
ecological and economic oblivion; no
society consuming its capital will last
Hawken is the rare economist who be
lieves the sustainable pto<luction capac
ity of ecosystems must be the limiting
factor of human consumption. In deter
mining the allocation of natural re
sources, he does not, however, cast aside
the market system as intrinsically evil.
Hawken recognizes the power of the
market system. He points out as an ex
ample that the restaurants, delis and
markets of New York City are always
fully stocked with perishables and no
more than a few days of inventory. This
fmely tuned process occurs with no regu
lation, because of the power of supply
and demand generated in a market sys
tem. Hawken sees much more in this
than the opportunity for an affluent ur
banite to indulge in papaya during a bliz
zard. He sees the power of the market
system to provide what we value. "Value
is what we3scribe. Prosperity is what we
make it to be. So what shall it be?"
Hawken denounces economic growth
for growth's sake, but encourages devel
opment, to improve peoples' lives quali
tatively rather than quantitatively.

Hawken cites economist Herman Daly
to enforce this distinction. "Aneconomy
can develop without growing, or grow
with out developing." (p. 140) We are
currently experien~ing the latter.

Our global political economy has
developed much like sprawling, poorly
planned suburbs. Unexpected results
from policies with good intentions and
expected results from policies with bad
intentions have created a political
economy that is not ecologically sustain
able. Hawken uses specific examples
from industries ranging from health care
to blue jeans to tobaccO, pointing again
and again to subsidies and incentives "to
do bad" and disincentives "to do good."
He does not blame corporations for tak
ing the path of least resistance to profi t;
but he fmds little evidence, given cur
rent population growth and public
policy, to suggest that we as a species
are any smarter than bacteria.

Hawken's plan for creating an eco
logically sustainable economy means
moving toward what he terms "restor
ative economics." This approach ex
pands on Herman Daly's idea of a
steady-state economy. Restorative ec0

nomics is conceived to "achieve a mar
k~t in which every transactipn provides
constructive feedback into the commons,
as opposed to what we know today,
when virtually every act of consumption
causes degr:adations and harm."(p.89)
Hawken's approach would internalize
external costs of production, such as
pollution,' degradation, and resource
depletion. Restorative economics relies
on recalibrated green taxes to redirect the
corporate paths of least resistance. Car
bon and non-renewable fuel taxes would
be phased in over 20 years. Coal would

I be the most expensive form of energy,
not the cheapest Taxes would be incre
mentally shifted from payroll and in
come taxes to pollution, degradation, and
consumption taxes. Companies and con
sumers would have powerful incentives
to constantly improve methods of pro
duction and choices of consumption.
Competition between businesses will be
for energy efficiency" waste minimiza
tion, and sustainably utilized resources__

_ A restorative economic system
would be highly dynamic. Mter all, "the
cash register is the daily voting booth in
democratic capitalism." (p.212) We must
shed those deeply imbedded feelings that
we are "unequipped as citizens to par
ticipate in and mold the debate over criti
cal issues." (p.218) Hawken places as
much responsibility on businesses as he
does on consumers to achieve sustain
ability. "Businesses must-must-be
able to make money sustaining living
systems, or global restoration will never
happen.", (p.89) He pleads for smaller
scale bioregional commerce to allow
people to be educated customers rather
than simply faceless consumers.

While Hawken's approach to ec0

nomics is refreshingly visionary, his ec0

logical . understanding is less
sophisticated. He holds to the theories'
that ecosystem succession leads to a cli
max stage, and that diversity equates
with stability. Such interpretations allow
for a good analogy between businesses
and natural systems, but reveal ecologi
cal naivete. Nevertheless, Hawken rec
ognizes that the newly evolving fields of
conservatiOI~ biology and restoration
ecology hold the keys to sustainability.

The Ecowgy ofCommerce provides
much cerebral fodder. With quotes from
Wendell Berry, Jane Jacobs, Amory
Lovins, Jerry Mander, Bill McKibben,
Jeremy Rifkin, Gary Snyder, and E.O.
Wuson, Hawken's proposal for a restor
ative, sustainable economy reads as a
culmination of ideas waiting for a blue
print. With references from the Wall
Street Journal, Fortune, Harper's,1n
Business, and The Economist as well as
from BioScience, The Ecologist, Wild
Earth, State of the World. and Nature,
Hawken demonstrates the need to inte
grate economics and ecology. Hawken's
J:x>ok is must reading for everyone con
cerned about the natural and social flows
of the world.

Reviewed by Andrea Freeman, U of
WI Stevens Point.
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OTH ER RECOMMENDED TITLES

Books

State of the World 1994; by Lester

Brown et al.; 1994; WW Norton; 265p;

$11.95; available from Worldwatch Institute,

1TI6 Massachusetts Ave NW, DC 20036.

State of the world 1994 is the worst yet

Not the book-this is the latest in the most

influential intemational environmental book

series now being published-the world, .

more beleaguered in 1994 than ever before.

This year Worldwatch Institute's top

notch researchers cover Carrying Capacity,

including an especially useful section on

Human-Induced Land Degradation World

wide; Redesigning the Forest Economy;

Safeguarding the Oceans; Cleaning UpAf

ter the Arms Race; Rebuilding the World

Bank (a dubious proposition, methinks);

Facing Food Insecurity (again, this reviewer

would rather not); and other timely topics.

All thoughtful readers will find much impor

tant information and many sound ideas in

State ofthe World. Some thoughtful read

ers will like their general directi0'.1 but ques

tion a few of their underlying assump~ons,

as this line from the carrying capacity chap

ter may hint "The wiser use of technology

can only buy time-and precious time itis-
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to bring consumption and population growth

down to sustainable levels and to distribute

resources more equitably." Most Wild Earth
readers would agree that no level of human 

population growth is sustainable at this time

in history. Nonetheless, all will be edified by

this book. -John Davis

Music

Songs For Kelly was released this year

by the Jon Sirkis band. Composer and mu

sician Jon Sirkis has devoted much of his

work to wilderness. The new album is a

dedication to Sirkis's friend Kelly, who spent

the final years of her life working with teen

agers who committed serious crimes as a re

sui t of being tragically abused. The powerful

lyrics focus on the political and social injus

tices ofour society and strongly advocate so

cial change.

. The music ranges from folk and blue

grass to rock, oftentimes within the same

song. The harmony between Sirkis and vo

calist Jenny Allen is compelling and rein

forces the album's plea :or social harmony.

Sirkis evokes emotion from within the lis

tener with songs varying from melodic and

melancholy to fast and fraptic. Performances

by guest musicians on the mandolin, banjo

and penny whistles add diversity of sound.

For more information contact Boulder

Folk Records, 2888 Bluff#492, Boulder, CO

80301. -Erin O'Donnell

Video

THE ELEMENT OF DOOM Written,

directed and produced by Doug Hawes

Davis. Videography by Anne Devine. Origi

nal music by Aaron Parret. The Ecology

Center, Lead Mine Project (101 E. Broad

way, Rm 602, Missoula, Mf. 59802), VHS
42 minutes; $10.

The beauty of this film lies in its open

ing scene: a guided canoe tour through the

Ozarks, accompanied by·a bluegrass

soundtrack. The remainder of the film re

veals the horror of a region threatened by

corporate mining.

This 1993 MeritAward-winning video

documents the world's largest mining

company's attempt to develop one of the few

remaining wild areas in the Midwest It con

tains footage revealing the Doe Run

Company's destructive mining practices in

the Ozarks. Also mapped out are the

company's present plans to develop Mis-

souri's Viburnum Trend, in the

Mark Twain National Forest

The video features inter

views with repres~ntatives of

all sectors: well spoken ecolo

gists,conservativegovernment

officials, and angry locals.

Questions raised include ~'How

will the company dispose of the

toxic waste to prevent it from

entering the water table?" The

ecological, political and social

problems involved with mining

the region are clearly presented.

The Element ofDoom is

a "cry for help" to protect this

geographically unique region

from destruction. It weighs the

Ozark landscape and people

against the profi ts of a big cor

poration, and draws the bottom

line- the region cannot afford

the the "feast/famine" develop

ment that is typical pf mining.

-Erin O'Donnell

cartoon by L.J. Kopf
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Announcements

''Learning Vacations" in the Mountains
Bear Mountain Outdoor School

(BMOS), on a.560+ acre farm at 4200 feet
in Highland County, Virginia, provides a
combination of experiential learning of
useful skills with a refreshing vacation
break from the "fast-track."Workshops are
led by recognized authorities in their fields.
For additional information please contact:
Thomas Brody, OwnerlDirector, Bear
Mountain Qutdoor School, U.S. 250,
Hightown, VA 24444; (703) 468-2700.

Baca for Governor
Conservationists around the country

were pleased to hear of Jim Baca's foray
into electoral politics. To make donations
or receive information about the cam
paign, contact Baca for Governor, 2400
Rio Grande Blvd. NW, Suite 1-211,Albu
querque, NM 87104; 505-262-BACA.

ASEH Call For Papers .
The American Society for Environ

mental History (ASEH)invites paper and
session proposals for its next meeting 8
11 March. 1995, in Las Vegas, Nevada
Please contact members of the Program
Comrnittee for information on desired top
ics: Theodore Steinberg, Program Chair,
New Jersey Institute ofTechnolo'gy, (201)
642-4177; Linda Lear, Smithsonian Ar
chives, (202) 357-2787 or (301) 229-1136;
or Bill Riebsame, University of Colorado
Boulder, (303) 492-631. roposals

sent to arrive no later than 1
September 1994 toTheodore Steinberg, at
above address. For local arrangements'
~ntact Hal Rothman, University of Ne

Las Vegas (702) 895-1012.

Voices ofthe Earth Conference
.The Colorado Sacred Earth Institute

will present an interactive conference exam
ining spiri tuaI awareness and social respon
sibility from anecological perspective 29-31
July 1994in Boulder, Colorado. Conference
presenters include Noel Brown, Anita
Roddick, Karan Singh, HunterLovins, Wes
Jackson, and Matthew Fox. For registration
information contact Colorado Sacred Earth
Institute, 1120Pine St,Boulder, CO 80302;
.(800) 442-6768 or (303) 442-6760.

University of~ona
A binational conference, Biodiversity

and Management of the Madrean Archi
pelago: The Sky Isl~ds of the Southwest
ern United States and Northwestern
Mexico, will be held 19-23 Septem
berl994, in Tucson, AZ. The purpose of
the conference is to bring together land
managers, conservation biologists, ecolo
gists, resource managers, and environmen
talists to develop better understanding and
management of biodiversity on these
unique mountains rising out of the South- .
western deserts. It is sponsored by the
University ofArizona, U.S. Forest Service,
Bureau of Land Management, Soil Con
servation Service, and several state agen
cies and organizations of the southwestem
United States and northwestern Mexico.
For information contact L. F. DeBano,
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Ex
periment Station, do School ofRenewable
Natural Resources, University ofArizona,
Tucson 85721; (602) 621-2543, FAX
(602) 621-8801.

to develop strategies aimect at ending in
dustrial forestry by multinational corpora
tions and preserving temperate forests
worldwide. Other topics ofdiscussion will
il}c1ude indigenous/environmental alliance
building, biodiversity, sustainable forestry,
and the dev~lopment of a temperate for
est action plan.

. Call For Papers: The NFN will
publish the conference proceedings as a
review of international temperate forest
issues. Regional reports, scientific papers,
economic analyses, public policy papers,
corporate profiles, campaign updates,
thoughts on strategy and philosophical

. rants are enCouraged for submission. For
more information on conference papers
contact Tom Fullum, POB 1788, Silver
City, NM88062, (505) 538-0427. For fur
ther information on the conference contact
Jake Kreilick-, Ecology Center, 101 E.
Broadway, Room 602, Missoula, MT
59802; (406) 728-0867.

Native Forest Network Conference
The Second International Temperate

Forest Conference will be held at the Uni
versity ofMontana in Missoula, 9-13 No
vember i994. Convened by the Native
Forest Network, the intent of the confer
ence is to bring together forest activists,
indigenous peoples, conservation biolo
gists, and non-governmental organizations

Boreal Forests Conference
TheTaiga Rescue Network andWest

ern Canada Wilderness Committee,
Alberta will present the "Boreal Forests Qf
the World II" conference 23-29 August
1994, in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. The
2nd international conference will explore
and combine indigenous, scientific and
NGO perspectives to develop and shape
action strategies to work at the local level
within an international framework. For
more information contact Claire Ashton,
WCWC, Alberta #4 10121 Whyte Ave.,
Edmonton, Alberta,' Canada T6E 1Z5;
(403) 433-5323.

Earth Spirit Calls
Earth Spirit Calls: a newsletter for

action is a creative approach to focusing
political action (letters, generally) on im
portant wildland and habitat issues across
the US. The newsletter provides critical
information to individuals so that they can
effectively assist wildland protection ef
forts. Editor Emily Sweeney networks
with groups nationwide (including many
affiliated with The Wildlands Project) to
identify issues. The newsletter presents the
background, current situation. most impor
tant things to communicate, and to whom,
in concise yet thorough "Action Re
quests." Each eight page issue includes
two or three Action Requests, updates on
previous actions, an Organizational Direc
tory for further involvement, poetry (sub
missions welcome), and good news.

Earth Spirit Calls is currently mak-.
ing an introductory offer of $7.50 for an .
annual subscription (6 issues); regularly
$10. Subscriptions should be sent (before
June 30 to receive the introductory rate)
to Earth Spirit Calls, POB 4359,
Bellingham, WA 98227 (206-734-2781).
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ABOUT SUBMISSIONS
DOUGLAS w. MOORE

(206) 782-6273 709 N 102ND SEA1TLI; WA 98133

ILLUS1RA1l0N

Rosemary

Roach

.413-659-3512

BOB ELliS
Watercolors

P.O. Box 91
Wendell, MA 01379

Robert M. Smith
b~shedcharcoal

watercolours
acrylics

Box 39, Site 1
Callander, ant.
Canada POH 1HO
705-752-4432

science illustration

wildlife art

biology

design

'. 7250 N. Meredith PI.
Tucson, AZ 85741 (602) 57g:.{)240
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Artwork, articles and letters should be sent to the Art Director or Editor
at our main address (POB 455, Richrnond,VT 05477). \Wd Earth welcomes sub
missions of original illustrations or high-resolution facsimiles thereof. Botanical!
zoological/landscapes are eage.rly sought, with depictions of enigmatic micro
flora especially prized. Representational drawings should include common and
scientific names.

Articles and lettelS should be typed or neatly hand-written, double-spaced.
Those who use a computer should include a copy on dbk. We use Macintosh
(3.5" disk) but can usually convert from Pes. WritelS should enclose self-ad-

. dressed stamped envelopes. Deadlines are two months before the changes in sea
sons (e.g., 10-29 for winter issue). \Wd Earth has a large and growing backlog
of accepted articles. Thus, unfortunately, autholS of lengthy articles must expect
a delay of a year or more before their article sees print, even if it is accepted.

PoelDl should be sent directly to OUf Poetry EditOlS, Art Goodtimes (Box 1008,
Telluride, CO 81435) and Gary Lawless (Gulf of Maine Books, 61 Maine St,
Brunswick, ME 04011). Poets should realize that we receive hundreds Imre poems
each quarter than we can publish.

Articles, if accepted, may be edited down for space or clarity. Articles with
significant scientific content (e.g., most biodivelSity reports and wilderness pro
posals) will be reviewed by our Science Editor for accuracy and clarity. Wilder
ness proposals will also be reviewed by our Executive Editor,. and controvelSial
or complicated pieces may be peer reviewed. Lengthy biologically-based articles
generally should include literature citations. .

Wild Earth occasionally reprints articles; but due to the surfeit of submis
sions we receive, reprints will usually be low priority. If an article is being sub
mitted to other publications as well as Wild Earth, the writer should indicate so.
We usually try to avoid duplication. We generally welcome other periodicals to
reprint articles from Wild Earth, provided they properly credit the articles.

In rnattelS of style, we follow the Chicago Manual of Style loosely and
Strunk's & White's Elements of Style religiously. Also, we suggest that autholS
remember several basic rules when writing for \WdEarth, since we always have far
more material than we can print and we expect our writers to be lucid, perspicacious,
and ineffably winsome.

I. Eschew surplusage (Twain 189,5).
. 2. Thou shalt not verbalize nouns (Abbey 1988).

3. Do not affect a breezy manner (Strunk & White 1959).
4. Watch your antecedents (Davis 1988).
5. Include a goddam Doppy (Butler 1992).
6. Mix drinks, not metaphors (Davis 1993).



Also calendars, ecological music, maps, and more.

'S12 pp/paper/S21.95 ,;
ustrated, bibliog., index

ISBN: 1-882308-51-4,

At Treecycle, we support the
Northern Rockies

Ecosystem Protection Act.
It just may the best piece of

wilderness legislation introduced
since the Wilderness Act.

We encourage you to support
NREPA, HR 2638, ask your

representatives to support it, and
work with your local conservation
groups to get them to support it.

We olIer papers high in post-consumer content
lOO%pcw legal pads'& toilet tissue, unbleached.

50%pcw envelopes bleached wI peroxide.
50%pcw unbleached copy paper.

lOO%pcw non-deinked stationery & envelopes.
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P.O. Box 5086 Bozeman, MT 59717
(406) 586-5287

• Wildlife Protection
• Conservation & Ecological History
• Fiction
~ J{ainforests
• Natural History
• Sustainability & Bioregionalism
• Paleontology & Anthropology

• Wilderness Preservation
• Wild Rivers & Dams
• Conservation Biology
• Overpopulation
• Eco-Philosophy
• Land Ethics
• Forest Issues

Dave Foreman's

Free mail-order catalog of over 300 hard to find, important
conservation books selected and described by one ofAmerica's
leading conservationists. Categories include:

Books of the Big Outside
POB 85190 • Tucson, AZ 85754-5190

1-(602)628-9610 • MastercardNisa/Diner"s Club
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SUpport wildlife by wearing env. t-shirts
10% of profits go to environmental groups

45 BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS
heayyweight 100% cotton

t-shlrts,sweats,totes,etc
lUANTITY DISCOUNTS FREE CATALOG

GREAT FUNDRAISER
1M MORRIS ENVIRONMENTAL T-SHIRTS

P.O. 18270 DEPT WE63
BOULDER CO 80308

(303)444-6430
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Share the Earth! .



Back Issues of Wild Earth volumes 1-3
and The Wildlands Project Special Issue

A Project of The Tides Foundation

740 Front St., Suite 355
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

408-457-0130 email: info@gain.org

SUPPORTING YOUR
ACTIONS FOR A

SUSTAINABLE
PLANET

Gaining Ground
GAl N-on-EcoNet

GAIN-on-America Online
GAIN Legislative Update
Action of the Month Club'

Resource & Referral Services

For information contact
Charles Convis, ESRI, 380 New
Yorlc St, Redlands, CA 92373.

phone: 909-793-2853 x1529
FAX 909-793-5953
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=-(Cenoroic Society members) '"

(non-members/institutions) '"

. back.•

The GreenDisk
Paperless Environmental .Journal

Box 32224, Washington. DC 20007
EcoNet <greendisk> Internet <greendisk@igc.apc.org> Phone 1·800·484·7616·DISK

$B/each
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Mapping Support
Environmental Systems Research Institute op
erates conservation support programs that assist
non-profit organizations in acquiring and using
GIS and computer mapping systems.

"Continuing features on the environment. jobs. cc;>lIege programs
and other nuggets you could waste your life looking for on the
nets are prOVided here In a concise, resource-friendly package."

- Michael Potts. R ••I Goods N.,ws

For a free sample in Mac or IBM format. call, write or email todayl

"The single most innovative new resource on the environment -
it is useful in my teaching and in my research."

- Dr. Star Muir, George Mason University

"You folks are choosing some .Q.Q..Qd. writings to put in your journal."
- ..John Davis, Wild E.rth

Keep it wild. Buy it.

Buy'Back The Oacks...working to protect
wild habitat for all Adirondack natives.

Buy Back The Oacks is a dedicated fund
working to help keep the Northeast's crown
jewelForeverWild. All money raised by the
fund is transferred to The Nature.
Conservancy'sAdirondackChapter to pur
chase imperiled lands. Contributions to
Buy Back The Oacks go directly toward
landacquisition/preservation-not rosup
port the other important work of either
TNC or Wild Earth.

Wild Earth magazine invites individuals and
businesses to support Adirondack conserva
tion through its Buy Back The Ow fimd

Send contributions to:

Buy Baclt The Daclts Fund
Wild EArth
P.O.B.492
Canton. NY 13611

Ocarina Textiles
16-w Cliff St:

New London CT 06320

203 - 437 - 8189

ORGANIC COTTON

Certified organic pima
and FoxFibre® natural
color woven cotton
fabrics by the yard or
finished goods. Free
brochure; $2 for cotton
story; $5 for complete
samples; $10 for sample
bandana/scarf .

BuyBack TheDacks~
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Poetry -

please call for free catalog

You'll see mote
in our coffee..,.

VETCH
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To spill as these
over thE;? once incendiary hills,
rich brimstone
of beauty,
purple as a cup
of blueblood -
this is what the body wants,
all haunch '

. like a cord of bucks
running-
there are no boundaries
in the dumb
animal heart,
there is on!y this
blossom after blossom.
How to believe ,in the quick
lithe earth -
when the body is a mandate
of terrible wills,
how to wind and braid
over stone and leaf,

. crash as veils do 
ledge upon ledge
like a fission
of libations-.
O,ptIrple world
of pulse and panicles,
the geese migrate
~ne by one,
the great blue h~ron

tempers the stream
with his shadow 
all ascension
and release.
What cumbersome bones
under our skins
we have,
what cells drone
in the wild escarpment
of our brains.

-Leonore Wilson, Napa, CA

Poems For The Wild Earth
from the poetry editors of Wild Earth:

Slow Rising Smoke by Art Goodtimes $3
First Sight ofLand by Gary Lawless $7.50

Sitka Spring by Gary Lawless $5
Available from:

B/ackbury Books
'RR], Box 228

~ Nob/tboro. ME 04555 ~
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Join the Cenozoic Society
and subscribe to .':'.

.:~f~:~._;.:.;.:.:.:.:J

The Cenozoic Society is a non-profit
educational, scientific, and charitable
corporationwhich publishes WildEarlh
magaitne. With North Amertcan wil
derness recovery as its overarching
theme, Wild Earth focuses on biodi
versity and wilderness issues from an
ecocentrtc viewpoint Through Wild
Earthand other publications, the So
ciety seeks to further its goals of
wildlands restoration/protection, re
versal of human overpopulation, and
cessation ofthe global extinction crt
sis. Cenozoic SocietyMembers receive
an annual subscrtption (4 issues) to
Wild Earth and discounts on back
issues and other publications.

POB 455, Richmond, VT 05477r-----------,
o New Membership'
o Renewal

$25 __ Membership/WESUb.

$15 __Membership/WESUb.
(Low Income)

$ __Here's my contribution to the
Wild Earth Research Fund:

o Send me a sample issue.
(Please include $2 for postage.)

Name ---;-_

Street _

I
I State Zip _

L
1

*lax-de<iJctible as allowed by law. .J-----------

PLEASE SUPPORT THE
WI LD EARTH RESEARCH FUND

///1[1(7...."...,1,.1

Contributions to the Wild Earth Research Fund are vital to our ongo
ing efforts to publish well researched and 'timely articles on matters
of great ecological import.. Wild Earth contributing writers include
many of the conservation movement's most important activists and
thinkers. No other environmental periodical brings together such an
eminent and diverse group -'- and sets them loose on the central issue
of our time: the restoration and preservation ofa wild and whole
planet Earth.

Contributions to the Wild Earth Research Fund are tax deductible as allowed by law.

Top 10 reasons to give gift subscriptions to Wild Earth

10. You want North America to be wild again. .
9. You'd like your friends to share your enthusiasm for pearly mussels,

bladderpods, 10(Jseworts, and others of the downtrodden classes.
8. Ifs easy. Wild Earth takes Visa and Mastercard. (1-802-434-40n)
7. You can~ find time to shop fo'r Flag Day (June 14).
6. Yoo want to fertilize the grassroots and Sl.WOrt the New Conservation~t
5. You forgot to buy your friend Patrick MurrayO'Reily a St. Patrick's Day present.
4. Ear1h Day is fti>ril22 and)QUrsweetie already has several string~ng bags.
3. You want to help spread the word of the wild.
3. Mother'sday is May8. Mom'samer foragood article on ~riled invertebrates.
2. You want to support the North American Wilderness Recovery Strategy.
1. life is good...and you want to see the fruits of 4billion years of organic

evolution flourish and not be hacked to death by putrid greedhead scum.

..
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Dakota Skipper !3utterfly (Hesperia dacotae)
drawn'by Douglas W Moore
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.Though the nam:e~ysound lik~ a' t:rain, the D~ota Skipper is a diminutive butterfly native to w~t prairies of the Midwest
As reported by the Biodiversity Legal Foundation last issue, this butterfly has been reduced by agribusiness and other fofrns of habitat destruc
tion to small isolated populations~and BLF has petitioned the US Fish & Wildlife Service to grant the insect protection as aThreaten'ed-species.

Skippers comprise a s~i9se family (Hesperii~e)of small moth-like butterflies. They derive their common name from their low erratic
flights (bringing to mind certain airlines). .

As members of the order Lepidoptera, skippers naturally SpChd large portions of their lives ~n a stage not conducive to skipping. (Ever seen
a larva with a large bulbous head hop?) The ca~rpillars eat wild,grasses and legumes. Overwintering pupae hang upside down in cocoons
attached to leaves. (Ah... the life!)

Next time you see a butterfly flutter by, recall that some North American species have already gone'extinct and many others are in trouble.
BLF delights in skipj>effi, and will gratefully employ your donations-to defenq the Pawnee Montane Skipper (already ESA listed) and Dakota
Skipper. X~rces Society also works for butterflies and other insects. See past WE issues (iqcluoing Winll<r93/94 and Special Issue <?n The Wild
lands Project) for descriptions of groups benefiting butterflies, aod contribute: BLF, POB 18327, Boulder, CO 803~; and Xerces Society, 10
Southwest Ash St, Portlanc( OR 97204. -JD .

ArtistDouglas Moore (7250N. Meredith Pl., TUCfon, AZ 85741) isa marine inVertebrate ecoliJgistand illustrator working in a varietyofmedia. A
.graduateofthe University ofCalifomia, Santa Crul. he returned there to complete the school's graduateprogram in'NaluTalScience RlustraBon. He isa
memberofthe GuildojNaturalScience Illustrators whose work hasappeareq.in numerouspublications. - TB



WE WANT THE WHOLE NORTHWOODS
WILDERNESS .BACK.

United SUt~

THE NORTHWOODS ECOREGION

Three hundred years ago, one of the most magnificent forested ecosystems in
North America flourished in this region we call the Northwoods. Amidst a vast
mosaic of majestic white pine, eastern hemlock, white spruce, balsam ftf, and mixed
hardwoods•. timber wolves and mountain lions preyed upon woodland caribou. A
diversity of ~niquelyadapted species ofdeep-woods flora was sustained by the delicate
and complex forest-floor habitat of the old-growth forest.
" Although only remnants of this great wilderness remain, the potential for

recovery is high. Northwoods Wilderness Recovery (NWR) was fonned to help
fulfill this potential, focusing on wil~rness recOvery in the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan and northeastern Wisconsin. . '

NWR bas developed a wilderness recovery plan for the Michigamme Highlands,
one of the largest unprotected wilderness areas (200,000 acres) in the Great Latfs

,Bioregion. A substantial portion of remaining old-growth forest in Micbigan's
Upper Peninsula occurs here. Establisbing a core Michigamme Higbl3nds wilderness

. reserve, with buffer zones and connecting corridors, is critical to restoring natural
diversitY in the Northwoods.

NWR bas also initiated and is coordinating a land excJumge proposal for
protection of up to 10,000 acres adjacent to the Micbigamme IDgblaIid$ Wtldemess
Recovery Area~s1"ecbaIly designated McCormick Wildetness (CUJTeDtly 16;850aaes).
And, to gel the wboleN~woods Wtl~rness back, we are COORlifiating our effoJ:ts
with grassrools wilderness groups across the entire Northwoods ecoregion.,


